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National Assess ent Report 1:

Science National Results

Additional reports giving more detailed analyses
of data will be published in coming months.

The texts of these exercises have been released.
The texts are only part of how the exercises were
given. Reuse of the texts alone cannot be expected
to produce results that can be compared with those
given here.
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FOREWORD

The Education Commission of the States assumed full
responsibility for managing the National Assessment program .

on July 1, 1969, because of its interest in accountability
and after it had been requested by educational organizations
who felt that the Commission was broadly based and appropriately
responsible to the public. The Education Comnission of the
States through its Steering Committee is kept informed of
National Assessment by means of an 11-member Policy Committee
and a 28-member Advisory Committee. The Commission is
ultimately responsible not only for continuing management but
for possible changes in emphasis and direction.

Readers of the first two National Assessment reports on
Science and Citizenship results should approach the reports
and data discussed therein with a number of cautions. It is
important that they do so because, even after five years, the
purposes, design and potential usefulness of National
Assessment have not been fully or widely understood or
exhaustively explored.

Among the cautions are the following:

1. The two reports issued on July 8, 1970, are partial
reports of the first year of-data gathering. They are partial
in that

a. they cover only two of_the:10 subject areas in
the overall design, namely Science and Citizen-
ship,

b. they provide only national results in theSe two
subject areas,

the Citizenship results cover only three of the
nine categories to be reported..

Subsequent reports will 9_) report results in Writing, the
third subject area already assessed; (2) provide analysis
of data in all three subject areas by region, color, sex,
community and family characteristics; and (3) complete the
Citizenship results. To analyze the data collected from
approximately 100,000 respondents and to present the results
in interesting, reliable, and meaningful ways takes time.



The National Assessment Policy ComMittee agreed, however,
that it was desirable to issue a partial report to the
public as soon as possible. The first two reports, although
partial, are final in terms of the information they present.
They furthermore render the important service of making
clear and concrete the purposes and scope of National
Assessment.

2. A second caution is that the reporting of the results
for the first time in any subject area will not provide a_
measure of the progress of learning of the populations
assessed. The first reporting in a given subject provides
"bench-mark data" against which the results of later
assessments in that subject can be compared. One of the
most important aspects of Assessment is the possibility of
making comparisons over tine of progress or lack of progress
in a given subject area. To realize this Objective of
observing change over time in all 10 subject areas, will
take more than a decade. However, since Reading, Science,
and Mathematics will be assessed every three years (the
other seven subjects--Art, Music, Writing, Social Studies,
Citizenship, Career and Occupational Development, and
Literatureare to be assessed every six years) there can
be useful comparisons in Science after three years, and
similarly, more frequent comparisons in Reading and
Mathematics. Realizin this important goal means a continuous

. _

_operation, continuous funding and _- 7 patience. As National
Assessment continues through the years with adequate funds,
it will make an important ccmtribution' as an "educational
indicator" in our national life.

3. It should be emphasized that National Assessment is
designed to provide national and regional pictures of
educational attainment. National Assessment will not report
about individual states or parts thereof. (National
Assessment was almost aborted in the developmental stages
because of fears that it might "intrude" itself into the
evaluation of state and local school systems.)

4. National Assessment is a new venture in educational
evaluation. Its purpose in providing descriptive census-
like information is relatively, simple. In scope and method-
ology, however, it is innovative and complex in many ways.
It is the first assessment of educational achievement on a
national scale. It relies on a large sampling base determined



by complicated sampling procedures. It has deVeloped its
own questiOns (exercises) employing some new approaches.
It has formulated learning objectives in behavioral terms
through the involvement of many people with different back-
grounds and has publicized these objectives. . It has
developed exercises designed for public understanding
covering greater ranges of difficulty than those found in
standardized tests--exercises that measure the stated
objectives LI behavioral terms. It reports results, not in
terms of scores, standards or norms, but by Publishing
actual items and showing percentage choices for alternative
answers. It intends to use traditional statistical analyses
and is amenable to the employment of new analytical
techniques.

Because National Assessment is a new venture in educational
measurement, the designers, the working staff, the Policy
Committee and the sponsors wish to emphasize that:

National Assessment is, even as it is about to enter
a second year of data-gathering (in Reading and
Literature), an evolving mechanism, studying itself
and receptive to suggestions for improvement.

National Assessment results are released by the
Education Commission of the States without drawing
conolusions about their implications for edu-
cational policy. National Assessment supplies
information, not "answers." The seeking of "answers"
is recognized As desirable and it is the hope of
National Assessment that it can provide "facts" that
will assist others in part through the formulation
and conduct of research projects to find "answers."

National Assessment is a large and complex program. To
meet the central goals, it must continue to develop further
both methods of measurement and methods of analysis and
presentation. To find the "facts" is the challenge.

xi
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National Assessment is a program of educational product
measurement consistent with the current desire to determine
the yield of the educational dollar. It is hoped that it may
encourage other more refined and localized approaches to
determining accountability.

James A. Hazlett
Administrative Director for National Assessment
and Chairman of the Policy Committee

Wendell H. Pierce
Executive Director
Education Commission of the States
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NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF SCIENCE

In 1964, the Exploratory Committee on Assessing the Progress
of Education (ECAPE) was established to determine the
feasibility of conducting a study which would assess the
educational attainments of Americans and, if this proved
possible, to develop the plan and the instruments for its
conduct. As a consequence of their efforts, the National
Assessment of Educational Progress came into being. Its name
stresses several important points: it is national in
scope, and its focus is the assessment of the level of edu-
cational attainment--assessment not only at one point in
time, but at various times so that it will be possible to
determine whether progress in knowledge, skills, under-
standings and attitudes is occurring.

The plan which ECAPE developed included 10 subject areas:
Reading, Writing, and MathematiCs, representing the
traditional 3 Rs; Social Studies, Citizenship, Science, Art,
Music, Literature, and Vocational Education. Vocational
Education has now evolved into a broader area which is called
Career and Occupational Development.

Each of these subject areas will be assessed pe iodically so
that change over time can be observed. Science, Reading,
and Mathematics are to be assessed every three years, while
the other subject areas will be on a six-year cycle.

1
For more detailed information on National Assessment, see
Womer, Frank B. What is National Assessment? Ann Arbor,
Michigan: ,National Assessment-or-Educational Progress, 1970;

Merwin, JaCk D. and Womer, Frank
ing the progress of education to
understanding and public policy.
cational Evaluation: New Roles,
Illinois: University of Chicago

1

B. Evaluation in assess-
provide bases of public
In NSSE Yearbook. Edu-

New Means. Chicago,
Press, 1969.
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Four age levels were selected: 9-year-olds, most of whom
have completed their early primary education; 13-year-olds,
most of whom have completed intermediate education; 17-year-
olds, most of whom are approaching the end of high school;
and young adults between 26 and 35, nearly all of whom have
completed their formal education. In the 17-year-old group,
it was planned to measure those still in school and those no
longer in sdhool (drop-outs, plus youngsters who had
completed high school earlier than usual).

The plan calls for exercises judged appropriate by scholars',
by school people, and by thoughtful citizens, and which were
valid from a technical point of view. Exercises were
worded to simplify them as much as possible so that they
would present no irrelevant difficulties of statement or
presentation. Generating reasonably satisfactory exercises
took considerable time. (Appendix A provides a more detailed
discussion of exercise development procedures. The four
Science objectives are listed on page A-2.)

Gathering the Data

By 1969 the plan and the materials for carrying it out were
sufficiently advanced that data could be gathered in three
areas--Citizenship, Science, and Writing. A statistically
designed sample at each of the four age levels was asked to
respond to National Assessment materials. Data were collected
from approximately 28,000 people in each of the three younger
age groups, and from. about 10,000 Adults, a total of almost
100,000 individuals.

The Science, Writing, and Citizenship exercises administered
in the first year were divided into 14 "packages" for age 17,
11 for age 13, 10 for age 9, and 10 for Adults (a package is
a booklet of exercises). When each of the respondents at the
three younger ages had completed his package, there were
approximately 2,000 responses to each package and thus to
.each exercise. The number of responses allows moderately
precise statements about the knowledge of all people at an
age level and less precise statements about the knowledge of
people in such groups as those defined by geographical region,



sex, and so forth. The number of young adults taking any
given package ranged from about 650 to 900. These smaller
numbers usually led to less precise statements about Adults.

More than 2,500 schools throughout the country cooperated
in National Assessment, allowing project staff to
administer exercises to the student sample. Young adults
and out-of-school 17-year-olds were aSsessed in their homes.

Field operations began in Mar h, 1969, with the 17-year-old
in-school assessment. During the summer, Adults and out-of-
school 17-year-olds were assessed. Finally, the 13-and 9-
year-olds were assessed in the fall and winter of 1969-70.

A number of unique procedures were used in the administration.
A trained field staff conducted the administration in and
out of school. During in-school administrations, instruc-
tions and exercises were read aloud by a.tape-recorded voice
as a group of students followed along in -their booklets.
This increased tfie uniformity of adtinistration throughout
the country, and also assisted youngsters with reading
problems to understand what was being asked of them.

Other exercises were administered individually by trained
interviewers who read each exercise aloud, and then recorded
the response. A few exercises required use of scientific
apparatus as a basis for answering questions.

Reportinci Results

The first year of the data-gathering operations ended in
February, 1970. The first results for Science appear in this
volume; the first partial results for Citizenship are in a
separate publication. Additional reports on Citizenship and
Writing will appear in coming months; these will be followed
by more detailed reports on all three dreas.



National Assessment was designed to describe what groups of
Americans have learned. In distinct contrast to tests which
give each student a score, and compare him with a norm or
examine school averages, National Assessment describes
cross-sectional samples of people--how manTof them know
this, or how many can do that:

Table 1-1 shows the national results for one exercioe.

Table 1-1

indicates correct answer)

In terms of the theory of natural selection, what is the
explanation of why giraffes have come to have such long
necks?

Age 13 Age

8%

_17

12%

2 1

11 6

28 13

38 58

12 10

0 0

999 /00%

0 Stretching to get food in high trees
has made their necks longer.

There is something inside of giraffes
which keeps making longer necks.

0 Giraffe food contained vi -amins
which caused the vertebrae to lengthen.

0 Giraffe .necks have gotten longer and
-longer as time has gone on, but nobody
has any idea why this is.

Giraffes born with the longest necks
have been able to stay alive when
food was scarce and have passed this
trait on to their offspr ng.

0 I don't know.

No Response



Notice that 20% more 17-year-o1ds than 13-year-olds gave
the correct answer; more than a fourtll of the 13s answered
that nobody knows why giraffes' necks have gotten longer,
while only 13% of the 17s chose this answer.

Reports of this character are released here for some 40%
of the exercises used during the Eirst Science assessmnt.
Sixty percent of the exercises were held back, and can be
used when Science is again asses -d without fear that some
schools might have "taught to" those specific exercises.
This will allow a direct and fair comparison to give
evidence of educational progress

The form of National Assessment results is unfamiliar.
There are no scores for individuals. There is no summary
figure which describes how well any one objective or
subobjective is being achieved. There are no norms against
which to compare the percentages of success on individual
exercises. This is to be expected, since National Assessment
was not designed to provide any of these.

What National Assessment does provide is the first description
on a nation-wide basis of various educational attainments of
groups of Americans. How many young Americans, for example,
have acquired specified abilities and skills needed to engage
in the scientific process? How do 13-year-olds compare in
each of these with 17-year-olds? With young adults?

National Assessment reports show what information people have,
and also what misinformation people have. For a multiple-
choice exercise, for example, this report gives the percen-
tages marking each wrong choice. Knowledge as to what people
mistakenly think is correct can also be useful in educational
planning.

Plan for This Report

This report centers on national results, that is, on the
percentages of people throughout the country at each age
responding successfully and unsuccessfully to each of the
released exercises.



An effort was made to write exercises usable at more than
one age level, so that comparisons could be made from age
to age. (Ta:ble 1-1 has already illustrated this.) Such
comparisons appear in the next chapter.

National Assessment will in later months provide results for
a variety of population groups. Detailed descriptions of
four regions, four sizes of community, four types of
community, and four levels of parents education appear in
Appendix B. Sex and color (Black and non-Black) will also
serve as bases for analysis. Selected group comparisons are
made on 10 Science exercises to illustrate the kinds of
analyses which will be forthcoming for all exercises.

A word about sampling. The respondents were selected
according to a nation-wide probability sampling plan
intended to combine relatively high accuracy with relatively
low cost. Certain groups (such as out-of-school 17s) would
have been too expensive to sample as heavily as their share
of the population would warrant; the respondents in such
groups thus had to be more heavily weighted to yield results
appropriate for the whole age level. All the percentages2 in
this report are based on appropriately weighted figures and
thus refer to the populations tapped by the samples.

Selection for release. Figues 1-1 to 1-4 show the
percentage responding correctly for all Science exercises,
released and unreleased. Exercises are reasonably well
spread from very easy to very hard, althought it may be seen
that few difficult exercises were prepared for ages 9 and 13.

Exercises released should be representative of all the
exercises given, matching both overall percentages of success
and differences among groups. Figures 1-1 to 1-4 show how
well the released exercises are matched in overall success
to those held for reuse. (If an exercise used at more than
one age was released at one age, it was automatically released
at all ages.) Matching for group differences is about as
satisfactory, as well be seen in the next reports.

2
Throughout this report, percentages are rounded tO the

nearest whole percent, and.percentages of less than one-half
of one percent are reported as 0. Totals may add up to
slightly less or slightly more than 100% because of these
roundings

6



Summary

National Assessment is designed to gather census-like data
describing what groups of Americans know and can do. There
is no attempt in this report to discuss whether these results
show that the state of science education and knowledge in
the United States is good or bad, or to make recommendations
on the basis of these results. However, it is expected
that citizens--ir-luding school administrators, curriculum
specialists, science teachers, scientists, school board
members, and legislators--will find National Assessment
results in Science meaningful and useful in their under-
standing and their planning.
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NUMBER OF EXERCISES AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SUCCESS

AGE 9

% correct
Objective

I II III IV

95-99

90-94 dmil0000000 oo
85-89 el00000 oo
80-84 elowoo

75-79 ep0000000 00

70-74 6.41000000 oo

65-69 000 000 00

60-64 ir00000 50 o

55-59 eboo
50-54 oo o
45-49 000
40-44 oleo

35-39 e000000
30-34 000
.25-29 .

20-24 oo o

15719 so ec

10-14 00

5-9 itio

0-4
Released

o Not released

Each circle represents one exercise.

Figure 1-1



NUMBER OF EXERCISES AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SUCCESS*

AGE 13

ObjeCtivecorrect

95-99

90-94

85-89

80-84

75-79

70-74

65-69

60-64

55-59

50-54

45-49

40-44

35-39

30-34

25-29

20-24

15-19

10-14

5- 9

0- 4

000

II III

000

Released

o Not released

Each circle represents one exercise.

Figure 1-2

IV

*Nine exercises, not yet scored, are omitted from this chart.
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NUMBER OF EXERCISES AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SUCCESS*

AGE 17

correc Objective

I IT III IV

95-99 o
90-94 o
85-89 'moo

80-84 o

75-79 oo
70-74 00000 o
65-69 sseso so

60-64 socoo o

55-59 ss000 o
50-54 ees so

45-49 ess0000

40-44 oo
35-39 o
30-34 soo o
25-29 s0000 oo

20-24 tool000 oo

15-19 sisocl0000

10-14 000

5-9 oop
0-_4 so

Released

o -Not released

Each Circle represents one exercise.

Figue 1-3

*Thirteen exerc ses, not yet scored, are omitted from this chart.



NUMBER OF EXERCISES AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SUCCESS*
ADULT

% correct Objective
I Il III IV

95-99 soo

90-94 olo

85-89 cl0000

80-84 00000 o
75-79 +moo()

70-74 000
490

65-69 ssoo

60-64 *moo°
55-59 ese0000 so
50-54 00000 so
45-49 om000

40-44 sodas

35-39 tm000
30-34 oo o

to

25-29 oo wo
20-24 .43 o

15-19 Do
10-14 0000
5-9 000

0- 4

Released

o Not released
Each circle represents one exercise.

Figure 1-4

*Ten exercises, not yet scored, are omitted from this chart
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2.

AGE TO AGE COMPARISONS

In Science, knowledge, understanding, and skills were
expected to increase from 9 to 13 to 17, but not
necessarily from 17 to young adult. Figures 2-1 to 2-10,
showing percentages of correct responses on overlapping
exercises support this expectation. The percentage is
always greater for 13s than for 9s, and for lis than for
13s. On the maiority of overlapping exercises, 13s and 17s
do better than Adults but there are a number of exercises
where Adults perform better than respondents of school age.

The content of the limited number of overlapping exercises
for these ages may be examined on pages 31 to 45. For a few
of the exercises it will be noted that there is some slight
change in the wording or order of choices from one age
to another. Such variations are noted on the exercise.

Table 2-1 summarizes comparisons of results for 17s and with
Adults. Of the 58 exercises given to both 17s and Adults
38 are answered correctly by more 17s, and Adults do better
than 17s on 20 others. Examination of the I-don't-know
choices shows a rather consistent pattern:

1. Adults use I-don't-know more often. (Indeed, 17s
use this response more often than 13s, and 13s more
than 9s.)

Adults usually make fewer wrong choices than 17s,
thus showing less misinformation.

For most exercises, Adults make fewer right choices
than do 17s, thus showing less information.

NAEP research found that adding the I-don't-know response
tended to decrease the amount of guessing by respondents. The
responses to the overlapping exercises suggest that (at
least for certain exercises, most of which demand formal
education) Adults are more willing than school age respondents
to say I-don't-know. The 17s, on the other hand, use I-don't-
know rather infrequently, and make many errors. The

12



LEVELS OP SUCCESS ON OVERLAPPING EXERCISES
OBJECTIVE I

Figure 2-1

13

Key to Released Exercises
Objective

Overlap Exercise
Nurriber

a 8
ID 7

6
2

Released

Not released



LEVELS OF SUCCESS ON OVERLAPPING EXFRCISES
OBJECTIVES OTHER THAN I

Figure 2-2

Key to Released Exercises
Objectives Other Than I

Overlap Exercise
Nuffiber

a 5

4
1

3

14

Released

All four exercises
overlapping age 9 and
13 happened to be
selected for release.



LEVELS OF SUCCESS ON OVERLAPPING EXE_ ISEX
OBJECTIVE I

Figure 2-3

15

Not released

All exercises over-
lapping age 9 and
Adult happened not to
be selected for
release.



LEVELS OF SUCCESS ON OVERLAPPING EXERCISES
OBJECTIVES OTHER THAN I

Ag lt
100 100

90 90

Key to Released Exercises
Objectives Other Than I

Overlap Exercise
80 80 Nuthber

70 70

60 60

:45 0
$.4

00
cre

50

40 40

0 30
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TABLE 2-1

RELEASED AND UNRELEASED
OVERLAP EXERCISES COMPARED

17s more correct 38

Adults more correct
.20

5

17s more I-don't-know 8

Adults more I-don't-know 41

49

17s more wrong 46
**

Adults more wrong 12

58

There were no I-don't-know responses for nine exercises.

Includes all responses except I-don't-know and the
correct responses.
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available data cannot tell us whether this is because the
17s don't want to say they don't know or whether they think
their incorrect) choice is correct.

Examination of the released exercises suggests that Adults
do as well or better than 17s when asked questions which
they may know from personal experience, whereas 17s do
better on exercises which require formal education. Thus,
Adults do better than 17s on two exercises which call for
knowledge on human reproduction (14) and (19), and on an
exercise about fuses (15)3. On the other hand, more 17s
than Adults successfully chose the response "electrons"
when asked, "An electric current in a copper wire involves
mainly the movement of..." and given five alternatives (28).
Similarly, 17s were more successful oLl (33): "Two light
waves are traveling in a vacuum. The wave with the higher
frequency will have the (shorter wave length)." While 32%
of the 17s chose the correct response, 22% of the Adults
chose it.

Frequently, choice of an incorrect response can provide
further information. On the exercise below on ecology,
for example, 20% of the 17s and 30% of the Adults were not
able to apply a general principle to a specific case:

3 The wording of this exercise differs somewhat for 17s

and Adults.



Exercise 38

In a particular meadow there are many rabbits that eat
the grass. There are also many hawks that eat the rabbits.
Last year a disease broke out among the rabbits and a
great number of them died. Which of the following
probably

Age 17

then occurred?

Adult

4% 2% 0 The grass died and the
decreased.

hawk p -ulation

1 1 0 The grass died and the
increased.

hawk population

68 52 0 The grass grew taller
population decreased.

and the hawk

4 0 The grass grew taller
population increased.

and the hawk

20 30 0 Neither the grass nor
affe ted by the death

the hawks were
of the rabbits.

2 10 0 I don't know.

1 1 No response

100% 100%

On most of the overlapping exercises, the error choices
are consistent from age to age. Although different
percentages of 17s and Adults make errors, the two
orders of."popularity" of the alternatives are usually
similar. Exercise 32 illustrates this point.
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Exercise 39

A particular cell is shaped like a cube. If all its
linear dimensions were doubled, its volume would
increase

Adult

5% 4% 0 3 times. (least popular of wrong
choices)

22 18 0 4 times. (most popular of wrong choices)

15 0 6 times. (next to least popular of wrong
choices)

33 25 8 times.

26 16 0 16 times. (next to most popular of wrong
choices)

9 28 0 I don't know.

0 1 No response

100% 101%

Clearly, the more popular wrong answers are popular at both
ages. The correct answer ranks highest in both groups but.
that would not necessarily be the case in every difficult item.

Overla s etweenl3 17 and Adult

Five exercises administe ed at all three of these ages
were released. l'or each the percentage choosing the correct
responses increases from 13 to 17. The differences between
17s and Adults are small and inconsistent in direction.

Adults ranked lowest on the exercise (35) written for
Objective III, "Understand the investigative nature of
science."
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Exercise 35

Whenever scientists carefully measure any quantity many
times, they expect that

Age_13 Age 17 Adul_t

19% 19% 25 0

2 2 1 0

4 3 2 0

69 72 57

6 13 0

0 0 1

100% 99% 99%

all of the measurements will be
exactly the same.

only two of the measurements
will be exactly the same.

all but one of the measure ents
will be exactly the same.

most of the measurements will
be close but not exactly the
same.

I don t kno

No response

The correct response choice recognizes that measurement
is inevitably imperfect, hende variation is to be expected.
While more than half the respondents at each age answered
correctly, the percent correct was-only 57% among Adults
compared to 69% of 13s and 72% of the 17s. At each age
about one fourth of all the respondents chose the incorrect
alternative, "all of-the measurements will be exactly the
same." This choice indicates a basic lack of understanding.
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Adults and 17s were about equally successful on the
information exercise (18) : "Information about which
one of the following is most important in predicting
weather?" This is classed as requiring recall of facts.
Seventy-seven percent or more of the 17s and Adults
chose, "The movement and characteristics of air masses."
Of the 13s, 59% correctly chose this response. The 13s
often chose, "The daily extremes of temperature" (17%)
or "The daily extremes of humidity" (12%). Fewer than
10% of the 17s or Adults chose either of these or any
other answer.

There are three overlapping exercises of a "can you do
it?" type. One requires ability to interpret data, and
two require the ability to use scientific apparatus.

The first (39) presents data from five experiments in
which two objects were weighed four times each. The four
weights tabulated for each object differ from experiment
to experiment. The respondent is asked to say which
experiment "gives the strongest evidence" that object I
weighs more than object II. The correct choice recognizes
that a strongly consistent finding deserves greater
trust.

Among Adults and 13s, about 60% chose the correct response;
17s did much better, 81% making the correct selection, and
few saying I-don't-know. Fewer than 10% of any age group
chose any one wrong alternative. Such scatter of choices
suggests the presence of simple confusion or carelessness
rather than poor understanding of science.
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One of the overlapping apparatus exercises (22 ) used the
equipment shown in Figure 2-2.

Balance pan

Figure 2-2

In addition to the apparatus pictured, the respondent was
supplied with three 10-gram fishweights and instructed:

Place one weight in the balance pan. How many inches from
the pivot point is the hook on which you must hang one weight
to get balance?

He was given 20 minutes to respond to this and other
questions involving the apparatus, and was given no
assistance from the person administering the exercise on
how to proceed.
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The correct answer is that the second weight must be hung
from the position labelled "4" to achieve balance. More
than 60% of all ages correctly gave this answer. Adults
and 17s are successful more often than are 13s.

Figure 2-3 shows the apparatus used for another ercise(31)
where thr-ee age comparisons are possible.

Figure 2-3

In addition to the pendulum, a clock or watch and
several large puts were available. The respondent was
asked:

How long does it take for the weight in the pan on
the end of the string to swing back and forth ten
times? seconds.

Again, respondents were given 20 minutes to find the
answer to this and other questions involving the
apparatus. Only 38% of the 13s gave a response between
11 and 15 seconds, which was judged correct. Adults
(49%) and 17s (56%) did much better.
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Overla m 9 and _11 Ove 1 ises 1 to 8

These exercises are arranged by the order of size of
observed difference between percentage Of success at
age 13 and age 9. The observed difference in
percentage Of success is noted in the heading for
each exercise. It should be stressed that these
differences are determined from the respondents
that were sampled, and that the percentage difference
would change somewhat if observations were made on
other samples-

OVERLAP EXERCISE 1
35% difference in favor of age 13

(93 6-3, 133 2-1) (also 157 and 242)

Scientists
following?

would have most trouble testing which of the

-1192-1_

12% 6% 0 2 have a fever.

6 2 0 I Weigh 101 pounds.

14 4 0 I am 62 Inches tall.

13 8 0 I can lift a 20-pound box.

38 73 * My dog is better than your aog.

16 7 0 I don't know.

1 0 No response

100% 100%

This order of alternatives was used at age 9: at age
13 the 'ascend and third Choices were interchanged.

OVERLAP EXERCISE 2 OVERLAP EXERCISE 3
34% difference in favor of age 13 4% difference in favor of

(91 5-4, 13: 6-2) (also 130

The temperature that iS thought
a sch001room in about

Age 13

and 205)

most CoxfoItble for

15% 1% 0 40° Fahrenheit.
18 7 0 500 Fahrenheit,
52 85 70° Fahrenheit,
5 2 0 90° Fahrenheit.

0 0 100° Fahrenheit.

3 0 I don't knOw.

0 No response

101% 99%

At age 13, the word "coned-dared" was used in place of
"thought..

age 13

(,t 5-14,

What is a

Age

13, 9-5)

scientific

9

(also

theory?

158 and 244)

It uses arithmetic.1% 0

12 4 0 It describes a scientist,
27 19 0 it describes an experiment.

18

22

18

14

56

5

0

0

0

It tells all there is to know
about something,

Tt explains why some things act
the way they de,

I don't know,

0 0 No response

101% 99%

3 1



OVERLAP EXERCISE 4
27% difference in favor of age 13

(92 7-17A, 13. 9-13A) (also 150 and 231)

W ights Of some Chemical Elements
Found in a 100 pound Human

Calcium
Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Phosphorus
SodiaM
Self=

2 pounds
10 pOunes
10 pounds
64 pounds
14 ounces
2 ounces
4 ounces

A. From the chart above, which of the following chemical
elements ia fOund in the SMALLEST ameant in the body?

A 9 Aga 13

14% 3% 0 Calcium

5 3 0 Carbon

4 0 Hydrogen

94 al eadium

7 6 0 Sulfur

11 2 0 I don't know,

1 No response

100 % 100

At age 13, "pounds" and "ounces" were abbreviated-
At age 13, "least" wan used in place of smallest.

OVERLAP BXERCISE
12% difference in favor of age 13

(9. 7-170 - 9-1311) (else 145 and 229)

Weights of aome Chemical Elements
Found in a 100 pound Human

calcium
carbon
Hydrogen
OXygen
Phosphorus
Sedium
sulfur

2 pounds
19 pounds
10 pounds
64 pounds
14 ounces
2 ounces
4 ounces

S. from the chart above, which chemical element is found

in the GREATEST amount in the body?

rtaa'

2

4

EnD

4

A e 13

2 % 0

1 0

0

92

0

Calcium

Carbon

Hydrogen

Oxygen

Phosphorus

7 1 0 I don't know.

2 0 NO response

101 %

At age 13, ' -u ds" and 'ounces" were abbreviated.

OVERLAP EXERCISE 6
6% difference in favor of age 13

(91 8-10, 13. 4-10) (also 106 end 203)

On a summer day,
likely to bring

_AaE-2-
2%
2

87

7

whiCh
rain?

Ace .13

of the following clouds is most

Thin fluffy c ouds

Red clouds at sunset

Thick dark-gray clouds

Clouds that look like White
sheep

1%
1

93

3

0

0

0

1 0 A few lines of clouds
in the Sky

high

2 1 0 I don't know.

0 No response

100% lea%

This alternative not ihcluded at age 9-

4 4 3 2

OVERLAP EXERCISE
7% difference in favor .f age 13

(9. 9-6, 13: 1-1) (4140 103 and 202)

For which of the following reasons should you brush
your teeth?

2%
2

0% 0 To straighten your teeth

1 0 To make your teeth harder

0 To make your teeth sharper

2 0 To help your teeth grow larger

91 98 4 To help keep your teeth frets
decaying

1

a

99%

0

r don't know.

No response



OVERLAP nxERCIsE 8
6% differenCe in favor of age 13

(9;,53-3, llm 7-15) (also 101 aaa 201)

whsra does a hUmen baby oeMe from?

AqmjL_ jaam_u_
1% 0% Q The stork brings the baby.

92 98 The baby comes from its mother's
body,

0 0 The doctor gives the baby to
the mother.

0 The father buys the baby for
the mother.

2 0 0 Tbe hospital Reaps many babies
and the mother picks one out.

I don't

do response

101 % 99%

3 3



Overlaps between ages 13 and 17 (Overlap exercises 9 to 13). OVERLAP EXERCISE 5
16% difference in favor of age 17

(13: 7-13. 171 11-2) (also 223 and 321)

Which of these
animals?

Age_1-3

ia characteristic

A e 17

of birds but of no other

Ability to fly

Ability to lay eggs

37%
2

27%
1

0

0

10 8 0 Tendency to migrate

35 52 0 Body covering of feathers

10 9 0 Regulated body temperature

4 0 I don't hnow.
1 1 No response

100% 102 %

OVERLAP EXERCISE 10
20% difference in favor Of age 17

(13: 13-B. 17: 6-4) (also 222 and 314)

In terms of the theory of natural selection, what is the
explanation of yhy giraffes have come to have such long necks?

Age 17

8 % 12% 0 Stretching to get food in high
trees has made their necks
longer.

0 There is something inside of
giraffes which keeps making
longer necks.

12 6 0 giraffe food contained Vitamins
which cauaad the vertebrae to
lengthen.

28 13 0 Giraffe necks, have gotten longer
aa time haa gone on. but nobody
has any idea why this le.

38 58 0 Giraffes born with the longest
necks have been able to stay
alive when food was scarce and
have passed this trait on to their
offspring.

12 10 0 _I don't know.
0 0 No response

100 % 100 %

At age 13, .the" was omitted from the third alternative.

OVERLAP EXERCISE 11
13% difference in favor of age 17

(13: 7..7. 17: 3-5) (else 241 and 348)

Skill in which of the following is meet useful in
scientific reeenrch?

Age 13._ A e 17

0 Music1% 1%
4 1 0 Magic

1 1 i Marketing

79 92 Mathematica

12 4 0 ManufaCturing

3 1 0 I don't knew.

0 0 No response

100 % 100 %

3 4



OVERLAP EXERCISE 12
11 diffnrnrce in favor of age 17

(13: 7-2. 17: 9-11) (also 218 and 317)

Mercury can be
because mercury

A e 13

enclosed in

_AB.R2_12_

11% 8% 0

8 5 0

19 11 0

0

45 96 4

14 11 0
0 0

99% 100%

*A different four h alter
two ages.

glass to make a thermometer

is a metal.

is more dense tilan

ducts heat bettegrth:con
glass.

has a nigher apemifac heat
than glas8 .

conductS electricity better
than glass.

expands more than glen when
both are heated together.

1 don't know.

No response

sented at the

OVERLAP EXERCISE 13
6% difference in favor of age 17

(13: 11, 17: 6-3) (also 204 and 302)

Which Of the following would most closely represent abalanced meal?

A e 13 Age 17

B9 "(, 95 7 Steak, broad, carrots, and milk

0 Ice - cream soda and cake'

0 Potatoes, oatmeal, bread, and bananas

Poultry, steak, and fish

1 0 Hamburger and c

.0 0 0 I don't know.
0 0 Nu response

99 % 100 %



verla-. be- e-n 17 and Adolt including triple
ises 14 to 40).

OVERLAP EXERCISE 15
15% di ference in favor of young adults

(17, 7-5, Adult, 1-13) (also 323 and 413)

Thu purpose of a fuse in an electric circuit is

A e 17 Adult

13% 6% 0 to increase the current in
the circuit.

14 7 0 to increase the vOltage
across the circuit.

to decrease the electrical
resiatanCe,

49

2

4

0
to decrease the resis -non
Of the circuit-

to make the circuit safer.

to prevent possible damage
to the circuit.

1 0 to raise the temperature of
the wires in the circuit.

13 14 0 I don't know.

NO response

100% 99%

*Alternative not given at this.age level.

The order of the alternatives at the Adult level may
be seen in Exercise 413.

OVERLAP EXERCISE 14
2611, difference in favor of young adults

(17( 9-8, Adult: 7-22) (also 330 and 418)

On the average, in human females the egg is released
how many days after menstruation begina?

Age 7 Adult_

25 % 12% 0 2 days

12 12 0 9 days

29 55 14 days

4 4 0 20 days

11 5 0 24 days

13 11 0 I den't Rnow.

SO respOnse

100% 100%

3 6

OVERLAP EXERCISE 16
14% difference in favor of young adults

(171 10-2, Aduit: 6-20) (else 316 and 406)

Which of the following acts as a stimulant to the heart?

A e 17 Adult

56% 70% e Adrenaline

16 12 0 Alcohol

2 1 0 Aspirin

9 6 0 Barbiturates

5 3 0 Penicillin

10 6 0 I don't Rn

0 2 No response

99% 100%



OVERLAP EXERCISE 17
12% difference in fever Or young adults

(17: 11-10, Adult: 10-1) (also 354 and 449)

(a) if you learn about a special television p
dealing with a scientific topic, do you watch

A e 17 AdUlt

17 20 Often

64 56 0 Sometimes

19 15 (7 Never

1 0 No response

10 1 % 10 u

OVERLAP EXERCISE la
8% difference in favor of young adults

-gg, 17: est. Adult: 2-12) (also 212, 305, and 401)

Information about which one of the following in most important
in predicting weather?

Age 13 Age 17 Adult

1% 1% 2% 0 The available sup-
plies of water

12 9 3 0 The daily extremes
humidity

of

4 1 0 The daily extremes
wind speed

of

17 3 0 The daily extremes
temperature

of

59 77 05 5 The movement an
characteristics or
air masses

6 4 5 0 I don't know.

0 0 1 No response

99% 101% 100%

For Adults, the first and fourth alternatives were Inter-
changed.

OVERLee EXERCISE 19 OVERLAP E3ERCT513 20
'4% difference in favor ofyoung adults

(17: 1-6. Adult: 1-17) (also 325 and 420)

What is the function of the placenta in a preg ant human
female?

Age 17 Adult

5% 1% 0 To push the baby out at birth

5 0 To Reep the baby warm and moist

41 45 To carry nourishment.to the
baby

13 16 0 To cushion the baby against
shocks

5 4 0 To keep the baby's body
temperature constant

27 27 0 / don't Rnow.

0 1 No renponse

99 % 101%

3 7

2-' difference in favor of young 4d

(17: 6-10, Adult; 3-16), (alSO 320 and 415)

A motor boat can travel 5 miles per hour on a still lake.
If this boat travels downstream on a river that i3
flowing 5 miles per hour, how long will it taRe the
boat to reach a bridge that is 10 miles downstream?

Age 17 Adult

13% 11% 0 15 min.

16 11 0 30 min,

6 5 0 45 min.

54 56 0 60 min.

4 3 0 75 min.

a 14 0 I don' know.

No response

101% 101 %

4 9



OVERLAP EXERCISE 21
NO difference

(13, 13-21a5. 17: 14-I2a5, Adult; 10-2Ia9)
(also 240. 348, and 449)

ElslaneepSn

The apparatus before yd). is the same as. that ShOwn in the
picture. This balance is balanced when the balance beam is
level as shown above. The number by each mark on the beam
tells the nurber of inches that mark is from the pivot point.

(The apparatus also included 10-gram fishweights) a centimeter
ruler, and a block of wood 10 x S x 2 centimeters. Respondents
wer. given 20 minutes to answer several related questions
(e.g., see Exercise 22). The following question was
preceded by others which required theM to make measurements
which would assist them in answering it.)

5. What is the density of the wood block? It is
grams per cubic centimeter- (An answer between -.36
and .64 was scored correct.)

Age 13 Age 17_ Adult

4 % 12 % 12 % Correct

70 63 29 Incorrect

25 25 59 No response

99 % 100 % 100 %

OVERLAP EXERCISE 22
I% difference in favor orage 17

(13; 13-21a1, 17; 14-12s1, Adult; 10-21a1)
(else 234, 341, sue 438)

Photheire

Balance pan

The apparatus before you is the same as that shown in the
picture. Thia balance is balanced when the balance beam is
level as shOwn above. The number by each mark On the beam
tells the number of inches that mark is from the pivet point.

1. Place one weight in the balance pan. How many inches
from the piVOt point is the hook on which you must hang
one weight to get balance?

Age 13 , Age 17 Adult

64% 75% 74% CorreCt
34 22 20 Incorrect
2 2 6. Nr respOnse

99% 100%

The apparatus also inc)uded fishweights, one to place mc
balance pan, and another to use to achieve balance. Tile

reaeondent wan givea 20 mineten tO find the answer tO th
and other queSti01, invo1vinq the use of the apparatOS
(se Overlap Exorcise 21).

OVERLAP EXERCISE 23
1% difference in favor of age 17

(17@ 4-8, Adult: 2-22) (also 353 and 448)

United States scientists arc ahead of scientists in other
countries in every field Of reSearch.

Age 17 Adult

17% 19% 0 I believe this statement.
76 75 I don't believe this ,m.atement.

7 5

1

100% 100%

0 I don't know.

No response

he

OVERLAP ExERCISE 24
3% difference in favor of age 17

(17; 9-12, Adult: 4-20) (also 319 and 418)

A 5-poU00 rock is dropped from a cliff 500 feet high. The
longer the roc% falls, the greater is its

Age 17 Adult

17% 18% 0 acceleration.
18 12 0 potential energy.
54 51 0 speed.

6 7 0 total energy.

3 3 0 volume.

3

0

101 % 100%

I don't know.

NO reap0One



OVERLAP EXERCISE 25
3% difference in favor of age 17

OVERLAP EXERCISE 26
4% difference in favor of Age 17

(17; 5-3, Adult: 2-14) (also 301 and 401) (17 1-3, Adult; 2-15) (also 322 and 421)

Which of the f011Owing groups of animals ana plants
would he found in a descrt community?

7wle 17 Adult

0 Ground hogs, deer, oak, fern

0 0 Grizzly hears, buffaloes,
fir, grass

0 0 0 Ducks, herons, water lilies,
cattails

0 Starfish, sand dollars,
kelp, plankton

98 95 Snakes, rOad rUnuars, cactus
sagebrush

0 1 0 I don't know.

0 1 No response

98% 100%

Per Adulta, the fourth and fifth alternatives were inter-
Changed.

OVERLAP EXERCISE 27
5% difference in favor of age 17

(17: 9=6, Adult; 3-12) (also 309 and 409)

The idea of natural selection is usually associated with the
theory of evolution proposed by

Add 17_ Adult

66% 63% Charles Earwin.

3 2 0 Edward Jenner.

2 1 0 Jean Lamarck.

7 3 0 Louie Pasteur.

0 0 Jonas Salk.

19 30 0 I den't know.

0 1 NO respOnse

100% 100 %

If a person who in a light eater has a tendency to be
overweight, it is most likely due to

Age_ 17 Adult

0

0

too much exercise.

a carefully balanced d

1% 1%
3

20 22 0 a tendency toward nervousness.

15 6 0 an exce5,iwr doseda of
vitamins.

49 45 highly efficient utilization
of food by the body.

12 20 0 I don't know.

0 2 No response

100% 99%

3 9

OVERLAP EXERCISE 28
6% difference in favor of age 17

(17; 5-5, Adult; 4-12) (also SOa and 408)

current in a copper wire involves mainly the

A e 17 Adult

2% 0 copper atoms.

10 4 0 copper moleceles.

69 53 electrons.

3 1 0 neutrons.

2 3 0 protons.,

11 28 0 1 don't know.

1 so response

100 % 100 %

51



OVERLAP ExERCIEE 29
6% difference in favor of.age 17

(17: 7-7, Adult. 1-14) (also 332 and 433)

Scientists can determine the age of certain reeks snd
their fossils by measuring

AOV 17 .Adult

0 their specific gravities.4%
18 22 0 their crystalline Structure.

22 17 0 the rate at which they have
eroded.

18 10 o. the ratio of calcium to
phespherus in them.

21 15 the amounts of uranium
lead they contain.

and

10 32 I don't know=

0 0 NO response

100% 100%

OVERLAP EXERCISE 30
6% difference in favor of age 17

(17: 5-6, Adult: 0-18) (also 335 and 434)

Which of these has been
of the age of the eldest

A e 17 _Adult

used to obtain aecurate estimates
known rock strata?

0 Radiocarben dating

Uranium - lead dating

0 netaneium - argon dating

25%

2

22%

3

3

5 0 Estimation of sedimentation
ratan

38 22 Correlation of age of fossils
contained in the strata

15 43 0 I don't knew.

0 1 o response

100% .99%

OVERLAP EXERCISE 31
7% difference in favor of age 17

(13. 1321c1, 17: 14-12c1, Adult. 10-21ci!
(also 237, 344, and 441)

The apparatus before you is a pendulum. You have a watch
or clOck also.

1. How long does it take for the weight in the pan on the
end of the atring tO swing back and forth ten times?

Uscends. (An answer between 11 and 15 seconds was
scored correct.)

aae_11 21A2_LL Adult

38 % 56 %_ 49% Correct
56 41 39 Incorrect

3 12 No response
100 % 100 % 100%

5 9 4 0

OVERLAP EXERCISE 32
R% difference in favor of age 17

'17: 5-14, Adult: 4-14) (also 346 and 444)

A partiCUler cell is shaped like a cube. If all iti linear
dimensions mere doubled, its volume wohld increase

Age 17 Adult

% 4% 0 3 times*

23 0 4 times*

15 9 0 6 times.

33 25 a times.

16 16 0 16 times.

9 28 0 I don't know.
0 1 No response

100% 3.01%



Di:SWAP EXERCISE 33
10% difference in favor of age 17

(17: 7-10, Adult: 6-19) (also 329 and 430)

Two light waves are traveling in a vacuum. The wave
with the higher frequency will have the

zne_lz_ Adult_
Age 17 Adult_

OVERLAP EXERCI 34
13% difference in favor of ago 17

(17: 3-4. Adult: 5-20) (alSo 328 and 431)

If the cells referred to were all in the same Organism,
in which of the f0110Wing is the amount of DNA present
stated correctly?

14% 2% 0 higher speed,
34% 21% it WOuld be identical in mature

3 15 0 lower speed. egg and sperm cells.
23 13 0 longer wavelength. 3 1 0 It would be identiCal in sperm

cells and liver cells.32 22 4 shorter wavelength.

7 4 0 more nearly horizontal
direction.

21 42 0 I don't know.

0 1 No response

100% 99%

Por Adults, the first and second
interchanged.

Were

It would be identical in a
mature egg cell and a brain
cell.

0 it would be half as much in a
thyroid dell as in a liver
cell.

10 2 0 It mculd be half an murh in the
fertilized egg am in a thyroid
gland cell.

45 67 0 I don't Rnow.

1 3 response

101%, 95%

OVERLAP EXERCISE 35
15%difference in favor of age 17

(13: 8-14, 17: 4-7, Adult: 6-17) (also 243, 350, and 446)

i.'enever scientste carefully measure any quantity many times,
they eXpect that

?3e 13 Age 17

19% 19%

2 2

4 3

69 72

6 3

0 0

100% 99%

'Adult

75% 0 all of the measure-
ments will be exactly
the same.

1 0 only two of the
measurementa will be
exactly the same.

2 0 all bUt one of the
measuremente will he
exactly the same.

57 * most of the measure-
cents will be close
but net exedtly the
same.

13 0 I den t know.

1 No response

95 %

.41ff

4 1

OVERLAP EXERCISE 36
15% difference in favor of age 17

(17: 6-16, Adult: 3-7) (also 306 and 417)

All of the f011owing help
of food available to the

Age 17 Adult

tO increase the total amount
human race EXCRPT

0 irrigating crops.

0 developing hybrids.

2%
12

2%
12

2 2 0 improving fertilizers.
70 55 outlawing the use of insecticides.
50 17 0 controlling the growth of

undesirable plants.

4 10 0 I don't know.

a NO response

100 55%



OVERLAP EXERCISE 37
15% difference in favor of age 10

(171 3-4, Adult: 0-15) (also 345 and 443)

A student made the following rtatement, "Some carbon
atoms in the bread that I ate last niuht might have once
been part Of a dinosaUr's bOdy."
Wbich of the following is the best appraisal of the
student's statement? This statement

A e 17 :ult

6% 3% 0

2 5 0

40 25

24 33 0

15 7 0

contradicts the law of
conservation of matter,

is ridiculous because
dinosaurs lived so long ago.

could be true because atoms
are rarely created or
destroyed.

could be true Only if the
bread was grown in soil
COntalning dinosatir fosS-11S.

could not possibly be true
because dinosaurs were animals
but wheat is a plant.

11 25 0 I don't know.

0 1 No response

98% 99%

For Adults, the third and fourth elternjtivei ware inter-
changed.

0vERLAP EXERCISE 36
16% difference in favor of age 17

(17: 5-e Adult: 3-10) (also 342 and 440)

in a particular meadow there are many rabbits that eat the
grass. There are also many hawks that eat the rabbits. Last
year a disease broke out among the rabbits and a great number
Of them died. Which of the following probably then occurred?

e 17 Adult

4% 2% 0

1 0

68 52 0

4 4 0

20 30 0

The grass died and the hawk
pOpulation decreased.

The grass died and the hawk
population increased.

The grass grew taller and the
hawk population decreased.

The grass grew taller and the
hawk population increased.

Neither the grass nor the hawks
were affected by the death Of
the rabbits.

2 10 0 I don't know.

1 1 No response

100% 100%

OVERLAP EXERCISE 39
le% difference in favor of age 17

(13! 7-8, 17: 1-1, Adult, 1-7) [also 235, 340, and 439)

in each Of five experiments, twe objects were weighed
four times ach. Which experiment gives the strongeat
evidence that object I weighs more than object II?

Age 13 Age 17 Adult Object I Object Ix

62% el% 63% Experiment A BO lb. 70 lb.
01 lb. 69 lb.
BO lb. 71 lb.
82 lb. -70 lb.

9 4 7 0 Experiment s 69 lb. 81 lb.
71 lb. 02 lb.
70 lb. 30 lb.
70 lb. BO lb.

0 Utneriment C 70 lb. BO lb.
75 lb. 75 lb.
77 lb. 73 lb.
80 /b. 70 lb.

1 2 0 Experiment 0 80 lb. 70 lb.
75 lb. 75 lb.
73 lb. 77 lb.
70 lb. BO lb.

9 5 0 EXperiment E BO lb. 77 lb,
79 lb. 76 lb.
76 lb. 75 lb.
77 lb. 74 lb.

,12 5 15 0 I den't know,

2 2 3 No response

100% 99% 101

OVERiAP EXERCISE 40
25% difference in favor of aue 17

(17! 6-1. Adult: 10-16) (also 311 and 426)

The solid, liquid, and gaseous states of water differ In
which of the following ways?

Age 17 Adult

0 The number of protons per molecule3% 1%

4 1 0 The number of electrons per
molecule

4 3 0 The net charge on the indiVldual
molecules

2 0 The number of neutrons per indi-
vidual molecule

65 37 0 which the

20 53 0 I don't know.

0 2 EC response

101% 99%



vestal's between egoS 9 or 13 end A P esercis41 to 49
OVERLAP EXERCISE 41

45% difference in fever of young adults

(9:2-10. Adult: 7-12) (.1.0 152 and 435)

Why do very few people get smallpox in the United 5ta stoday?

Ago 9

12%

50

1%

95

0 The weather conditions have
changed.

Moat people get smallpox
vaccinations.

4

0

0

People move more Often then
they used to,

People drink more milk todoy than
ever before.

17 1 0 All the germs that
have been killed.

cala00 amslipok

11 1 0 I don't know.
0 1 No reaponse

1,00% 99%

OVERLAP EXERCISE 42
13% difference in favor of young adults

(13: 9-7, Adult: 6-11) (also 729 and 425)

A fossil of an ocean fish was found in a rock outcrop on amountain, This probably means that

Age 13 Adult

0

0
fish once lived on the 0000tain-

the relative humidity was once
Very high.

3% 4%
1

26 39 6 the mountain was raisod up atter
the fish died.

10 4 0 fish used to be amphibians like
toads and frogs.

53 41 0 the fossil fish was probably carried
to the mountain by a great flood.

5 10 0 I doh1t know.
0 1 No response

100 % 100%

43

OVERLAP EXERCISE 43
12- differenoe in favor of yOung Adults

(13: 6-10:

Moot of the
is got used

Age 13

Adult: 9-19)

chemical energy
to move the

Adult

(also 217 and 412)

of the gosbline burned in a car
car but is Changed into

0 electricity.24% 14%
48 60 heat.

. 1 0 0 light.
8 4 0 magnetism.

,3 4 0 sound.

16 16 0 I den't know.
0 2 No response

100% 100 %

For Adults, convepted " as used instead ol

g.)
C- V-

'



OVERLAP EXERCISE 44
12% difference in favor of young adults

(1 2-9, Adult: 4-8) (also 239 and 442)

Which of the following graphs could show the average
height in inches of a group of children growing at a
nOrMal raie plotted against their age in years?

_J19L 11 _ Adult

16% 6% 0 A

14 9 0 B

27 39 C

18 18 0 0

10 9 0 E

16 8 0 I

0 3 No

100%

2,2

don't know.

response

i

JO

GO

The curve of Graph C is slightly differe t the Idali loon
but conveys th, same idea.

OVERLAP EXERCISE 46
10% difference in fever Of yOUng adults

(13: 7-G, Adult: 7-11) (also 227 and 427)

In mammals, which of
and intelligence?

Age 13 Adult

the

21% 27% 0

26 38 0

11 6 0

10 4 0

2 0

25 24 0

1

100% 100 %

OVERLAP EXERCISE 45
11% difference in favor of you

(13: 4-15, Adult; 9-19) (also 220 and 430)

th

A man notices that the paint on one side of his house is not
lasting as well aS the paint on the Other sides- Which of
the following is the most likely cause?

fele 13 Adult

5% 1% C Termites

2 0 Cosmic rays

94 0 Wind or sun

0 Fallout from atom bombs

0 0 Sonic booms from low-flying jets

100% 99%

0 I don't know.

No response

OVERLAP EXERCI_E 47
g% difference in falter of young adults

(13: 0-2, Adult, 8-19) (also 215 and 410)

following is the center or mem _y Plower seeds develop from

Cerebellum

Cerebrum

Medulla

Optic nerve

Spinal cord

I don't %now.

No response

44

Age 13 Adult

2% s% 0 leaves.

54 62 0 ovules.

15 10 0 petals.

15 P 0 roots.

5 4 0 stems.

12 0 I don't know.

0 2

101% 99%

No response



OVERLAP EXERCISE 48
4% difference in favor ofyoung adults

(13m 7-14, Adult: 2-20) (also 221 and 422)

Nest caves 3re formed by the action at underground water on

Age 13 Adult

10% 9% 0 granite-

38 42 limeste00-

4 1 0 pumice.

23 16 0 Sandstone.

6 4 0 shale.

18 27 0 I don't know.

0 1 No response

99% 100%

OVERLAP ExERCISE 49
12% difference in favor of age 13

(13: 3-13. Aduitt 9-20) (also 211 nnd 419)

Which or the
cold water?

following

Adult

is true of hot water 55 compared with

_LaELI,1_

9% 6% 0 It is denser.

3 2 0 It is easier to sue through.
61 49 Its molecules are moving faster.
9 4 0 It

in
has more free oxygen dissolved
it.

6 5 0 It
in

has more tree hydrogen dissolved
it.

12 32 I don't know.

1 No response

100% 99%

45
57



3.

RESULTS FOR ALL RELEASED EXERCISES FOR EACH AGE

In the pages to follew,,
discussed. -At each age
exercises in.three broad

: by most respondents (67-
.a good.mánY respondents
correctly by rather .few

exercises for each age level are
level, it is useful to think of
classes: those answered correctly

100%), those answered correctly by
(34-66%)., and those answered
(0-3 %).

Individuals taking part in the assessment are only a
sample of Americans of their age. Percentage values reported,below are subject to sampling error as well as some systematic
errors. Many precautions were taken to minimize systematic
errors,-and the assessment sample size brings random errorto acceptable,levels. However, the percentage values reportedhere must.be understood as estimates of what true vaYue wouldbe found if it were posible to assess all U.S. residents ofa given age level.

The majority of exercises discussed below are of the multiple-
choice type. Other exercises, usually related to Objective
II, require ability to manipulate scientific apparatus and
conduct small experiments.

Still Others.require the student to writea correct responsein several Words or a sentence. :If.an exereiSe is NOT.of the
Imatiple-dhoice.type it will be mentionea.when'it's discussed.



Age 9

Objective I. Know the Fundamental Facts. and Principles
of S,cience

General §umms,ry

The facts and principles of science known to most 9-year-oldsi
evidently have to do with simple properties of matter (iron
cannot be burned in an ordinary fire) or simple explanations
of commonplace phenomena (day and.night occur because the
earth rotates, soaking with water is the surest way to put
out a wood fire).

A good many,9-year-olds know more complex facts. Exercises
where succes's qed from 34% to. 6% referred to Scintific
hypotheses (most. scientists think the center of the earth is
very.hot), distinctions which may be contusing (the sun is a
Star not a planet), chemical reactions (a different substance
is fol-med when .a candle bUrns), electrical polarity (how' to
connect a flashlight bulb), and everyday living (how to dress
for a 45-degree day, 70 degrees is a cemfortable temper ture,
houseflies lo.ften carry disease).

Questions which rather few 97-year-o1ds answered correctly
seemed to be exercises which offered false but plausible
alternatives. Thus, a majority thought that coal is formed
from lava rather than from dead plants. A majoritY became
confused when numerical data (such as temperatures) were
introduced. Most thought that mixing two portions of liquid
of different temperatures would result in an overall
temperature increase rather than a temperature somewhete
between the temperatures of the original portions. It was
difficult for them to say whether water, air, sawdust or mercury
is heaviest, assuming equal volumes, perhaps because the
substance mercury is unfamiliar. Half of the 9-year-olds
selected water as the heaviest substance.

When given National Asse sment exercises, most 9-year-olds
-responded correct3y to exercises on the following:

101. A'human.babr comes-from its moth r s body (92%

.102, A stiek needs ti be dry in ord r to burn 92%)-



101. You b'rilsh lieur tee.th to keep them from decaying 91%).

104., Iron cannot be burned in an or4inary fir (89%),

10.5. Bees get their food' (nectar) from flowers .(88%).

106. Thick dark clouds generally bring rain (87%).

107. Soaking with water is a good way
fire (87%).

put out a wood

108. Protein is important to the building of muscle 85%).

109. Nearly all rocks.are s lid (84%).

110. Map.reading: An island oompletely surrounded by
water (83%).

111. Day and night occurbedduse the earth rotates (81%).

112. Acid should be handled carefully (80%),

113. Pine trees stay green during the winter

114. Alligators are found in swamps (79%).

115. To _see something, light must reach one's eyes (79%).
IA-

,

116. One kind of plant which does not ha e green leaves
is a mushroom (77%).

117.. A:burning Candle when se1ed in a glaSs jar
-(75%):-

go s out

118. AniMalshide f om other predatory -api,mals in.several
wayb (74%).

119. Lifting,a 2 pound weight 2 feet is more work-than
-lifting the same weight 1 fOot,'ora 10-pound weight-
2 feet (73%).

120. 'A moving block.striking a motionless block will cause
the latter to move away from the first block (70%).

60 48



,

121. The.sun is seen only during daytime because the
earth is turning (70%).

122. Honeybee
locusts,

are more beneficial to man th n are lice,
r termites (69%). ,

A go d many 9-yec4r-o1ds (34-66%)respondedcorrectly to
exerci es which required them to knowt

\

123. Scientists study fossils to 1 arn what animals lived
long ago (62%).

124. How to properly cormecta bulb to a flashlight
battery (61%)..-

125,
soil (59%):

fi

Most land:plants cet most of their waterdirectly from the.

126. _Most s lentiSt th7n3c'the center of the e rth is.very
hot 58%).

127. That the sur and a penny are both,m

128. The sun is a star. (52%).

e of atom
1

129. How to dress properly for sunny 45degree we Her
(52%),

130. A school x om is mostc
F (52%).

57%).

rrufortabie at about 70 degres

131. Cactus plants survive an the desert becauSe they lose
:little Water through their leaves (4970)-

132. A different'Substance is formed from a candle Nt;nen
it burns (4W0)-

133. In a scientificstudy all conditions other than those
being purposely manipulated should be kept eonstan't
(44%).

1 4 Houseflies can spread serious human disease 44%)

-49.



135. A rock IDA:coken into three pieces raises the water In
a container as-much as the whole rock did- 3

136. All rna'ttEr takes up space

137. A quart of mercury
sawdust, or water
choice s,alected wa
material's.

4eig_h0.nior_ than a quart of
5%) ; 48 of those making a

er as the-heaviest of- the listed

138. After a cold front passes
clearing skies,(34%).

coninion to have

,When given Nat-lonal Assessment exercises, rather few 9-
year-olds responded correctly to exercises on the following:

139. Rock-cannot\indefinitely- be broken into smaller and,
smaller pieces and still be rock (27%).

4-01- Coal J.s fermed:fron dead plants (15%,)1. Over half
of the responde'nts (56%) chose lava from volcane
as source ofcoal.

141. The m xing of equal quantities of water at:7'0 degrees
-F and water -at 50 degrees F yields a mi-xtpke which iq
at 60.degrees F (7%). O-Ver twe-thds (69%)- of the
respndents thOught that the resulting/webld* have a

-

temperature of 120 degreeS F.



EKE _ISE 101

(91,911) (over1ap. o 201)

Where doce a human baby come from?

Age 9

-92

101%

O The stork brings the baby.
o The baby comma froM its MOtherf.e body.

O The doctor giVes the baby to the'mother-
O The firther buys,the baby for the mother7,_

The hospital keeps many nabies and the
mother bioks One out.

O 1 don't know.

No reaponse-

- Not administered to the in-sonobl sample in one Southeastern
county and one Southeastern city at the raqUost or atate
local authorities.

.INFOTm,M.T.0

2xElicIsE 103

(, 5=e) (ovar1ans Oliercise. 2,92)

Tot which of the following reasons abould yOu brush
yber teeth?

A 6 9

2.% 0; To s'raighten your teeth
2 -0 To ma3, your teth harder

To mak your teeth sharper
2 0 To help.your teeth grow ler

91- To help keep yOur teeth from deoayi g

.0 I don'i krt.,

. Np.reaPOnSe

.(9 3-0)

ISE 102 ..

It you Went to

-. 2_ 0

1 0

-91 0

.

0

1

0

100

Id

wet tt-

float it inai
ttlat it 15 dry

wita dirt.

It
No--

't know.

=46

51,

100%



EXERCISE 105

(5_:. 8-15)

es go to flowors'i oraor o

the flowers.

6 0 mell the flower&.

80 0 ot nectar for food.

2 0 hide from the Wind'and rain.

100%

don! t 8inow.
No re.ponse

8_

-10) (similar to SorCiso 203)

On a summer day, 'which of the followin
most likely to bring ra,in?'

_Age 9
2 %

(37'

o Th1a fluffy along's

0 Red elouds at sunset

Thick clark7.gray oiouds .

'Clouds the't look like whtup

100%

EXERCISE 107

(Si Ee-.6.)

Ths sufsist way to put out i fire of'woed stinics'in to

fan

7 0 sosk w _ witn'weter.

. 4 0 put oo dry grass on the f _

put some sin lar oti:sks on tiltfir

2 0 I don:t kne

No response

100%

(9! 2-2)

loUde is

don't knowi

No reeponse'

.
Whiah of. th tOl-

Age 9

EXERCISE 108

is most imps_ a t. in nui2

4).x. 0 sat

ea' 0 Rrotein

2 0 Silt

2 0 Starch

2 0 sugar

6 0 I don't 'knew.

0 No response

101



EXERCISE I

); 1-6)

s on the Ear h's surface

5% 0 gas,,,

6

84 solid-;

4 0 X don't know-

0 we response

z 7-

e reason tha

Age 9

0

100%.
.

EXERCISE-111

al<E111SE 110

(91 7-2)

Which of'-tne 1etterS on thl.. mai) abovO is on an tsland?

4

1

know.

_nse

100 't

day and--night on Earth is thkt the -

San tnrns...

Moon turns.

Earth turtle

Sun gets dark at night.

T don'i know.

NO response

3"-11)

OXERCISE 112

If ysa see a bottle labeled ACID. Yoh should

Age. 9

add soap to
3 0 putit in a bO.F.

00 S be careful with it.

2 0 put it wedef water.
10 0 pour it-down the sink.

2 0 I don't know..

0 No rmspotso

99*

53



rzcERCISE LI 3

(9:. 7-9)

which of these trees oto'o groon in

the winter? ,

Ago 9
4% 0 PC10

O Elm

O Maple

O -Pine

4

101

I don't knew-

No,response

Les duking

-(9: 4-13)

is moot likely t _

EXE -I 114

lnd on al iget

A4c 9
79% a a swamp.

3 thu woods,

0 the desert.

13 0 a cold lake.

1 I 'don't kno

0 NO rmponoe

99%

in'

(9: 6-12)

FoL YOU tO a

Acre

m'cERctsn 115

0 something, what mlat rach your ayes?

3 0 Smoke

3 0 Sound

13 0 M.:thing

2 0 1 dah't know.

No 'response

101%

(9: 3-7

4ich of tnege plant

9% P A dandelion

77 A mushrooM

5 0 A willOw tree

MERISE 110

dbe$ NOT,have

101%

on't know .

mo response



RXERC15s 117

(9: 5-2)

.If a lid is put on .s jar in Which a'caudle is burning. Wlathappens?

Age 9

3% 0 The candle breaks,:
1 . The candle gets Ionger

16 0 -The candle burns faster.

75 TI candle flame goes our*

4 0 I

0 No

n't know.

response

EXERCISE 118

(9: 10-2

HQ,../ ad nOm0 animals hide ftOm other als?

Percentage
Receiving X -

Points pointa

la .:

2 23

3 29

4 17
5 or more

7no responno

99%.

TO he counted an responding 'Succ
have receiVed at least 2 points.

.% successful ?4y-A-

sfully, a 4tudnt muet

EXERCISE- 110,

(91 10-22)

points were given according to the.method below:

2 points for,mentioning protective coloration

2-points for.mentiOning "protective shapes,." including
behavior such as that of an opossum'

i points for mentioning locations for hiding

point each for any 4 reasonable! eneS)

(1 point for location regardlean oe edjactivW preceding
it)

(1 point far- getting behind. omethieg" if thia appears
alone)

(1 point for a given location regardless of prepositien
Preceding locatiOn; e.g.,

in hUatv
behind bust
unaer bunh
beside.bUeh
trees
Woods
bushes.
ahrAbs

is given one point

vmaid eaCh get one poin even thOUgh.
similar

-

point for "flight." regardleee of term or terms such as
swiMming" used

o points fOrt ntAlling other 'animal's"'

o-extra point for eXamplervet. animals that hide in a certain
ay.

(9: 1715)

ExERC/St 11 V

which Qg

Atle

thehe

9

tasXs woh

mitting a

hhe mOst wo

lft-pound. weight 1 foot10

15 . 0 Lifting 20-pound_weight 1 foot
4 -0 Lifting a 10-ppuna weight 2 feet

73 0 bitting e 29,pofind Weight 2 feat

I don't. 'know

No respOnae



170

¶91

wnc,1 1Ck 1 nwing k,wo nd hits Bloc%
fnitc,,iing ii1 mOSt Y haPP0n?

whi of tht

_Aaa_2_
1% 0 nioc)c 2 will not move at all.

18 0 Block 2 will swce to thc-left..'

70 6 Block 2 wil sWing off to-the right,

O The atring holding 'Bleck 2 will break.

O I don't km

response

EXERCISE 121

(/t 1-10)

Yon can aee the Sun Only in th 'daytlme :because

Age 9_

70 % 0 the Earth is turning'.

people -sleep at-hight.

3 0 there are more clouds at night.

22 0 :the.Sun shineS only Part of the timO'.

2 1:1Cn't,

Nc,,respOnse

100%

RXEWCTSE 1 22

(9 178)

Which of the following insects are most helpful to

Age 0

69% 0 Hon ybeen

8 0 Lice

7 LOCUOte

Termites

4On't knew.

No reopens',

^

t9i 3,1

What can scientiatf,learn by,studying some foe las?

-

' 9% 0 Why earthquakes took plaqe"
. .

62 0 , "What aniMa1 e11ve4 lohg nge

14 0 14CW far the Moon le from Earth

EXERCISE 123

What' the i,"eather will be,tomerrow

. 0- "doil' lirm.w2,-

.0 No respen8o

100%



EXERCISP 124

(9: -1S)

Jane Wrapped the end of a. piece of wire srOund the bane of a
flashlight bulb. When oh..touehed '-the bottom of the bblb to
the center 0Z the top of a new battery, the bulb did not
light. What should Jane a* nextto light the bells?

.13%. Toueh the end *f the wire to the bulb.
4 0 Put the end.of the WirWin ...drop,*f,wat4r.

11 0 Teeeh the bulb to the bottCm of the betieCY-7,i

0 Touch the end *f the wire to the'bettOm of
the baTtery.

10 0 I den't know.

no response

100.%

feEECISE 1

.(9: 6-14.

Most'land plSntS get m oat of their water directly from fah
of the follow:.

A e 9

2% 0, Animals

3 ' 0 Ochar plants
33 0 Rivers

SS 0 The soil

0 I don't know.

1 no regp.D.!

100%

EXERCISE 126

2-12

MoOt scientists think that theee:Iter of th0

A .

R2 % 0

58 0

6'. .0

0

cold'.

hot,

muddy.

RhoW
No reepnsa

r h is very ,

57

ECMTCT sn 127

(94'2'-11)

The Sep and a penny are -like in which of the folloWing ways?

Seth weigh the same..

Sq. 5 Both ake made of:stoms.

14 0 Both are made of metals.

9 o Both are-at the same temperst

14 0 - l'don't know.

NO response-



EXE8CX85 _29

(9: 6-4).

ourin is a

a.a_o 9

15% 0 planet

12' - 0 sotcilit
16 0 Solar py

52 t star.

5

1

101%

I'don't know.

reaponee

(9e 7-14)

It 1e sunny,
in the shade looks 1188 the picture beAow. ,

EXERCISE 129

_tle wind. and a fherFemete tdaor

Now should.yoe dress to he c0refpIta1e outdoors?

6.24 0 Wear a SWirrl suit.

12 0 ,Tut:weai your indoor clothes.'

52 Put On a sweater or lj:ght coat over your
10,10oy clothe*.

25 0 Put on i heavy coet, muffler. wool cap. nod
boots over yeur indoor clothes.

I don't know.

0 No responee

.RE lje

{91_ lar to Exercise 205)

.The temperatiire'tbat is thought oCt cae.th]u for
a ach001room is About

Acte 9'

15 X; 0 40" Fahrenheit.

0 Se'Fahreriheit.

52 70' Fahrenhe1S...

5 0 -90" Fahrenheit.

. 3 0 100" Fahrenheit.

1.01%

0 400 t-know. \

tth r ponoe'

5

EXERcINE 12 1,

{9. 1-4)

Oredtusplants can live in the deselt because

Mee E

12% 0 they are all very large.

:they have large flower*.

49 they.losea litle water through leaves.

24 0 there are no aramala in the desert to eat
them..

.11
1

10 1%

0 I don't know.

NO response



OXIIRCISE 132

(91 1-9)

A different enco is formed when

A e 9

12% 0 cloth-is cOt..
12 0 a cup breaks.

46 0 a ;andle burns.

13 0 ayiece of chalk falls. spa

0

9 9%

don.t4cn

No reSponse

F.X2RCISE 133

(9: 2-15)

Tom wanted to find out whether plants can grow better
in the dark or in the light. No put a poi with 6 radish
seeds in a dark room and a pot with 6 bean seeds-on
the window sill.

\II/ =1°1"
beanaseas-

We added the same amesint e.f water to both pots.. The
bean seeds grew better ths_'the redish seeds, so TOM-
said his plants grow hest In the light.

To be able .to say this he should have

14% 0. wttered .both P01-4 more.

15 0 watered the radish seeds more.

44 put the, same kind of seeds in both -pots.

12 0 grown the seeds in water instead Of Roil.

15 0 I don't knew.:

0 No response

100%

XXERCI 4.134

(9; 2-4)

Whioh of the following insects spread sericus human
diReases7

9

-100%

9 Ants

Honeybees

Benseflies

Moths'

don't knew.

ports e

(9 2-9)

EXRCISE*135

Water
hook

When a rock is put into a pail of water, .the we_er crass
up to the line as the pietere above shown If the rook
is broken into three pieces, which ef the fellow4.ng .

piOtures shows how high the water le?

Line

. '12%

10

3 6

17

. :14

Line

i.den C know.

No reepOnse



EXERCISE 136

(9: 2-1

WhiCh of tbe following is tru

O It has a-Shin_.

It'has nO taste..

O It tekeS 4P space.

It has _a square sha_

I matter?

23 0 I don't kn

No respcnse

100%

(9 -14 )

fk quart Of

EXERCISE. 127

ich of the following woeld weigh the most.?

Ace 9

7g Air

-Mercury

sawdust_

. 46 0 Water

5

100%

I don't know.

No response

EXERCISE 138

Of 1-17Y

Soon after a cold front-has passed OVer St. Louis. one
expects to find in St. foUie

3 4%

9 9

16 0

2 2

Clearing skdos.

100.- mile 7 an - hoRr winds.

104.atOsphsric pressure,

the Start.of a a 7 day anew..

0 t don't know.

No resiOnse

(9: 4-11)

Could a rock be broken
foreVer_808 Still be re

25%

=2/

22

6

100%

EXERCISE 1 9'

r and smaller piecs

6 Vea..becaUSS-meat rocks are mad up of
several :things.

y'ee, beCause there is'n0 mflallast pioCe
of reek.

MO, -.e,ouseryou WM:1d finally got to atoms,

because rooks ars Vary bard.

. 99%

I den't:kn

--,NO reapers:30-



SXERCISE 140

(9: 5-5)

Coal is formed frOm

_AMa_2_
15% dead 'plants.

14 0 Band and med.

0 tiny sea aniMalo.

56 0 lava frmm volcanosa.

10 0 X don't know.

0 siorespohoe

100%

EXERCISE

(9 '75)

A pint Ot Water at a tamperatare Of 50° Fahrenheit2is
taised with a pint of water at 70° Fahrenheit. The
temperature of the water just after mixtng will be
alwpArt

Age

4 % 0

2 0 50°

7 0

5 0 70° F.-

69 0 120°

don't S

F.



-Age 9

Objective II, Posess the Abilities and Skills Neededngafge-in the Processes of Science
atla9raynar

In extending scientific laws and principles to occurrencesin ilamiliar and novel situations (recognizing the freezingpoint of water under several circumstances),_errors werefrequently made on an exercise requiring knowledge of therelatively abstract notion of validating mechanisms inscientific inquiry. Relatively concrete exercises wereeasier.

Most 94year-olds couid :

142. Balance ,one weight by,hanging a second weight on abeaM balance (96%)

143. --Balance two Weights by hanging a third weight -n abeamlbalanceH(94%)

144. Select the leaf that,rgives off most water, knowingthat big leaves give' off most water (89%).
145. Given a table listing the weight's of several elementsIn the human body, choose the most.common element (oxygen)(80%). (See- Exercise 150 for a question im;:.lar tothis one.)

146. Anaayze what needs to be investigated to cope with aslo ly flattening bicycle tire (72%).

When presented with the following, a good many -y ar- ldscould:

147. .Choose=the, best way of-verifyi g someone's recipe fermakfng saltwater taffy (66%).

148= COnclude from a table of plata the fact that young"people:generally breath faster tile:n older people (6e%).



149. Reaa a table of data showing temperatures at
different times (63%).

150. Given a table liSting the weights of several elements
in:the human body,.choOse the -least commoh-eleMent-
(54%).

151. Given information showing the-height of a plant at
successive weeks, select the graph which accurately
displays the growth of the plant (51%).

152. Recognize vaccination as the reason that so few
IP
eople

get smallpox (50%).

153. Identify a reasonable explanation
not come out of a faucet (35%).

aL to why wa er does

Rather few 9-year-olds:

154. Were able to infer that water would freeze at 32
degrees F when given the fact that ice meltslat
32 degrees F (17%).



EXERcifla 142

(91 11-23A)

Pivot point
-Balance b a

We want you to use this balance. The pivot point is or
nail. The balance beam /s the piece of metal which can
turn on the. pivot point. The balance heam is level when
not-hi:rig is hanging from its -hoOka . The nntiber by eaen
hook on the besm..tarla the numbei of inchesthat hook.
in from thi pivot point

A. _ hong sop weight 4 i
m is not level p

peam is ievel again.
first try, but keep t
Wile're did you hang th

100%

hes'left of thcisivot Point. The
, Hang a second weight so that the
Try to balance the.beam on your
ing until:the beam is level.
econd weight?'_1,11_1

Aceeptabl

Unacceptable

No response \

19, 11-228).

Pivot point

EXERCISE 143

a ance beam

. We want you to use_ this bilanc. The pivot point is the
enil. The balance beam is the piece of mptal which can
,rn op Ole pivot pOint. The balance beam is level When

nothing is hanging frOM its hooka. The number by each
hook on the beam tells the number of inches that hook
is from the pivot point.

B. Hang two weights 4 inebes le _ of the piVot Feint. The
beam is not level now. Hang a third weight so that -the beam Ia
beam is level again. Try to balance-the-beam on Your
first try, ' t keep trying until the beam is Aevel.
Where did v4".. hang the third weight?. (8)

Abe 9 .

941. Acceptable

3 Unacceptable

3- Noresponse

100%

EkERCISE 144

(Os 3-2)

gi,w leaves usually give off Meee,water than little leaves.
Whiell of the following leawee gives pff the rndmt water?4

64

XERCIBB 145

7-178) (similar to Exercise 228

Qelght' a Of some ChemiCal glameota
FO9rh a 100 pound Human
Galci
Garbo
Hydr
Oxygen
PhoSph rtis'
Sodium
StqfUr_

2 pounds
18. pOlinds
10 pounds
64 pounds
.14 ounces
2 onnoes .

4 ounces

B. From tne chart above, which c
the. GREATEST amount in the body?

_Age 9

2% 0 CaleitiM

2 0 Cerben

4 0 Hydrogen.

SO Oxygen

0 Pnoephoreq

7 0 S5on't know.

No response

101%

caf clement is found in

Al==1=M



MIMIF

'EXERCISE 146

(9; 2'-1)

John has a flat tire on his bicycle. he pumps the.tire
up ith an air pump and begins to ride. 7n a few minutes

tire is flat aga'n. To fix bis tire, John must find

Age 9

16% 0

.72

3 0

0/

/ .

sob /

a better air pump,

w ether the'tire is made of rubber.

here the air leaks out of the tire.

how many minutes'it takes the tire to
go flat.

1 don't know.

response

VXERCTSc 147

0-9)

Sccileolie said that if yne mik salt and sugar with water
and let the mixture stand you get salt-water Eaffy--a
kind Of candy. Which Of the following would be the
hest way for you to test this idea?

Age g

3 0 Take a. vete among your friends.

13 0 Buy some malt-water taffy and see if
it has salt.in it.

7 0 Find out if aalt and sugar have the
same chemicals in them.

grind up some salt-water taffy to see
if you get salt, sugar, and water.

Try tO mix salt, auger, and water, aet
them stand, and se6 what happens.

0 .
I don't know.

No reS, nse.

asgeeTsg 48

(9: 7-13)
. .

A f,octor kept records of breahing rates Of people when
they were resting. Ha madothe chart below,

BREATHING RATES

Person

Baby boys

7 -yr. -Old girls'

:7 -yr. bOya

10 -yr. -old boys ,

10there

hfeetli in n -ffdlette:

16

-The nars.suggesta'tYmt

'0 bgya breathe faar than girla..

girle_breathe faster than boys.

older people breathe faster'than
younger-people.

1,0=g-or-people-breathe .fasVar.than
ader people;

1 don't know.

algresPonse

100%

EXERCISE 149

(9: 6-6) ...
.

!

. % ....

John tOok"the Outside temperatUre in the, morning et noon,
and at nighk for two,days; Hie record is shown below.

hey Morning

Tuesday. 190F.

Wednesday 20°F

When was the temperature highest?

9

13% 0 Tuesday morning

7 0 Tuesday noon'

6.3 Wednesday morning.
10 Wednesday noon

I don''t.know.

2. No respOnse

100%.

165P .

Night

14 0 F

130P



EXERCISE 150

(9: 7-17A) (similar to Exercise 231)

Weights of ng,n0 eiternice 1 Elements
found in a 100 pound Human

Calcium 2 pounda
Carbon 18 pounds
Hydrogen 10 pounde
Oxygen 64 pounds
PhosphorUT 14 ounces
Sodium 2 ounces
Sulfur 4 ounces

A. From the chart above, which Of the followihg Chemical
elemeots is found in the SMALLEST amount in the hody?.

Ade 9

14% 0 Caleium

c Carbon

0 Hydrogen

-Sodium

7- 0 Sulfur

EXERCISE 151

( 1\8-4)

A pllOot grows this wayt The first week it is 1 inch high.
The seeand-74.sek it is 2 inches high. The third week it is
4 incheS high. whielhof the following grapha shows this
grOwth?

Inche

Weeks

C

4MEM
3 111.1111

Inthe9 MOONURINMI _

2 3 4
Wee s

4

0

13

9. 0 12

15 0 I don't- know.

0 . No response

99%

-5

4

3
Inches

2

1

2 3 4

90,5

EXERCISE 152.

(ei 2-10) erlaiss Exercise 435)
.( 4-15)

EXEnCISE 153

Why do very few people gpE smallpox in the Unfted States
todaY?

Age 9
. 12% 0 The weather conditions have changed.

50 .6 Meat peoPle ge:t smallpox Vaccinations.

0 People Move MOie pften than they used te,

4 people drink more milk today than sver
befOrS.

17 0 All the germs that cause smellpfsx have
been killed.

11

100%

.dorlt know'.

N0 reSponse

You turn on a water faucet in your home end find that no
water comes out. Which of the felloWing coUld NOT have
caused this to happen?

Ade 9
'3 5% The oink is full of watdr. -

9 0 The water ptpe if full o".fuet,

26 0 A water pipe id broken somewhfire.

26 0 Your heelo has been out off from the water
supply.

3 I don't know.

-0 No response

99%



(4g 3-5)
Ica maIta to water at
coo sho014 expect th-

.
hoe 9

31 %

MnEftgIXE 154

- If water is cooled from 40 r,
ing to take place et

30 F. or low__
17 0 32 0 F.

7 33 O r,
30 0. 34 F or higher.
14 0 I don't Yalow.

_

0 No response

9.9



Age

Ob--)ective III. Und-erstand the Investigative Nature o
Science

Gener sllinaey.

;ine-year-oldsseeec-Itodofdirly well in,iddintifying
-0characteristics of scientifie experimentsYand phenomena

amenable to investigation:' Rather few 9s, however, were
able to deal with -de-finitrons of scientifaa'-theory or to
decide Which activity haS'little relevance.'to science..

Most 9-year-olds:

155. Recognized that 61'Dervation is a,basic character stic
of scientific experiment .(91%).

156. Recognized that phenomena are,amenable to scientific
inquiry even where a rational explanation is not
immediately available (78%).

A. good many recognized correctly -that:

157. A value judgMent is a question unsUitable fOr
scientific inquiry- (38,4-selected "My dog is bet er
than your dog"' as such a:judgment).

R ther few:

158. Recognized a siMple definition of a scientific theory
(22%). About a fijurth (27%) identified a scientific
theory as a descriptibn of an experiment.

159. -Selected from among five alternatives the one--
"write a poem"-which had least to do with SCientific
description (22%). Nearly a thira (31%) selected
finding out the number of seeds In am apple as leat
pertinent to scientific description. _



ErElicISS 155

(9; 1-19)

A maa has been planting seeds'and keeping xecorde of hoWfast
they grOw. COUld he be doing a science experment?

NO response,

100%

EXERCISE 156

3-8).

Mary blew up a balloon and rubbed, it against the wall of her

room. when she to0b her hand away,-the balloon stayed on the
wall without failing. mary's friends who eaw this said the
following things about the-balloon. Which is the most
scientific?

7 % 0 I do not believe that the balloon Stayed up.

9 0 It iS magic trick and cannot be explained._

3 0 4he balloOn wanted to sta2 OS the wall and
not fall dowh.

20 a I cannot explain it, but there must be a
reason why it stays up.

I don't know.

0 NO reepOnse

100%

-.EC0RCI5N 167'

(9i 6-3 )lj1a r to Exercise 242)

Scientists wOUld have meat troubfe tcsti
following?

_Aga 9

.12.24 0 I have a fever.

6 0 fweiuh.101 pOsnds.

14 0 I all 62 incheat-all.'

13 d I. carr.lift a 2E-p00;0d box.--

30 q My dog is better than yoUr d-

.16 a . I den't-bnow..

NO.X.SspoSSS

ISE ISO

0-14) (overlaps Exercise 244)

:What is a scientifiC theory?

4% 0 Mt uses arithmetic.

12 01 It describes a soientiat.

22 0. It deacribee,an uxparimant.

le 0 It tells all there is tO know about
something.

22 0 It explains why seme things act the way
do.

hey

10 0 I don't know.

0 No respons

101 %



_

5-123

in science one is LEAST
things with on apple'?

_A9R 9
17% 0

11 0
11 0

22
31 0

0

EERCI 15 9

Likely to do which et the following

Weigh t.
Measure its. size.

Describe its eolor.

Write 4 pdem snout it.

Find how many seeds it has.

/ don't know.

NO response



Age 9

Objective iv. Have Attitudes abOut-andAppreciation og
Scientists, Science, and the Consequences
of Science that Stem from'Adequate
.understandings

Gene al Su marke

The two released-exercises both deal with superstition.

160. About three-fourths of the children did not endorse
the statement that number 13 brings bad luck (74%).
A fifth of them (20%) did indicate they believed
,the number 13 brings bad luck.

161. About half denied that walking under a ladder,
breaking a Mir4.or, or having a,black cat cross one's
path'has bad consequenCes (45%). A quarter (28%)
thought breaking,a mirror mean:t bad luck.



EXERCI 1

(9: 8-17)

Do you think that _the number thirteen (13) bring6 you bad
luck?

Age 9.

20% 0 Yee

74 0

6 0 I don't know.

0 No response

100%

EXEB9LSE 161

(9: 5-8)

Which of the-following will ceunc you to have bad luck for
several years? ,

Aoo 9

20-36 Breaking a mirror.

10., 0 Waiking.under 0 ladder

Letting a black est OrOas yoUr path

45 '0 None of these.

4

1

100%

un't know.

response

72



Age'13

ObjectIve I.. Know the Fundamental Facts and Principles
of Science

General Summary
r .

All of the exe cises f r-this obj6ctive were multiple-
choice./ Difficulty is,influenced not onlY by the concept
being pi:Ssessed, but also by the difficulty and the potential
for confusion induced by the alternatives offered. Most 13-
yearolds answered correctly when asked about simple
sctentific facts, many which are close to everyday experience
(loabk comes from its mother, brushing teeth prevents tooth
decay, dark clouds bring rain, fanning a fire kes it burn
faster, etc.).

Exercises answered correctly by a good many 13-year-olds
tended to be farther removed from everyday experience. Some
required knowledge of prehistoric man, the formation of
fossils, or the movement of air massesall actions or
things inaccessible to direct observation. Others required
awareness of scientific principles of molecular movement,
pasteurization, and the like.. Other exercises of this
difficulty, while drawing on observation, also called for
applrication of theoretical ideas (e.g. refraction of light
by water).

The most difficult exercises did not deal with any single
type of content. Often the chosen single alternative
required a preci6e -discrimination. For example, one
exercise asked the students to ,choose which of five parts
of the central nervous system is the center of memory and
intelligence. Exercises on molecular theory and chemical
reactions were generally difficUlt.

73

a



\VI St 13-yearo1ds re ponded corre tly that:.
1

\

201. The huMan.baby comes froM its mother's body (98

202. You brush your teeth to keep them from decaying (98%).

203. Thick da k-gray clouds are more likely than others
to bring rain on a summer day (93%).

204. The best balanced meal (from among five alternati es
given) includes steak, bread carrots, and milk (89% ) .

205. The comfortable temperature for a schoolroom is
70 degrees F (86%).

.406. Fanning'a fire makes it burn better because fanning'
increase the supply of.oxygen to the fire (79%)..

207. Cancer is .a.disease that cannot, at present, be
controlled by a vaccine (7874)-.

208. Even without atmosphere the launching of a roket--frb-m
the moon is possible.j.(74%). (This result was
obtained in the fall of 1969, after the lunar
landing.)

A good many 13-yearolds-reponded Correctly' that:

209. Sedimentary rock usually forms in layers (65%).

210. The earliest men on earth were probably sm 11,
hairy, and s ooped (63%).

211. an hot water the molecules are moving faster than in
cold water (61%).

212. Predicting themoveme t of air masses is an important
factor in predicting weather. (59%).

21 . A human action such as draining a swamp can upset
the ecology of a small area (57%).

74



214. A second weight -can be hung at an appropriate poSition
'Sto-balande 'another weight (55%).

215. Flower seeds .develdp from the 'ovules rather than
leaves, petals-, roots', or Stems (54%).

* .

216.- The apParent bending of a spoon in a.glass of water 'is
explained-by refraction of light- (51%).

217. Most of the 'chemical energy expended in the automobile
engine Is not used to moVe the car but IS changed
into heat (48,0.

218. Mercury can be used in a glasb thermometer because
when heated it expands more than the glass (45%).

219. Pasteurization of milk.kills bacteria harmful to man
(40%4.

220. A block of wood is more buoyant in salt water than
in fresh water (39%).

221. Most caves are formed by the action of underground
water on limestone (3 %).

222. Natural selection offers an explanation for why
giraffes have long necks (38%).

223. A body covering of feathers is what distinguishes
, birds from all other animals (36%)-.

224. OUr knowledge Of-atoms is based on Observation of
how matter. behaves (34%).

Rather few children of this age level corre tly responded
to exercises on the following:

225.1 A good thing to dO when someone faints is.to lay him
down and keep him wa;...M (32%).

226. As a candle burns, olecules
formed g(27%

a different kind are.-



227. The cerebrum is the.brain's.Center fcir memory.
and .intelligende (26%).

22 The presence of an ocean fish fossil on a mountain
outcrop 'is best explained by the hypothesis that the
mountain was raised up after the fish bad died (26%).
About half (53%;) thought the best explanation was
that the.fossil fish was carried to the mountain by
a great flood.



7-15)

Wh re-doeS a human baby come from?

Age 13

0 The brings the baby.

98 0 The baby comes froin its mother's)sody.

O 0 The doctor gives the babyto. the,mother.
O 0 The father,heys the baby,fOr the mother.
O 0 The hospital keeps many babies and the

Mother picks One Out.

0 I donit knew.

No response

99%

EXERCISE 701-.

ps Exercise 101)

Not.adMiniater4d te the in-school sample in one outheas
county and One Southeastern city at the request of state or
local aUthoritieS.

ExERCISE 20

3 1-1) (overlapa Exercise 10

For which of the f011Owino reasons ohoOld you brush
your teeth?

Age 13

TO straighten you feeth

1 O. TO tmeRe yeur teeth nprder
O 0 To make your teeth sharper

0 To help year teeth-grew larger

To 110iN 1.eet, Your teeth from de.caying

o I don't know.

-0 No response

99%

EXERCISE 20.3

i13s.410 ilar to Ezcereise 10E) .

On a sUmm r day,.which of the follOwing cloudm ie
moat likely tO bring rain?

Age 7,1

1% 0 Thin -fluffy clouds

Red,c1Ouds at punnet

Thick dark-grey eleud0

EXERCISE 204

(13, 7-11) (overlaps Exercise )02)

Which of the following would most cles 1
baAAneed meal?

Age 13

O elands that look.like white sheep
1 0 A feW .lines of clouds high- n the slw

1 O. I,doe't know..

0 No mar:sponge'

c'°..-
0954 0 Steak, bread. carrots, and milk

oatmeal,:hr:nad, and'f,ananas



UNERCISE 205

(13t 6-2) (simflar to Exercise 130)

The temPerature that is considered mOst coMfort
a schoolroom ie about

-2P.SMS--12.

175 0 400 Pahrenheit

7 b 500 Vahrenhei.t.

86 700.Fahrenheit.

2 0 900 Fahrenheit

0 0 10.00 Fabrenh

.3 0 I don2t know.

NO response

( 13 4 -1)

-EfERI5E 207

WhiCh of the following digeasee presently CANNOT be controlled-
by a vaccine that ono receives by inoculatiOn (shot) or
SiaalIOWing?,

53 S cancer

7. 0 Polio

? amailpox

3 0 Tetanue

0 Typhoid feVar

5 0 I don't Irnew.

NO response'

100 %

Exercise 206

(132 6-11)

Fanning can make a: campikro burn better because the_ fanning

Age 13

0 raises, the atmospheric pressure.

0 ws_=-5 materials to their kindling points.

increases the supply of mateFial that
can burn.-

79 increases the supply of oxygen for the
burning.

10 0 rovidea the energy needed tO keep.the
fire going.

I don't'know.

No response

99%

ISE 208

(1.3: 5-0)

Which of.the following could pe done on the moon, where
there is air?

A e 13
0
. 0 rirying arlate

3 . 0 Suilding a bonfire

2 0 F3ying,an airp1ane

Floating a balloon-

74 0 Launching a rooket

3

100%

I don't know.

Ng response



EXERCISE 209

(13: 4-5)

Which of the following is usually true of- in29ry rock?

Age_13l

65% I e It is fbrmed in la'Yere,

5 0 _it-hem large 27,2tny crystals.

0 If will diSSelve,eanily in Water.

4 0 It 15 forrtled ou Mountsin tOpS.
3 .0 It can 4o melted over 00r0er lame:

1 dori't knew.

0 No.reSponse

100%

(13: 5-4)

RCCent scientific
'Men on Earth

Age 13

3% 0

63

6

12

0

EXERCISE 210

v ions:indicate. rat the earliest

lived in cities.

lived on ocean beach

were omall. hairs?. end
had.breins.the size Cil-a walnut-

lived near the north 'and south poles.

12 0 I don't know.

0 No response

100%

d"

ERCISE 211

(13= 3r13) (evenlape-Exereise 419)

'Which of the folloWing la true of hotwatores competed with
cold warer7

"1-

Age 13

9% 0 It .is denser.

It,to easierto Weo through,

rts molecules,are mmving fester.

9 .0 Ir has more free Oxygen dissolved in it.

,it has more free hydrogen dissolved in7rr7-7-

12, 0 I dor,*t know.

response

EXERCISE 212

(13: 5-12) (overlaps Exrcise 305) _(similas tm Exercise 4031.

Ipformation about whiCh)ne of the following is moSt important
is'predicting Weather?

A

.1% 0 The available supplies of water
12 0 The daily extremes of humidity
4 0 The daily eXtromes et wind speed

17 0 The dally.ext'remea'of temperature

59 The moveMent and cherecteristLs
%masses

6 -0 I don tt En

0 J NM reseal.;

99% .



EXERCISE 213

Which of the following-would LEAST-upset tha ba1an
iai ;nd plant life in a small area?

Ant. ,13

24l, 0

0

0

97

5 0

0

100

D rning a forest

Draining a swamp

ConStraering r dam

szoAdcasting radio waves

Killing all hawks,
tha area

I don't know!

No response

valtnres in

(ia 5,2)

-/
Flower seeds develop

EXNRCISE 215
. . -

raise 411)

2.;; '0 leaves.

54 o;fules,

petals.

15 reets.;'

ms,

I don't know. .

No response -

101

2 80

EXERCISE 214

(13. 7-4)

Beam

-In Ord0r:t0 make the beam balance-, yea ehould hang a 2-pound
weiohten the left-hand Side/at position

A e 13 ,

Er% 0

.14 0

6 0

55 0

0

4 0

'99%

2,

.

I don't Xpow-.0

No response

SEEL:WISE 216.

, .

(1,3x 4-2)

A skon.in a. glass of water :appears tO bend shatply at the
watersorrade, Thia apparent banding is due to

Age 13

absorption.

eelor bends.

interference.

refraction..

shadows,

r* 0

0_
7 0

SI:

15 0

100%

don
nse



MkERCISE 217

(11E -10) ...1.milar tn EXercise 413)

Most of the chemical energyof the ga oline,burned in a Car
is not used to meve the car hutAs.vn nged into

24% 0 'electrici,ty.

46 heat.

1 0 lighb.

a 0 magpetism.

sound:7

den' t. knew,

BO.rospOnse

.EXBRCISE 218

(13 7-2) (Similar to SNer 17

Mercury can be enclooed in glans to make b thermometer
because-mercury

7 Nqw 13

11% 0 in a metal'

is More dense than glass.

19 0 conducts heat better than g asa.

onducts ejectricitylpetter than glass,

45 expands more than glees when both are
nsutod together.

14 0 I don't X).

0 No reopens

99%

EXBACISU 219 1M,C8BCIS 20

(13t 3-5)-

ich Of the following beat describes theresillt8 of pasteari-
_etion of milk?

Age 13

25% 0

23 0

0

40

5 0

3 0

All:bacteria bre killed.

Th-e milk.is homogenized.

The taste of mlik is improVed.

Bacteria harmful to mos.; are killed.

The milk is permanently hept'from spoiling.

1 den't know.

NO-reePOnas

(12. 4-S)

Fteth woter

A block of wood floats in fresh water sal shown shove= .1
th4_s block were placed in salt wator from the ocean, 1411
of the following diSgrama shows what would happen?

AUld 13-

13 % 0 A

4 O. A

0

.39 4
29 0 E

0 I don't know.

No response

a SMONater

Soh Water .

Salt !hater_ SaftWater



.EXEXCISE 221

(132 - (overlaps Exercise 422)

Most eaves arc formed_by the action of underground water on

.Age 13

10% 0 granite.

3f a limestone..

4 0 pumice.

23 Q___sandafane.

6 0 shale.

(1

EXERCISE .221

(nimilar t. Exercise 1141

In terms or the theOry of natural seleetion what
explanation of why giraffes have come to have such 1

AC. 13

F3%

e
113 0 I don't know-

- No responie

,Stretebing to get food in high trees has
made their necks longer.

.--'

0 There is something tnsid'qf giraffes which
keeps making longer netks.

acks 7

12 0 Giraffe food contain0 vitamins which caused
vertebrae to leogthón.

28 . 0 Giraffe necks have.gotten longer and longer
as'time has gone on. but nobody haS -any idea
why this i5.

Giraffes born with the,longest necks'havc
been able to stay alive when food WaS seatee
and haxe passed thin trait on to their
offspring.

12 0 I don't know-.

0 rio respanne

100%

E(ERCIE 223

(13: 7-13) (Oyer ups Exerelee 321)

Which of these is characteristic of birds but of no
Other Animals?

Age 13

37% 0 Ability to fly

2 0 Ability to Any eggs

10 0 Tendency to migrate.

36 cavering of, feathere

10 0 Regbiated body ftFlaereture

4', 0 I don't knOw.

No response

(11. 1-12)'

EXERCISE 224

Why CO we think that Matter is WO up of atoms?

9 4 82

A e 13

41% '0 We can see stems with a microscope'.

0 We can see' atoms with OUr unaided eyes.

2 0 We can see atoms with a magnifying glass,

34 6 Matter behaves as if 't ware made Up of
atoms

10 0 A,femous wise man Said many hundreds of
years ago that matter is made of atoms.

IL 0 I don't know.

0 No response

'949i.,



Exnqcxsn 225

(13: 9-6)

Which of the
faints?

following should you do when a person

0 Tightly bandage him.

0 Ley,him down:0nd keep him wars:.

0 %

32

1 0 Hold him Upi and apply hot paCks.

12 0 Hold hip'up and apply cold packs.

45 0 Lay h down and apply cold packs.

7 0 I 'don't know.

esponce

100% .

EXERCISE 226i

(13. 5l0)

Which of the rellaWing most clearly forms MO _culed
different from 'those present at the start?.

_Laft_12_

41% 0 Ice malting

4 0 A cup breaking

4 0 , Cloth being torn

27 A candle burning

11 0 A piece of chalk failing -apart

13 0 I don't knOw.

NoreSPohas

100%

EXERCISE 227

3; 7-6) (ovorlan
P

427)

In mmulmals, which of the following in the center of memory
and-Intelligence?

Age 13

21% Cerebellum

Cerebrum

11 0 Medulla

10 Optic nerve

.7 6 Spinal' cord

25 0 I don't knoiv.

No'response

100%

CISE 220

(13,6-7) rIalis Exercise 4257

A fossil of
mountain.

e 13

an
This,probably

<mesa ftah was. fossa 1- a rack utcrop on a
means that

fish'once lived an the mountain.

the relative humidity was once mery high.

0

0

6 the,mountain was raised up after the fish.di d

10 0 lien used to he amphibians like toads and

53 0 the fossil fish was probably carried to the
mountain by a gieat flood-

0 I dOhC .know-

NO eaponwe

100%



Age 13

Objective II. Possess the Abilities and Skills Needed to
Engage in the Process s of Science

General Summary

Exercises causing students least difficulty were tho
requiring them to form a simple hypothesis employing
elementary scientific knowledge (e.g. to suggest why
paint on one side of a house had deteriorated more than
paint on the remaining sides). Interpretation of tabular

data was more complex. Most childrerypf this age level

were able to :

229. Select from a chart listing weights of various
coMmon elements found in thehuman body, the element
that is moSt abundant (oxligen) (92%).

230. Choose from aniong several possibilities the best
hypothesis for-why paint on one side of a house
doesn't last as well as the paint On the remaining
sides (83%).

231. Select from a chart,Iistirkg weightS-of various
common elements found in the human body, the
scarcest elemerit (sodium) (81%)

232. From pictures showing how hiTgh three solids' of the same
size float, determine which is heaviest (75%).

233. Interpret a graph showing the effect of different diets

on the weight of guinea pigs- (71%).

Given the following exercises,
could:

od many 3-year- lds

234. Balance a beam b lance with a weight (64%).

235. fnterpret tabular data to correctly dete mine which
series of four weights best establishes that one
object is heavier than another (62%).

9



236. Correctly use a graph and tabular data to determine
the food needs of a dog (61%).

237. Perform a simple experiment by measuring the time
takes a pendulum to swing back and forth 10 times
(38%).

238. Select from a variety of laboratory apparatus the
equipment necessary to determine the boiling point
of water (36%).

4

Rather few 13-year-olds:

239. Chose from a,variety of line graphs the one best
showing average, normal height increases in children
as a function of their age (27%).

240. Found out .the density ,of a wood block usin
--beam balance,and a weight of a known mass 4%).



HXERCISE 2E9

(13: 9-13a) (similar to ExerCied 145)

Weights of some Chemical Elements
FOund in 100 pound Human

Calcium 2 lb.
Carbon le lb.
Hydrogen 10 lb.
Oxygen . 64 lb.
Phosphorus -14 oz.
Sodium 2 oz.
Sulfur 4 oz.

0. from the oh
the GREATEST am

e 13

EXERCISE 230

(131 4-15) (overlaps ESerciae 436)

A man notices that the paint on one.side of his (armee is not
lasting as well an the paiet on the other sides. Which of
the following is the most likely cause?

above, which chmichl elemen
in the bOdy?

2.% 0 Calcium

0 Carbon

. 1 0 Hydrogen

92 0 Oxygee

1 Phoephorue

i don't know.

- No response

LaaL-
s94 0 Termites

a '0 Cosmig rays

83 Wind Dr sun

Fallout from stom bombs

0 Sonic'booms from low-flying jots

0' r-don,t knoW,

0 No response

100 %

(13: 9p13A) (s

EXERCISE 231

lar to Exercise 150)

EXERCISE 2

eighta of aome-Chemisal Elements
FOUnd in a 100 pound Hnpan

Calcium 2'1b.
Cerbon 10 lb-
Hydrogen 10 lb,
Oxygen 64 lb-
Phosphorus 14 oz. .
Sodium 2 oz.
Sulfur 4 oz..

A. FrOm the chartekbove. which.of the following Chemical
elements is foend in the least ahount in the body?

3% 0 calciem

3 _O Carbon

4 0 Hydrogen

. WI Sodium

6 0 Sulfur

.100 %

0 I don't know-

N9 response .

The three solid objects shown above have the same
-volume. Sf *bray flOat es shown in the diagraM, which
one weighs the most?

Ago 13_

% 0 Objeet A.

75 0 Object D

4 0 Objdat C

They all weigh the SaMe.

It is impossible te,tell without
-additional lefOrmation=

1 O. I don't knaw.

No respOnSO

86

;Zs



(13T 3-14)

EXETgCISO 233

immunsinvimmimi
111111111111101111MMIONIN
Will1111111MWEIMMII
==railaiI110110111
111111111111611111111111111
Ifilln1111111111111111a

Ts.ww,
rtio giinan Pigs. I and IX, wore put on different diets fora-month. The graph above shoxm what happened to theirweights. Which of the following statements is correctaccording to the information in the graph?

B.% 0 Guinea pig I lost Weight while gutnee PigII gained weight.

Guinea pig I and guinea pig II weighed
the same at the-beginUing Of the experiment.

71 Guinea pig I and guinea Big II weighed the
same on the 15th day of the experiment'

O Guinea pig I was given meat and corn
whereas guinea pig II Oaa giVen segarand crackers.

O Guinea pig II lest weight at irst, but
started to gain about holfwayI through thd
experiment.

O I don't know.
2 No rceponse

101 %-

01St 235
(11.-7-8)-

340and 43 )

,In each of fix,
two Objects were weighed .4ourtimes each. Whi h eltpam5Jssnt gives

the.strOngest evidencethat object./ we ghs more than object If?

EXERCIS 234

..(13= ld- 1 ) (overlaps axercis 341 and 430)

Pivot paint

The apparatus befere you la the name as that Shows inhllapicture. This balanae.is balanced when the balance bee is 'level as shOwn above. The number by each mark/on the beamtolls' the number of inches
that mark is from fhe pivot point.

Place one weight in the balance pan. flew meny.inchasfrom the pivot point ie
the-hook on which you must hangone Weight to gotAsalance?

64%
34

2:

100%

Correct

Incorrect

'No response

The apparatus also included
fishweights, one to place in thebalance pan, and another to use tO achieve balance. Therespondent was given 20 minutee

to.find the anower to thisand other questions involving the use of the apparatus(aee Exorcise 249),

194

13
Object I Object 11Experiment A BO lis 74.1b.

al lb.. GU 1b1
80 lb. 71 le.
82 lb. 70 lb.

0 Ex elment 0 69 lb. 01 lbe
71 .1b. 82 lb.
70 lb. 80 lb.

gAperiment C
70 lb.

70 lb.
Eld lb,

.. ,

60 lb.
75 lb. /75 lb.

,77 lb. /' 73 1b0.
, 80 lb. 70 lb.'

gx. 0 80 lb. 70 lb.'
'75-lb. 1 75 lb.
73 lb. 77 lb.
70.1b. 80 lb.

E- imen6 g 80 lb. 77 lb.
79 lb. 76 lb.
70 lb. 75 Lb.
77.1b.. . 74 lb.

I don't,Rnow

No remponse

(lgt 9e14c) -

NXESCISS 236

Michael Rept a recOrd of his dog's weight from birth OnMay 1 in order to find 414
how much dog feed to give his 7-7-dog. The directions On.the bag of dog food for feeding4 deg Are as follaWen \

c2L.sabs.,
Under 20 pounds

0

.20 to 40 pounds

41 to 60 pounds

Over CO pounds

2

co I Ott. Nag I

. (continued on nest page)
.



EXERCISE 236
(continued)

(19: 9-14c)

Tn what month Should the dog's daily llwanoe have
been increased to-4 cupo7

4 %' 0 July

9 0 AugUst

6 0 September

61 0. Ooteber

15 0 thaversher

EXERCISE 237

(13: 13-21cII (overlaps eseyoises 344 ana 441)

Theapparatus bOfare you is a peudulual. You have a watch
.

or olook sled.

Now long does it take for the weight in the_ pan on the
end of the atring to awing back andrfOrth ten time*?

. _ SOCOnds (An'answor between 11 and IS Seconds
was.soared correct.)

38 10 Correct

66 Incorrect

6 No response

100 %

(19 r. 6-12 )

6,- 7 0 /

ect the pleces'ef apparatus shown above that one would use
Ind the boiling point of water. 1

Arm 13

15% 0 1. 4.. s, 6, 7

17 1, 6,

1. 4. 5. 7. 9-

2, 3,'4, 6, 7

, 6, 6, 9-

17 0 i don't know.

1 No reiponse

88

aldERCISE 09

(13= 2,9) (s milar to EssrcisS 442)

Which of the following graphs could show the average height
in inches of a group of children growing at a normal rate
Plotted Ogroinst their age in years?

r 2o
10

_A s 13

16% 0 A

14 -0 B

27 C

16 0 D

10'

16 0 I don't Rnow.

0 No raspanee

99%
'A

4 68 10 12 1
Age in.Yeera

10

80
c 70
t GO
E

40
S00
X 20

10
2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Age in Yea0

2 4 6 -8 10 12 14
Age in Year,



(131 1)-21a5, (

EXERCISE 240

laps exercises 348 and 445)

Pheteeist

mnIrmirmwmm26=Wvm.r.mmw11....

Balers. berm

The apparatus beCore you in the same aS that shown in
the picture. This balance ia balanced when the-balance
beam in level as shown abov. The number by ea0h Mark
on the beam tella tbe number of inches that mery.is
frost the pivot point.

(The aPparatue also inellnded 10-gr02t fishweightS, e Centimeter
ruler, and a block of wood 10 x 3 x 2 centimetere Respondentd
Were given 20 minutes to anaWer several related questions
(e.g., ape EXerelee 234). -The-f011oiring question was
preceded by othere Which required, them to Make measurements:
which would assist them in answering it.)

9. What is.the density of the wood b1oct2 It is
grams per cubic. CeStimetor. (An &newer between
and .64 was scored cOrreCt.)

A 13

4 % Correct

70. Ineorrect

25 No response

99 %

89



Age 13,

Objective III. Understa d the Investigative Nature of
Science

General SuMmarv

Most 13s were able correctly to:

241. Select from a variety of skills (music, magic,
, kmarketing, mathematics, and manufacturing) the one

(mathematics) which is most useful to-scientific
research (79%).

242. Recognize that the statement, "My dog is be.tter
than your dog," is not a question amenable to
scientific inquiry (73%).

243. Recognize that repeated measures of the same thing will
usually yield successive results which are close to each
other but not all exactly the same (69%).

A good many 13-year-o1ds correctly responded on the
following:

244. The basic purpose of a scientific theory is to
explain why things act as they do 56%).



EXERCTsg 241

(13i 7-7) (overlaps Exereise 349)

Skill in which of the following is most useful in
scientific

Age 13

research?
_

1% 0 Music

4 Q Magrc

Marketing

79 Mathematics

12 0 Manufacturing

3 0 I don't know.

0 NO rOAFOAS8

100

-

(13i -3.)

SCientistd woula have'mLst trouble testing Which
following?

IXERCISE 242'

similer:-to Exercise 157) ,

, Age 13

0 1 haVe a fever-

, als 62 inchea tall.

2 0 I ,weigh 101 pounds,

0. / canl.i'fi a 20-1Sound box.

73 My dog in better than your dOg.

a den't knoW.

-.No response

100'14

MiEXCISE 243

ioverlaps exercises 350 and 446)

WheileVer spieotieto earefUlly measure any quantity'many
they expeft that

AO8 k3

(lp 9-5) ovSsiaparecc,ise 159)

What is a _Cientlfic theory?

Age 13

1% 0 It usds .e'rithmetic.
19% 0 all of _ 0 M0,Ur0M0nts Will he exadtly the

0 ,lt describes a Scientist.OMMO.

'6 Atonly twQ or:the measurements will be exactly. 19 describes an eRNeriment.

the.same. _14 0 It tells-all there ie to know about

4 all but one of the measurements will be something.

I

exactly the same.

69 moSt Of the meaeurements -will be cleSe but
net exactly the.same.

6 0 I don't knew.

100%

NO respOnse-

56 I It explains why damath_nge pct tkit-way
they do.

.5 . 0 I,don't know.

0 Na response

99%



Age 13

Objective IV. Have Attitudes'about and Appreciat,on of
Scientists, Science, and.the Copse ences
,of Science that Stenrfrom Ad quate
Understandings

Genera1 Surritarv

The following exercises deal with having accurate attitudes
about scientists and having scientific curiosity about things
in everyday liZe. Most 13-year-o1ds expressed attitudes
consistent with the objective.

245. They indicated they believe that women Can
be successful scientists (94%).

246. Most indicated they did_not believe that scientists
always work in laboratories (91%).

247. Only a few indicated great curiosity about why
things in nature are the way'they are (a% said they
had such curiosity "often," another 64% "sometimes").



CISE 245

(13: 2-10)

Women nan bo succes ful scientists.

54% X b'elieVe thin ntatement

j
0 I don't h 1inv thin statement.

1 don't know.

No response

in

(13: a-I5)

DO yon ti'link that seientists alia:sym work in'laberatories?

Age 13

91 41. NO

1 0 1 don't know.

0 No respopSo

EKthcISE 247

(13 : 7-16A)

A. DO yOu ask qu ton b0ut hy things in nett.= to the
way they are?

Age 33

5% I. Often

64 0 Sometimes

0 Never

No response



17

Objective I. Know Fundamental Facts and Principles of
Science

General Summary

There is a great range of difficulty among these exercises..
In general, thellarder exercises seem to call'for text-
bookish. information.

The easieSt exerciees include .a few which appear to be
-Common knowledgeWhat foods make upa balanced meal: what
-group of animals and plants-woiald be 'found ,in a desert
commUnity. HoweVer, others call fer information one would
be most likely to learn in school--the idea'of natural
selection iS usUally associated with barwin's theory of
evolution;,an electric current in-a copper wire involves

, mainly the.movement of electrons.

Most 17-year-old- responded ,cerrectly to exercis s on the-
following:

301. Snakes, road runners, cactus, and sagebrush belong
to agroup of animals and Plants which would be'
found in a desert community (98%).

302. An example of a balanced meal is steak, bread,
carrots, and milk (95%).

303. Nearly all gasoline at the present time comes from
petroleum (93%).

304. Among five animals that have been found as fossils
in rocks, only dinosaurs have never been sen alive
by man (89%).

305. The movement and Characteristics of air masses is
the most important information"(of five
alternatives) for predicting weather (77%)-

306. All of five alternatives help to increase the total
amount of food available to.the human race EXCEPT
outlawing the uSe of insecticiaes (70A).

94



307. Any galaxy contains many stars (69% ). More- than a
fifth of the 17s chose the reSponse "planets".(22%).

308. An electric current in a copper wire involves mainly
the movement of electrons (69%)

309. The idea of natural selection is usually associated
with Darwin's theory of evolution (68%). Almost a
fifth of the 17s said they didn't know who had
proposed the theory (19%).

310. "Cllanges Such as the conversion of limestone to marble
or of soft coal to hard coal are explained as having
been brought about by heat and pressure below the
Earth's surface (69%).

A good many 17s chose the correct response to exer i es
calling for the following information:

311. The soliai liquid, and gaseous states of water
differ in the average speed with which the molecules
are moving (65%).

312. Certain wavelengths of light can be de ected with
unaided human eyes (61%). The choice, "X-rays" was
, made by 17% of the 17s:

313. Research into the nature of matter shows that it is
made up of in ividual moving particles (58%).

.,,

314. Giraffes have come to-have such long necks because
.those born with the-longest necks have:been,:able to
stay alive when food was scarCe, and have paSsed
this trait on to-their 'offspring (58%)'.,

315. The temperature pf 2. pintS of water at 40 degrees F
mixed with one pint of water' at 100-degrees F will be
about 60' degrees F "(57%).

316. .
Adrenaline acts as a stimulant to the heart (56%

317. Mercury can be enclosed in glassto make a:thermometer
because mercury expaAlds more than_Olass when both are
heated together (56%).

95 107



318. "Atoms are rearranged into new molecules" most
nearly describes what occurs for most chemical
changes (54%).

319. The longer a rock falls; the greater is its speed
(54%). Twoother choices, acceleration (17%) and
potential energy 18%) were popular inc rrc:ct
responses. :

320. A boat travelling at 5 miles per hour down a river
which flows at 5 miles per hour will take 60 minutes
to go 10 miles downstream (54%).

321. A body covering of feathers is a ch racteristic of
birds but of no other animals (52%). Slightly more
than a fourth of the 17s thought the "ability to
fly" was a distinguishing.characteristic (27%).

322. The highly efficient use of food-by the body may'
explain why a'person who is a light eater tends to
be overweight (49%).' A fifthof the:17s thought
"a tendency toward nervousnes's" would be an
acceptable explanation (20%).

323 The purpose of a fuse in an electric circuit is to
prevent possible damage to the circuit (49%)

324. C-above 'middle C has a higher frequency and shorter
wavelength than middle C (46%).

25. The function of the placenta in a pregnant human
female is to carry nourishment to the baby (41%).
More than a fourth of. the 17s said 1-don't-know:
(27%). if

326. Add g table salt-to water results_in. the water's
freezing at a lower temperature '(36%). 'Ploote than
a fourth-of the 17s thought it would result in the
water's ev rating faster,(28%).v.

327. Mole ules o air ca ry sCund to your ears from
radio or television receiver (35%).. "Radio wave
was chosen by. 39% of.the 17s.
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32. If the cells referred to were all in the same
organism, the amount of DNA present would be
identical in mature egg and,sperm cells (34%).
Almost half of the 17s said they didn't know the
correct response (45%).

Rather few of the 17s responded correctly to the following
exercises:

329. If two light waves- are-travelling in a vacuum, the
wave wit4 the higher frequency will ,have the
shorter. wavelength (32%). A fifth of 'th.e.17s 'said
they d1dn't know (21%), and 23% chose the incorrect
response, "longer wavelength-."

330. On the average, in human females
14 days after menstruation begin
of the'17s chose "2 days," -and 1
know.

the egg is released
(29%). A quarter

% said they didn't

31. Under conditions.specified in the exercise,,.the
resistance of a resistor X is 5 ohms .(25%). Almost
half.of the 17s said they didn't know the correct
answer (48%).

332. Scientists can determine the age of certain rocks
and their fossils by measuring the amounts of
uranium and lead they contain (21%). Each of three
other choices and the I-don't-know respopse also
were chosen by about 20% of the-17s.

Experiments in which subatomic particles were shot
at metal foil showed that atomic nuclei are more
dense than the rest 'of the atom (18%). Mere than
half the 17s said they didn't know (54%).

334. A substance synthesized in one part of the cell and
then later broken dawn in other parts with a resulting
release of energy is ATP (17%).'

9



335. Uranium-lead dating.haS been used to obtain accurate
es) timates of the age of the-oldest known rock strata-
(9%). A fourth of the 17s chose "radiocarbon dating"
as the correct response, and 38% chose "correlation
of age of fossils contained in the strata."

336. Tin and sulfur are oxidized from elements given in
an equation (6%). The I-don't-know alternative was
used by 41% ,)f the 17s.

337. Metal cans for holding f odstuffs are chiefly made
of iron (3%). More than 90% of the respondents
thought metal cans are chiefly made of tin*03%);

-

Given the conditions of a horizontal wire extending
in the north-south direction and a compass placed
directly beneath the wire pointing east, it would
be most reasonable to infer that electrons are
flowing north in the wire (3%). Thirty percent of
the 17s chose the incorrect response, "the wire
is magnetized," and 31% chose I-don't-know.
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EXERCISE 301

(171 5-5) (similar to Ekercise 401)

Which of the folloWing grobrei,of a nimals and plants would
be fOund in a desert oommuni4,?45,

Age 17

0% 0 GrgUnd hoge,adeer, Oak,Ifern

O 0 Grizzly beSts,buffalees, fir, grase

o 0 Ducks, herons, wei lilies, cattails

O . 0. Starfish. sand'U, ,, kelp, plankton

90 Snakes, road runners..cectue, Sagebrush

O Q I,don't know.

O . Ylo response

9E1 %

EXERCISE 302

(17, 6-3) laps Exercise 204)'.

Which of the followlng would most closely represent a
balanced meal?

Age 17

Steak, bread, carrot and milk

0 0 lee - cream soda and cake

kr-

Potatees, oatMeal, bread, and bananas

0 Poultry, st

0 ;0 I don't kno

No response

100

EXERCI5E. 303

'(17i 7-4)

at the present time nearly all gasoline comes from

Rea 17

4% 0 cc,

93 f petroleum.

O water.,

O wood,

qorC-t know.

NO response

99%

EXERCISE 304

(17: 10-10)

Which of the following animals that have boon found as fossils -

-in rocks have NEVER been seen alive by man?

age 17

09%, Dinosaurs

1 Horses

5 0 iticesrs

0 Oysters

1 0 Shrimp

0 I don't know.

100%

9

response



Ri1ss015E 305

(17, 8-1) (overlaps Exercise 212) (sim lar to EXercise 401)

Information about which one of the following is moat impOrtant
in predicting weather?

. Age 17

1% 0 The available supplies of=water

O The daily extremes of humidity

O The daily extremen-ok wirs3 seeed

O The daily extreme of temperatUre

77 0 'Me movement and characteristics of air
masse?

101%

o I dog't know.

No response

Ex4aci5E 306

(17; 6-16) erlape. Exercise 4171

All of the following help to increase the total amount
of food available to the human race ExcEPT

lige 1

2% 0 irrigating crops.

12 0 developing hybrids.

2 0 improving fertilizers.

70 a outlawing the use of incecticidec.

10 0 controlling the growth of nndesirable
plants.

0. I don't know.

0 No response

100%

(17. 2-3

Any galaxy contains many

Age 17_

234 0

22 o

5 0

1 0

E1Escx5E 307 EXERC1SL 308

- (17. 5-5) (overlaps Exercise 410)

meow..

planets.

satellites.

winds,

don't know.

No response

An electric current in a copper wire involves mainly
the movement of'

A e 17-

5% 0 copper atoms.

10 0 copper molecules.

69 electrons.

3- 0 ntfUtrons.

0 Protons.

an't know.

0 No response

100%

100



EXERCI56 309

(17; B-6) laps Exercise 4(49)

The idea of natural selection is usually associat d
with the theory of evolution'propocod to

Darwin-

Edward jonnar.

O Jean Lamarck.

O LOnis Pasteur.

O Jonas Salk.

19 0 / dOn't know.

No response

100%

EXERCISE 310

Cha,dos suoN as the conversion of limes one to marble or Of
soft coal tO bard cOal are explained as having been brought
about

.14

0

.by sodden opoling of the material.,

by exposure to gases from a volcano.

by gxposure lo an underground river-

by the.action of CO2 froh the atmosphere.

hy heat and pressure below the Earth's
surface.

I don't know.

No response

EXERCISE 311

(1.7: 6-1) (overlaps Exoroisb 426)

The solid, lighid: and gaseous states of water di fer
in which of 'tha,following wayn?

_Age 17_

.3%

.4

4

cc or protons per molOCOle

n elecirons per molecule

The net charge on the individual molecules.

Thn number of neutrons ,per individual
molecule,

66 0 The -average'spend with which the Molecules
nre *Swing,

20 0 I don't know.

No rosponne

101%

qa"

(17: B-7)

Wbion of tho folic:win

EXERCISE .312

can be dotocted with unaided human oyes

17% 0 X-rays

Radio Waves

O Television waves

The Earth's magnetic field

61 a Certain wavelengths of light

7

100%

I. don't know._

No response



io<tcis 31

a

(17; 9-9)

Research into tile nature of matter shows that i

Age 17

COntinuous uniform material.

uniform stationary perticles.

individual moving particles.

smooth rolling disks.

rigid cubes.

14 % 0

9 0

513

2 0

2 0

14 0

0

99x,

(17: 7 -12)

I don't know,

No response

ExERcISE-315.

up of

If 2 pints of water at 40 F are mixed with a pint of water at
1000F, the temperature of ihe mixture immediately after
mixing Will be about

2% 0 40°F.

8 0 50°F.
57 111 .60 ° F.

15

3 0 1000F.

14 I don't know.

0 , NO response

r%

102

EXERCISE 314

(17! 6-4) (similar to Exercise 222)

In terms of .tas theory of natural select on, what is the
explanation of whg giraffes have come to have such long necks?

Acie 17
A

12% 0 Stre ching to get food in high irees has
made their neeks longer.

O There is something inside or giraffes which
keeps making longer necks.

O Giraffe food eontained vitamins which caused
the vertehrae to lengthen.

O Giraffe necks have getten longer and longer'
.as time has gone on, but nobody has any 10ea

, why this is.

511 41 Giraffes born wipl the longest necks have
been able to staif alive when food was scarce
and 116V0 paS5edhiS trait on to their
offspring.

100%

don't know.

No response

EXERCISE .31

(17 10-2) (overlaps Exercise 406)

Whieh of the tellowing aetn as a stimulant to the rt?

/

56% e Adrenaline

16 0 Alcoh01

2 0 Aspiri7n

9 0 Barbiturates

6 0 penicillin

10 don't knew.

NO response

99%



ExERcIsE 317

(17: 0-11 ) (similar tZExercise 218)

.Mercury can be
beeaUse MercUry

enclosed in glass to make a thermometer

is a metal,

is more dense than glass.

0

0

11 0 conducts heat better than glass.

9 0 has a higher specific heat than glans.

5f I expands vore than glass when both are
heated together.

11 0 I don't

0 No response

100%

.ERCI5E 318

(17, 3-2).

-For most chemical changes, which of the following most nearly
describes what ocaurs?

agA
, 4 0 Atoms are formed from enbrgy.

0 Atoms are converted into energy.

54 AtOrds bre rearranged into new moleculeS.

4 0 Molecules are formed from energy.

9 0 Molecules are cenverted into energy.

13 0 I don't know.

0 No response

101 %

(17r 9-171

EXERCISE 319

rlaps Exerciee 418)

A 5-pound rock is dropped from a cliff 500 root high.
The longer the rock falls, the greater

8g2-11
.17 % 0 acceleratioh.

le. 0 potential energy.

54 spend

6. 0 60t01 en r y.

0 v'OlUme.

3 0 I don't know.

o No reSpOnse ,

101 %

103.

txnneisn 320

(17, 6/-10 (overlaps Exercise 415).

A mOtor boat can traVel 5 gilgs por hour on a still
lake. If this boat:travels downstream on a river
that is flowing 5 miles per hour, how long will it
take the boat to roach a bridge that ii 10 miles
downstream?

*t_11
13 % 0 15 min,

16 0 30 min.

6 0 45 min.

54 S 60mm.
4 0 75 min.

8 0 I don't know.

0 No response'

101 %

c.



t
22.3)

a txo of birde but of no 3thi2r

P,,L1tty to lay eygo

T.±10,ncy

6f featherp

tc,fp.raturo

I don't1..k:low;

EXERCISE 322

(171 I- (overlaps Exercise 421)

If a person who is a light eater has a asidency to he
overweight, it is most likely due to

Ace 17

1 % 0 too much exereire.

3 0 a careftilly balanced diet-

20 0 a tendency toward nervousness.

15 0 an excessiVe dosage of. vitamins.

.49 a highly efficient utiliatlon of food by
.the, body.

12- 0 I don't know.

mo response .

. ,

100 7,

RCISE 323

I-5).(01milor to gorio 466)

purpose 01 a feac in an eleetrie circuit iu

6ge
o

14

9

the current in the circuit.

0 to :femee the voltage serems the circuit.

0 to aereese.tho resietanco Of the circ-iit .

a to priveht possible damage to the circuit.

W) to rejiee the IpInperature of the wires in the
dir

13 0 I do I). knew.

NO ri'seponse

10'0A

EXERCISE 321

(3.7 d3)

. The musi:cal note middle C is sountled on a vielin string, and
then C one Octave higher is sounded, on.hhe same String.
Nhich of,tke follewing is correct in coMparing.the two notes?

1331 '0 9oth ,:have the same frequency but differ
Wavelengths.

10 0 doth nave the same frequency but different
amplitudes.

0 Middle c has a iligher frequency end longer
wavelength.

46 0 lipper Chas a higher frzquzncyand shorter
wavelength7

22_ 0 I don't know,

0 Ne. response

10096



EXERCISI 325

(172 1-5) (overlaps Exercise 470)

'That is the function of dae placenta in a pregnant human
tamale?

5 % ..0

8 0

41

13 0

5 0

,. 77

0

99 %

To push'the baby out 'at birth

To keep the baby warm and)lloist

To carry nourishment.te the baby

To cushion the baby against shoots

To keep the babl,s body temperature
constant

0 3I den't bn0P.

No reepenSe

EXF,RCISR 175

(17: 9-4)

adding table salt to water results in the water's

Age 17

28

17 a I don't know-

freerin4 at a lower temperature

O changing into ita eleMents-

O evaporating faster.

dissolving more air.

O Jaecoming ragioactive.

9

101%

No response

EXERCISE 127

(17g 2-4)

What carries sound tr your
' receive; 15 feet away?

7

zge 17

8%

39

7

99%

eara froM a radiotor

O Electric. currents

744ecU1es of air

O Polarized WeVeS

o Radio waves

I.drnd't know.

No reSpOnse

elevision

105

,EKERCISE 328

(17; 3-6) (6Verlaps Exercise 431)

If the cells referred to were all in the same organism
Which of the follOwing is the 4MOUtt Ot DNA present
stated correctly?

Age 17

34 % U it would be identieal in mature egg and-
sperm cells.

O It would be identical in sperm cells and
liver cells. .

O It would be identical in a mature egg cell
and a brain cell.

O It would,be half as mueh in a thyroid cell
as in a ,liver cell.

10 0 It would be half ap much in the fertilized
Og as in a thyroid gland cell..

45 I don't know.

'No response-

.



EXERCISE 329-

(17: 7-10) (similar to Exercise 430)

Two light waves
higher frequency

Age 17_

are traveling in a vacuut. The Wave with the
will have the

14 % 0 .higher speed.

3 0 lower speed.

23 0 longer wavelength.

32 . shorter wavelength.

7 0 more nearly horirontal.'direetion.

21 0 '1 don't know..

0 No response

100%

EXERCISE 330

(17; 9-13) (Ovetlaps Exercee 4161

on the average, in Inman feinales, the
many days atter menstrhation begins?

Agt-a
25% 0 2 days

12 0' 9 days

.29 14 days

4 0 20 days

11 0 24 days

la 0 I don't know.

No response

100 %

egg is release how

8x8nCIsk 331

(17! 9,5)

In the section of the electric circuit shown below, the
voltmeter registers IPO Volta end the ammeter registers
20 amperes If the connecting wires and the almfteter
have negligible resistance, the resistance of resistor
2 is

Voltmeter

Ammeter

Resistor X

_Aqe 17

1% '0 I ohm.

25 5 ,WUMS.

5 0 10 Otms.

0 ohms.

10. 0 h7000. Owe.
,

48 0 I.esn't know.,

No response

100%

100

EXERCIS

(171 7-7) '(overiaps Xheroise'42

Scientiets can determine the age of certain rocks and their
fossils by measuring

MP 17
2 % 0 their specifie gravities.

18 0 their crystalline StrUcture.

22 0 the rate at whieh they have eroded.

18 0 the ratio of calcium to phospherna in there.
21 the EmOnsts Of Urap!UM and lead they contain.

18 0 I don't know.

0 No response

100 %



EXERCISE 333

(17: 9-3)

Experimenta in which aubatomic particles wert shot at metal
foil showed that atomic nuclei

A e 17

d % 0

0

18 0

10 '0

3 0

0

0

99%

rotate counterclockwise,

are electrically nelstral.

are more dense than the rest of the atom.

vibrate tb and fro in simple harmonic motion.

ars nearly as large as the atoms that contain
them. -

I don't krioW.

Nu response

EXERCISE 334-

7-3)

Which Of these is synthesiaed in the mitochondria, then later
broken down in the nucleus and endeplasmic reticulum, with a
resulting release,of energy?

Aqo 17

17% 0 41,8

19 0 ONA

13 . 0` RNA

4 / 0 lysosome

0 Golgi body

44 0 I don't RnOW.

0 No response

EXERCISE 335

(17, 5 (overlaps Exercime434 )

Which of theae has been used to obtain aCcu
of the age of the oldest known reek strata?

..L22_11

stixates

25 % 0 Radi0CagOn dating

9 Oraninm-lead dating

0 Potessium-argen dating,

11 0 EatimatiOn Of Sedimentatiotirates

33 0 CorrelatiOn of.age of fossils contained
in the strata

15, 0 I'don't know.

Noresonso

.100 %

EXERCISE 336

(17t 8-13)

In the equation below, which of the following elements are
oxidized?

sos 4E1403 5002 4502 2520

.6 % Tin and sulfur

18, 0 Tin and nitrogen

11 0 Sulfur and oxygen

Oxygen and hydrogen

10 0 Nitrogen aild oxygen

41 0 I don.'t know.

93 %,

NO response



(17.1 0-2)

EXERCISE 337 EXERCISE 330

(17: eel)

metal cans

_Aat_11

for bolding foodstuffs nreeniefly mtie of A bericontel wire extends in the nOrth-south direction.
when a compass is plaond directly beneath the wire. the
compass needle torns,Aad points east. it would be most

2% 0 cOpper. reasonable to infed t-4at

3 irOn. Aoe

1 0 nickel. 3% electrons are flewinq nont.h in the wire.

93 0 tin. 5 0 electrons are flOwino sOuth irt the

30 0 the wire is! manetised.
1 . 0 71 don't know.

13 the wire is pocitvslyehargcd.
0 No response

_heovire is nogativOly charged.17 0 L

100%
31 0 I don't know,

0 NO response

99%

120
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Age 17

Objective 11. Possess the Abilities and Skills Needed-to
Falgage in the:Proceases'of Science

General 5 ummary

The'exercises under this objective require a respondent to
use scientific apparatus, interpret data given to him, and
explain certain natural occurrences. The 17s were able
to show these abilities anid skills with varying degrees of
success.

Most 17s could:

339. Give two or three reasons why the engine of a car
which had stopped running would not start again (85%

340. Interpret tabular data to correctly determine which
series of four weights best establishes that one
object is heavier than another (81%).

341. Balance a beam balance with a weight (75%).

342. Recognize that disturbing.the balance between hawks,
rabbits, and grass in a particular meadow by
decreasing the number of rabbits will also affect
the number of hawks and the amount of the grass (68%).
A fifth of the 17s did not think upsetting the
balance would affect other parts of the system (20%).

A good many 17s, when presented with exercises calling for
the following i Eormation, could:

343. Pick.a theoretical statement out of a set in which the
other statements are facts or opinions;(59% selected
the correct statement "mesons acCount for the
stability of the nuclei of platinum atoms').

344. Time the operationof a pendulum accurately (56%).

345. Pick a statement regarding conservation of matter as
the best explanatiOn of the remark, "Some carbon
atoms in the bread that I ate last night might jlave
once been part of a dinosaur's body" (40%).

109



Rather few of the 17s gave the correct response to the
following exercises:

346. If the linear dimensions of a cubeshaped cell were
doubled, its volume would increase. 8 til,es '(33%).

347. Explain why a flask loses weight daily when it, is
planted with dorn and stoppered with a one-hole
stopper (18% selected the hYpOthesis that seedlings
use starch in the seeds and give off gases that
escape; 29% said I=don't-know).

348. Determine the density of a wood block given various
bits of appropriate information (12%)



.EXERC E

(17: 13 - 20b)

b. A car stops at a traffic light and the engine stops
running. The engine will not start again. Suggest three
reasons why it will not start again.

Aga 17 1.

NuMbor of
acceptable .

responses

no 4%
2.

2 36

3 49

100%

A reeponse was scored succsouful'if tvio or three reasons
were given.

(continued on next,page)

EXERCISE 339
(continr,A)

(17; 13-20b)

only the.first three reasons given by the assessee are tO be
considered;

Acceptable reasons (1 point in given fOr each of these up to
a total of

1. No caS,
2. Battery faulty
3. Starter motor faulty,
4. Engine (carburetor, cylindera) flOOded
5. .SparkplUgs faulty
6. nnanx in an electrical circuit
7. Fuel line blocked
a. Idle setting improper
9. clutch not depressed

10. Engine cold
11. vapor lock .

12. Key stun?: in ignition switch
13. Points faulty
14. Engine wet
15. Carburetor faulty
16. Distributor faulty
17. Choke stuck
18. Generator faulty
19. Engine (pistons) frozen

Unaeceptable reasons (no points):

1. Original reasOn for stopping pereists
2 Car in such condition that it won't eta
3. Transmission won't-co into first gear
4. Some-part of angihe has failed
5. Incompetent. driver
6. Lousy car
7. 'Car has stalled
U. Engine has burned out
9. Engine dead
10. Engine won't tern over
11. Bad engine
12. Engine blew up

Gar needs tune-up

EXEE. 75E :4O

(17: 1-1) (overlaps exercises215 and 439)

In each of five experiments, two objects were weighed
four tiraes each. Which experiment-gives the Strongest
evidence that objeat i weighs more than object II?

81 %

4

9 9 %

ZxPeriMent A
Object I
00 lb.
81 lb.
80 lb.
82 lb.

ObjeCt If .

70 lb.
69 lb.
71 lb.
70 lb.

.-0 Experiment B. 69 lb. al lb.,
' 71 lb. 87 lb.

70 lb. 00 lb.
70 lb. 80 lb.

ExPeriment C 70 lb. BO lb.
75 lb. 75 lb.
77 lb. , 25 lb.

.80 lb. 70 lb.

0 Experiment D 80 lb. 70 lb.
75 lb.- 7$ lb...
73 lb. /7
70 lb. BO lb.

0 Experiment E BO lb. 77 lb.
79 lb. 76-1b.
78 lb. 75 lb.
7.7 lb. 74 Me,'

0 I don't know.

No response

1

EXERCISE 41

(17: 141.2a1) (overlaps exercises 234 and 4' )

Pee:point

Balance

The anparatus before you is the same as.that 'shown in the
picture.. Thie balance is balanced when the balance beam is
level as shown above. The nUmber by each mark on the beam
tellsZ.the nuMber of inches; that mark is from the pivot point.

1. place one weight in the balance pan. How Many inches
from the pieet point isthe hook on 4ihich you must hang
one weight .to get balance? 14)

75 % CorreCt

22 'Incorrect

2 No reeponsei

99%

The apparatus also -included fishweighia', one to place in the
balance pan. and another tO USe te':sobieve balance. The
respondent was given 20 minutes Va.:find the answer to this
and other qUestions involving the use of the apparatue
(see Exercise 348).

123



EXERCISE 342

(17; 5-a) (overlaps Exercise 443)

In a particular meadow there are many rabbits that eat
the grass. There are also many hawks that eat the
rabbits. Last year a disease broke out among the rah)-4s
and'a great number of them died. Which of the follow-
probably then occurred?

Age 177

4% 0

1 0

dE &

0

20 0

2 0

1

100%

The grass died'and.the hawk populatioh
decreased.

The grass died and the hawk popUlation
increased.

The grass grew taller and the hawk
population decreased.-

The grass grew taller and the hawk population
increased.

Neither the grass nor thehaoks were
affected by the death Of the rabbits.

I don't knew.

No response

ISE 343

2-7)

_Which,of thefollowing
or an opinion

Age 19

ia_a thaoj rather than a fact
about Platinum?

0 Platinum is a metal.

0 Platinum is more dense then wa or.
5%
5

0 Platinum is the most beautiful metal.

12 0 Wedding bands should be made of platinum.

59 a mesons account for the stability of the
nuclei of platinum atoms.

11 '0 I don't know..

0 No response

-100%

(17: 14-

EXERCISE 344

(overlaps exercises, 237 and 41)

String-

ht

Pan

The apparatue before you is a pendulua. You have a Watch'
or clock also.

.

1. HOw lOng deep it,take for the weighkin the pan on th
end of the string to swirio btck and forth ten times?

seconds (An.answer between 11 and 15 secends
.

Wee scored correct.)

100 %

Correct

Incorrect

No response'

112

EXERCISE 345

(17: 3-4)j overlaps Exercise 443)

A stUdent made the following statement. ,Some carbon atoms
in the bread that I ate last night mighthave ones been part
of a dinosaur's body." -

Which of the following'is the best'appraisal ef the,etudent's
statement? This statement

Age 17

contradicta the law of caneovetian _of
. matter.

is ridiculo00 because dinosaure lived so
long ago.

-could be true because mtoms are rarely
. created or destroyed.

O conld be true only if the bread wan grown
in soil cOntaining dinosaur fossils.

O could not poasibly be true because dinoaaurs
were; animals butwheat is alalant.

don't know.

No response



ExENCIEE 346

-(17: 5-14) (overlaps Exercise 444)

'A particular cell is shaped like a cube. If all its linear
dimensions were doubled, its volume wuld increase

Age 17

5. % 0 3 times.

22 0 4 times.

15 0 G times.

33 a Umen.
16 0 16 tittles.

0 / dOn't know.

0 NO response

100 %

EXERCISE 347

(17!

Corn is planted in a-flask as shown below. The flask is
weighed each day for three weeks. The flask showS a
daily weight loss. Which of the following is the best
explanation of thie.10es of weight?

One-hole Stopper

CUSS /leek

Corn Seedlinoe

17% 0 Th0 Original,Water eye
the first dev-

il 0 Carbon dioxide is
than ordinary air. ,

0 Seed material is changed to leaves
ana roots that weigh less.

18 The sedlingm Use starch in the
seeds and give off gases that escape.

16. 0 Dry air enters through the stepper and
replaces the moist air in the flask.

wit

r in weight

29 0 '1 don't know.

-0 No response

EXERCISE 348

(171 14-12a5) (overlaps exercises 240 --d 445)

PeetseMs

Seisms non

The apparatus before yeu the,same as that shown in
the pictUre. This balsa-ea is balanced whan'the balance
beam is level as shown above. The number by each mark
on the Veam tells the nUMber of inches that mark is
frdm trim pivot point.

1The apparates also included 10-grem fiohwoights . a centimeter
ruler. and a block of wood 10 x 3 x 2 centimeters. Respondents
were given 20 minutes to answer Severakrelated queetions
(e.g., gee Exercise 341). The following question was
preceded by others which requiredithem tO make Measurements
which would assist them in answering it.)

Wilat is the density.of the wood block? It is
graMs per cubic centimeter. a sWer between .30
and ;64 was scoreecorreCt.)

Age 17 '

12%

25

100 %

Correct'

Incorrect

Np xesponee

, -



--Age 17

Objective III. Understand the Investigative Nature of
a`

Science

General Summar
j

'Three multiple-choice exercises arereleased. Two of them
most'17s answered correctly but rather few answered the-
-third correctly.

349. Mot 17s identified mathematics as useful in
scientii:ic research (92%).

350. Most indicated underst nding that measurement is:
not exact (72%).,: About a fifth incorrectly chose-N.
the response, "all of the measurements will be:'
'exactly the same" (19%).

,351. Rather few'selected the kinetic-molecular 'theory
as a generalization of the gas laws of Boyle,
:Charles and Graham .(29%). Almost half said I-doW.t-
.know (47%).



AXERCISE 349

(17( 3-5) (overleps Exercise 241)

Skill -in which
scientific research7

AgQ 17

of the following is most useful in

Music

Magic.

Marketing

Mathematics'

Manufacturing

I don't knovi. .

No response

1

1

92

4

3(.' 0

0

0.

0

'0

0

100%

EXERCISE lSO

(17( 4-7) (overlaps exercises 243 and 440)

Whenever scientists carefully measure any quantity many times,
they expect that

Age 17_

, 19% 0

2 0

0

72 0

. 3 0

0

99%

all of the measurement_ will be exactly the
same.

only two of the measurements4wlil'be exactly
the same.

all,bUt pne of the measuremehta will he
exactly the same.

most of the-measurements will be c1Cse but
not exactly tfie.same,

I eiont know.

NO' response

ExER079E 351

(t7; 2-5)

I .

Boyle's law. Charles law, and Graham's law dealing with the
behavior of gaSes can all ha,g neralized in terms of which
of the folloWing?

Age 17

0 Quantum theory

4. Recapitulation theory

, 0 Bohr theory of the ptom

.29 Kinetie-mOlccular theory

0 'Theory of natural selection

47 0 I don't know.

0 'NO'reponae
.-/

ao0 %
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Age 17

Objective IV. Have Attitudes about and Appreciations of
Scientists, Science, and the Consequences
of Science that Stem from Adequate
Understandings

General Summary

There are just three exe i es released for this objective.

When presented with the following exercises, most 17s:

352. Recognized that scientists want to know more about
the world (81%).

353. Recognized that United States scientists are not
ahead of scientists in other countries in every
fie3d of research (76%).

Rather few 17s indicated:

354. They usually look at special television programs
on scientific topics (17%). However, 64% indicated
they would watch such a program "sometimes."
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EXER0I5E 352

(171 11-4)

Most scientists

Age 17

21% want to Knew more about the world.

0 plan experiments as hastily as possAble.

4 C believo that acme things happon without
causes.

permit likes and dislikes to out eigh thear
observatieis.

0 +ASO taCts qathCrod by their own exporiments
and observations and pay no attentiOn to
results of others.

4 0 I do 't know.

0 No response

100%

EXERCISE 351_

(17! 4-0) (overlaps Exercise 44P)

Onited States scientists are ahead of Seiontists in ether
conntries in every iield oL research.

Acte 17

17 0 I believe this statement,

76 6 I don't believe this statcacnt.

7 0 I don't Know.

0 ND response

100 %

EXERCISE 354

(17 11-10a) (overlaps Ssercise449)

(a) If you learn about a special tolevis ion program dealinq
with a scientifie topic. do 1,011 watch it?

Age 17

17 % 0 often

64 0 Sometimee

19 0 Never

0 0 I don't know.

1 No response

100%
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Young Adults

Objective I. Know Fundamental Facts and Principles of
Science

General aarIELy

All of the Adult exercises for Objective I were multiple-
choice. Young adults use the I-don't-know response rather

often. Even for one of the easy exercises (consequences
of sterilizing an adult male) over 20% responded I-don't-
know while 72% were answering correctly. For the seven
difficult exercises released here, from 32% to 71%
responded I-don't-know. This suggests that many Adults
know they lack knowledge of specific scientific facts or
are apt not to respond when they are not certain of their
knowledge.

The seven released exercises that were answered correctly
by most Adults deal with non-teehnical information that
might be found in newspaper or magazine articles dealing
with scientific toolcs or in television programs on science.

Five of the seven might be considered to have to do with
biology or medicine.

The 20 released exercises that were answered correctly by a
good many Adults (between 34% and 67%) are heterogeneous in
content. Some might be classified in the area of general
knowledge (purpose of a fuse) and others call for formal
education (flower seeds develop from ovules).

The exercises that few Adults answered correctly are quite
technical in nature, involving knowledge that is likely to
be learned only in school and is reinforced by
experience by few young adults (e.g. the periodic tabl

MOst young adults responded ectly:

401. Snakes, road runners, cactus, and sagebrush would be
found in.a desert (95%).

402. The sex of a human baby is determined by chromosomes
(91.) .



403. The movement and characteristics of air masses are
important in predicting weather (85%).

404. A malady that cannot be inherited is whooping cough
9%)

405. Sterilizing an adult human male by "tying off" his
main sperm ducts will not result in any of the
following: 1) his voice becoming higher pitched,
2) fatty pads on his hips, 3) effeminate behavior,
or 4) longer growth of hair (72%).

406. Adrenaline acts as a stimulant (70%

407. In mammals sperm is produced by the testes (67.).

A good many young adults responded correctly that:

408. A fuse is placed in an elect ic circuit to make the
circuit safer (64%).

409. The theory of evolution through natural selection
is associated with Charles Darwin (63%)7 30%
responded I-don't-know.

410. An electric current in a copper wire involves mainly
the movement of electrons (63%). About 30% responded
I-don't-know.

411. Flower seeds develop from ovules (62%

412. Physical rejection of an organ transplanted is least
likely if the donor is an identical twin (60%).

413. Most of the chemical energy of the gasoline burned
in a car is converted to heat (60%).

414. Salt carried by the rivers to the oceans comes from
beneath the ground (57%).

415. If a motor boat which can travel 5 miles per hour on
a still lake travels downstream on a river that is
flowing 5 miles per hour it will take the boat 60
minutes to reach a bridge that is 10 miles downstream
(56%).
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416. The egg of the human females is released about 14days after menstruation begins (55%).
417. One could not increase the total amount of food availableby outlawing insecticides (55%).

418. The longer a rock falls, the greater is its speed(51%).

419. Tha molecules of hot water are moving faster than themolecules of cold water (49%). Over 30% respondedI-don't-know.

420. Placenta in a pregnant human female carries nourish-ment to the baby (45%).

421. If a person who is a light eater has a tendency tobe overweight, it is most likely due to highlyefficient utilization of food by the body (45%).
422. Most caves are formed by the action of undergroundwater on limestone (42%).
423. The system of classifying plants and animals thatis most commonly used in the biological sciences isbased primarily on structure (42%).
424. Bacteria do NOT play a key ro13 in photosynthesis(40%); 24% responded I-don't-know.
425. If a fossil of an ocean fish is found in a rockoutcrop on a mountain it probably means that themountain was raised up af.Sfr the fish died (39%).
426. The chief difference between solid, liquid, andgaseous states of water is the speed with whichmolecules are moving (37%). Over 50% responded I-don't-know.

427. In mammals the cerebrum
in elligence ( 6%).
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Rather few young adults responded correctly that:

428. If a man whose blood type is OA marries a woman
whose blood type is OB, their offspring could NOT
have AA blood type (31!.%); 50% responded I-don't-know.

429. The table showing relations among all the chemical
elements is called the periodic table (26%); 45%
responded I-don't-know.

430. If two light waves are travelling in a vacuum the
wave with the higher frequency will have the shorter
wavelength (22%). Over 40% responded I-don't-know.

431. The amount of DNA is identical in a mature egg cell
and sperm cell within the same organism (21%). Over
65% respondad I-don't-know.

432. The atomic weight of titanium is 48. This means that
the average mass of titanium atoms is approximately
4 times the mass of the atoms of a certain carbon
isotope with atomic mass 12 (16%). Over 70%
resrw_mded I-don't-know.

433. Sc3entists can determine the age of certain rocks and
their fossils by measuring the amounts of uranium
and lead they contain (15%). Over 30% responded I-
don't-know.

434. Uranium-lead dating has been used to obtain accurate
estimates of the age of the oldest known rock strata
(3%). Over 40% responded I-don't-know.
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(Adult; 2-14)

Which of the
be found in

EXORCI58 401

,similar to Exercise 301)

following groUps of animals And plants woulda desert ComMUnity?

0 Ground hogs, deer,
oak, fern0 Grizzly beers, buffaloes fir grans

(Adu t

The sex of a hu
following?

Athilt

EXERCISE 402

an baby is determined
by which of the

The length of th- pregnancy
The mother's diet

during pregnancy

IN

1%
0

0

0
0 nUcks, herons, water lilies. cattails

1 0 The thoughts
and wishes Of the mother

95

0
Snakes, road runner s. cactus,
Starfish, sand dollars, help,

sagebrush
91

plankton 0
certain chromOsomes in the fertilizedegg

1
The kinda of

activities in which themotherjuirtleipatee during PregnancY

0 I don't knew.

No response

4
don't hnow.

190%

1
No response

99%

ExERcxse 403
(Adult, 2-12) (simi1r to excises

212 and 30 )
Information about which one of the

following is most important
in predicting weather?

Adult

3% 0

3 0
1 0
2 0

55

5 0

100%

The daily
extremes of temperature

The daily extremes
of humidity

The daily eXtremes
of wind speed

The available
sUpplios of Water

The MOvement and
characteristics of airmaasea

I don't know.

NO response

122

E3CERCX5e 404
(Adui 111)

All of the

11u1t-

following can be
inherited EXCEPT

7% 0 co/or blindneas.
2 0 diabetes.
0 0 hemophilia.

0 mongolism.
79 0

whooping cough.

0 I don't know.
1

pm

99%



EXERCISE

(Adult: 10-11)

Admit human males can be sterilized by "tying off" both
Of their main sperm ducts in a simple operation. As a
consequence, which of these will occur?

Adult

3% 0 The voice will uv5ntully become hign
pitched.

0 Fatty pads will gradually develop on the
hips.

0 Behavior will eVentually become more
effeminate.

The hair will develop in longer strands
then usual. b

72 None of the above will occur.

21 0 r don't knoW.

No response

101 %

EXERCISE 406

(Adultz 6-20) (overlaps Exercise 316)

Which of the following acts as a atimplant to tho heart?

Adult

70% e Adrenaline

12 0 Alcohol

0 Aspirin

6 0 Darbiturates

3 0 Penicillin

I don't know.

No response

100%

EXERCISE 407

(Adultt 9-17)

Which of the following organs in mammals produces
sperm?

Adult

7% 0 Adrenal glands

2 0 Kidneys

0 0 Liver

4 0 Pancreas

67 Testes

10 U I don't know.

2 No response

103%
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EXEs0ISE 408

(Adult 1e13) (similar to ExerCise 323)

The purpose of a fuse in an electric circu' is

Adult

O to raise the tomperatbre or the wires in
the CircUit.

O to increase the voltage across the circuit.

0 to increase the current in the circuit.

O to decrease the electrical resistance.

64 to make the circuit safer.

14 0 I don't know.

No response

99 %



EXERCISE 409

(AdUlt; 3-12) (overlaps Exercise 309)

The idea of natural seleetion is usually associated
with the theory of evolution proposed by

Adult

62% Charles Darwin.

0 EdWard Jenner.

0 Jean Lamarck.

3 0 Louis Pasteur,

0 Jonas Salk.

20 0 I d n't know.

No response

10

XERCISE 41,9

(Adult! 4-12) (overlaps Exercise 208)

An electric
movement of

Adult

current in a copper wire involves mainly the

2 0 copper atoms.

4 0 copper molecules.

63 0 electrons.

0 neutrons.

1 0 protons.

20 0 I don't know.

No response

100%

EXERCISE 411

(AdOlt: 8-19) (overlaps Exercise 215)

Flower seeds develop from

Adult

1% 0 leaves.

02 oVules.

10 0 petals,

a o roots.

4 0 storns.

12 U I don't know.

2 No response

99%
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EXERCISE 412

(Adult! 3-15)

In organ transplant surgery, i.e., kidney, heart. liver,
the rejection of the transplanted organ by the tissues
of the receiver wuuld be LEAST likely to occur if the
donor were

50%
3

a

0

an identical twin.

the mother of the receivert

6 0 a brother with different RH blood group.

0 0 a sister not older 171y more than three years.

14 0 a fraternal twin with the none blood group.

16 0 I don't kn

1 No response



EXERCISE 413

(Adult: 9-19) (similar to Exercise 217)

Most of the chemical energy of the gasoline burned in a ear
is not used to move the car but is converted into

Adult

1471 0 eleetricity-

GO heat.

0 0 light-

4 0 magnetism.

4 0 sound-

16 0 I don't know.

2 NO respOnSe

100%

EXERCISE 414

(adult: 6-16)

Most of tho salt carried aseh yua, by the rsvere to the
oceans comer. from

Adult

4% 0 the sky.

5 0 condensed dew.

6 0 melted glaciers.

57 beneath the ground.

1 u the North Pole or the South Pole.

27 0 I don't know.

2 No response

102%

EXERCISE 415

(Aault; 3-16) (overlaps Exercise 320)

A meter heat can travel 5 miles per hour on a still lake.
If thiS boat travels downstream or a river that is flowing
5 milea per hour, hoW long will it take the boat to reach
a bridge that is 10 miAes downstream?

Adult

11 % 0 15 min.

11 0 30 min.

5 0 45 min.

56 60 Min.

0 75 min.

14 0 I don't know.

No respense

101%

125

ExEllOIsE 416

(Adult, 7-22) erlaps Exercise 33

On the aVerage, in human females, the egg is released how
many days

Adult

after menstruation begins?

12 % 0 2 days

12 0 9 days

55 0 14 days

4 0 20 days

5 0 24 days

11 0 I don't know.

1 No response

100 V.



MXERCISE 417

(Adult, 3-7) (overlaps Exercise 306)

All of thu
food available

Adult

following help to inerease the total amount of
to the human race EXCEPT

0 lcriqatinq crops.2 V

12 0 developing hybrids.

2 0 improving fertilizers.

55 si outlawing the use of insectieidcs.

17 0 controlling the growth of undesirable
Plante.

1 0 0 I don't know.

No response

V.

(Adult: 4-20) (ovorla

ExEccias 410

_seise 319)

A 5-pound rock in dropped from a Cliff 500 feet high.
The longer the rock falls, the greater is its

Lw2_1t

% 0 acceleration-

12 m potential energy.

51 0 -speed,

7 0 total energy_

3 0 volume,

a 0 I don't, know.

No response

100x,

EXERCISE 419

(Adult: 9-20) (overlaps Exereiso 211)

Which of the following is true of hot water as compared with
cold wster?

Adult

6% 0 It is denaer.

2 0 It iS easier to see through.

49 0 Its molecules are moving faster.

4 0 It has more free oxygen dissolved in i

5 0 It has more free hydrogen dissolved in it,

32 0 1 don't know.

No response

99%

3 125

EXERCISE 420

(Adult: 1-17) (OVerlaao Exercise 325)

What is the function of the placenta in a pregnant human
female?

Adult

3 % 0 To push the baby out at birth

5 0 To keep the baby warm and mOiht

45 5 To carry nebrishment to the baby

16 0 To cushion the baby against shocks

4 0 To keep the baby's body temperature constant.

27 0 I don't know.

101%

NO response



EXE..'.2TSES 421

(Adults 2-15) (overlaps Exercise 322)

If a person who is a light eater has a tendency to be
overweight. it is moat likely due to

Adult

1

22

% 0

0

0

too 'Mach exercise.

a cerefully balanced diet.

a tendency toward nel- susness.

6 0 an excessive dosage of vitamins.

45 highly efficient utilization of
the body-

food by

20 0 I don't know.

2 NO response

99 %

(Adult: 2-20)

EXERCISE 422

(overlaps Exorcise 221)

Most caves are formed by the action of 27round water

Adult

granite.

limestone,

pumice.

sandstone.

shale.

9%
42

1

16

4

0

a

0

0

0

27 0 I dont know.

No response

100%

EXERCISE 423 VCERCISE 424

(Adult: 2-16) (Adult -16)

The system of classifying plants and animals that is most Bacteria play a Rey rDle in all of the following ZXCEPT
commonly used in the biologioal sciencet is based primarily
on Adult

Adult
4% 0 fermentation.

13% 0 food habits.
40 0 ph0E0ayllthasis

0
4 0 causing disease.

15 function.

la 0 geographical location.
24 0 nitrogen-fixation.

2 0 size.
3 0 the decay of dead plants and animals.

42 strUcture. 24 0 / don't know.

R0 re0P0nae
14 0 I don't knOw.

2 No respease

101%
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EXERCISE 425

(Adult( 6-11) (overlaps Exercise 229)

A fossil of
mountain. This

Adult_

an Ocean fish wss found in a rock outcrop On a
probably means that

0 fish once lived on the mountain.4%
0 the relative humidity was once very high.

39 the mountain was raised up after the fish died.

4 u fish used to be amphibians like toads and
frogs.

41 0 the fossil fish was probably carried to tha
mountain by 1 great flood.

10 0 I don't know.

No reSpOnSe

100%

EXERCISE 420

(Adult; 10-18) (overlaps Rxerdise 311)

The solid,
in which of

Adult

liquid, and gaseous states of water differ
tbe following ways?

1% 0 The number of pretens per molecule

0 The number of electrons per molecule

3 0 The net charge on the individual molecules

2 0 The number of neutrons per individual
MOlecOIS

37 0 The average speed with which the
Molecules are moving

53 0 I don't knOW.

2 No response

99%

EXER SR 427

(AdUltr 7-11) (overlaps Exereir-3 227)

In mammals, which of the following is the center of memory
and intelligence?

Adult

2731 0 Cerebellum

36 0 Cerebrum

6 0 Medulla

4 0 Optic nerve

2 Q Spinal cord

24 0 I don't know.

No response

104 %

RXERCISE 428

(Adult. 4-10)

A man whose blood type is OA marries a woman whose
blood type is OB. Their offspring could NOT have
which of the following blood types?

Adult

3131 0 AA

3 0 AB

1 0 OA

1 0 OB

12 0 00

50 0 I don't know.

reePenge

9931



ISE 428

(Adult: 7-14)

The table in
arranged to
called the

Adult

which all of the chemical elements are
show many relatiOnships among them is

0 activity table.

periodic table.

8%
26

0 table of acid strengths.

4 0 table of clectronegativea.

9 0 table of oridation potentials.

45 0 T don't know,

1 No respOnse

100%

lEtERTISE 430

(Adult: 5-19) (similar to Exorcise 329)

Two light waves
higher fregUency

Adult

are traveling in a vacnum. The wave with the
will have the

lower speed.

15 0 higher speed.

13 0 longer wnvelengsh.

22 0 shorter wavelength.

4 0 more nearly horizontal direction.

42 0 I don't %now.

No response

307 309

EXERCISE 431
(Adult, 5-20) (overlaps Exercise 328)

If the cells referred to were all in the same organism, in
which OE the following is the aintent of 0NA present stated
correetly?

NAult

21 % e It would be identical in mature egg end
sperm cells.

1 0 It would be identical in sperm cells and
liver cella.

0 It would be Identical in a manire egg cell
and a braTS 0011.

1 0 it would be half as much in a thyroid cell
as In a liver cell.

2 0 It wOuld he half as much in the Eertilired
egg ea in a thyroid gland call.

67 0 I don't Knee.

ISO response

99%
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EXERc10E 432

(Adult, 10-14)

The atomic weight of titanium is 48. This means that
the average mass of titanium atoms ia aPProxiMetell,

Adult

2% 0

1 0

4 0

16 0

5 C

71 0

100%

1/48 gram.

1 gran.

48 grams.

4 times the mass of the atoms of a
certain carbon isotope with atomic
Mass 12.

48 times the Mass oE the atoms Of a
certain tarbon isotope with etomie
mass 12.

I don't know.

No response

41



EXSRCISE 433
(Au:bait: 1-14) (overlaps Eaercise 332)

Scientists can determine the age of certain reek and theirfosails by meaenring

Adult

4 % 0 their specific gravities.
22 0 their crystalline etrecture.

lj 0 the rate at -inich they haVe eroded.
10 0 the retie of calcium to phosphorus in them.
.15 the amounts of uraniuM and lead they contain.

32 0 I don.t Roc

0 No resPonee

100%

EXERCISE 434
(Adult: B-18 cec1apm Exerckse 335)

Which of these has been used to obtain accerat estimates
of the age of the oldest known rock etrata?

Adult

22 % 0 Radiocarbon dating

ersnium-lead dating
O motaasinm-argon dating
O CSt imation of sedimentation rates

22 0 Correlation of age of fossils contained in
the strata

43 O I den.t Xna..

1 No response

%
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Young Adults

Objective II. Possess the Abilities and Skills Needed to
Engage in the Processes of Science

General. Summ rY

Only 11 exercises were released under Objective II. Four
were quite easy, three cluie difficult, and four were of
average difficulty. One cannot generalize from such small
subsets of exercises.

nost young adults responded correctly that:

435. Very few people in the United States today get
smallpox because most people have :111--,11pox
vaccinations (95%).

436. The most likely cause that paint on one side of a
house is not lasting as well as paint on the other
sides is wind or sun (94%).

437. A bar graph which was pictured could be read to
obtain the information requested (89% read the graph
correctly).

438. Most could balance a beam balance with a weight (74%).

A good many young adults were able to perform the following
tasks:

439. Interpret tabular data to correctly determine which
series of four weights best establishes that one
object is heavier than another (63%).

440. Recognize that disturbing the balance between hawks,
rabbits, and grass in a particular meadow by de-
creasing the number of rabbits will also affect the
number of hawks and the amount of the grass (52%).

441. Use a wat h to determine the total time it takes a
pendulum to swing 10 times (49%).
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442. Identify a graph showing a growth curve for height

of children from age 2 to age 14 from a set of five

graphs (39%).

.-Rather few young adul s:

443. Realized that atoms are rarely destroyed so that
carbon atoms in a piece of bread could have been
part of a dinosaur's body in ages past (25%).

444. Knew that doubling the size of each dimension of a
cube will increase its volume 8 times (25%).

445. Could determine the density of a wood block after

being given various bits of appropriate information

(12%).
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(Adult: 7-12)

EXEROZSE 435

(overlaps Exercise 192)

Why do very few people ger smallpoX in the United States
today?

The weather conditions have changed.

95 Most people get smallpaax vaccinations.

O 0 People Move more often than they used to.

O 0 People drink more milk today than ever
before.

1 0 All the germs that cauee smallpox have
been killed.

1

99%

I don't know.

No response

ExEnormE 435

(Adult: 5-19) (overlaps Exercise 230)

A man notices that the paint on one side of his house is not
lasting as well as the paint on the other sides. Which Of

the most likely cause?the following

Adult

is

0

2 0

94 0

0 0

0 0

O

99%

Termites

cosmic rays

Wind or sun

Fallout from ator bombs

Sonic booms from low-flying jets

I den't know.

Ho response

EXERCXSE 437

(Adult; 6-15

According tO the graph below, what is the average number
of heartbeats per minute for a person swimming?

Adult

1% 0 60

2 0 80

99 0 120

0 160

O 180

O I don't know.

2 No response

101%

AVERAGE NUMBER OF HEARTBEATS PER MINUTE
IN DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES

Resting Walking Swimming Wrestt ng Running
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EXERCISE 438

(Adult: 10-21a1) (overLsps exercises 234 and 341)
PinatneMt

Belem* beam

Balance non

The apparatus before you is the same as that shown in the
picture. This balance is balanced when the balance beam im
level am shown above. The nuMber lay each mark on the beaM
tells the number of inches that mark is from the pivot point.

Place One Weight in the balance pan. HOW many inches
from the pivot point is the hook on which you must hang
one weight to get balance? j4)

Adult
74 W Correct

20 Incorrect

6 NO repponne--
100 %

The apparatus also included fishweights, one to place in the
balance pan, and another tO Use tO achieve balance_ Tbe
respondent was given 20 minutes to find the answer to this
and other questions involving the use of the apparatus
(see Exercise 445).
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EXERCISE 439

('Idult: 1-7) (overlaps exercises 235 and 340)

In each of five experiments. two objects Were weighed four
times each. Which experiment s'ives the strongest evidence
that object I weighs more than Object II?

Adult
63%

7

2

15

3 No response

Object I Object 21
Experiment SO lb. 70 lb.

81 lb. 69 lb.
SO lb. 71 lb.
02 lb. 70 lb.

0 Experiment B 69 lb. 01 lb.
71 lb. 82 lb.
70 lb. SO lb.
70 lb. BO VD.

0 Experiment C 70 lb. BO lb.
75 lb. 75 lb.
77 Lb. 73 112.

SO lb. 70 lb.

0 Experiment ID SO lb. 70 lb.
75 lb. 75 lb.
73 lb. 77 lb.
70 lb. 60 lb.

o E-perislerit SO lb. 77 lb.
79 lb. 76 lb.
70 lb. 75 lb.
77 lb. 74 lb.

0 I den't know.

101 %

EXERCISE 440

(Adult. 3-10) (overlaps Exercise 342)

In a particular meadow there are many rabbits that eat
tbe grass. There are also many hawks that eat the
rabbits. bast year a dieease breke Oht among the rabbits
and a great nheher of them died. Which of the following
probably then occurred?

Adult
2% 0 The grass died and the hawk ulation

decreased.

0 The grass died and the hawk population
increased.

52 Tbe grass grew taller and tbe hawk
population decreased.

4 0 The grass grew taller and the hawk
population increased.

30 0 Neither the grass nor the hawks were
affected by the death of the rabbits.

10 0 I don't know.

lOt

NO response

EXERCISE 441

(Adult: 10-21o1) (overlaps exercises 237 and 344)

The apperat:as before you a pendulum. You have a watCh
or clock alao.

1. 'HOW long does it take for the weight in the pen on the
end Of the String to seing back and forth ten times?

seconds (An ansWer between 11 and 15 seconds wau
scored correct.)

Adult

49 %
39

12

100 %

Correct

Incorrect

No response
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EXERCISE 442

(Adult, 4-S) (similar tO Exercise 239)

Which of the following graphs could show the average
in inches of a group Of children growing at a normal
plotted against their age in years?

50
9 70t so
-700

.1 20

Adult
6%
9

39

O A

O 8

O 0

9 0 E

JS 0 I don't know.

No response

100%

A

2 4 5 5 10 12 A
Aga a Ya.ts

4 5 0101214
Age m Yearn

120

60
.770

1.60
so
40

20
10

A 2
Age in Year.

4 5 S .0 214
Ag4 in Yeals

height
rate



EXERCISE 443

(Adult: 0-15) (similar tO Exercise 345)

A student made the following statement. "Some carbon atoms
in the bread that x ate last night might have once been
Part Of a diteseur's body.'
Which of the following is the best appraisal of the
student's statement? This statement

Adult

3 % 0 contradicts the law of conservation of
matter.

0 is ridiculous becaUse dinosaUrs lived so
long ago-

25 0 could be true because atoms are rarely
created or destroyed,

0 eoUld not Possibly be true because dinosaurs
were animals but wheat is a plant.

33 0 could be trne only if the bread was grown
in soil containing dinosaur fossils.

25 0 I don't know.

No response

99 %

EXERCISE 444

(Adult: 4-14) (overlaps Exercise 346)

A particular cell is shaped like a cnbe. If all its linear
dimensions were doubled, its volume would increase

Adult

4 % 0 X times.

18 0 4 times.

9 0 A times

25 8 times.

16 0 16 times,

28 0 I don't know.

1

101 %

No reSpense

EXERCISE 445

(Adul 10-2155) (oVerlaps exercises 240 and 349)
P .iooist

8siamstawm

The apparatus before you is the same as that shOwn in
the picture. This balance is balanced when the balance
beam is level as shown above. The number by each mark
en the beam tells the number of inchea that mark is from
the pivot pOint.

(The apparatus also included 10-gram fishweighto. a centimeter
ruler. and a block of wood 10 x 3 x 2 centimeters. Respondents
were given 20 minutes to answer OeVeral related questions
(e.g. see Socercifee 438). The following geestion was
preceded by others Which required them to make measurements
which would aaGiat them in answering it.)

5. What is the density of the wood block? It is
grams per cubic centimeter. (An answer between
and .64 was Scored correct.)

Adult

12 % Correct

29 IscOrrect

59 No response

100 %
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Young Adults

Objective III. Understand the Investigative Nature of
Science

General Summary

Only two exercises are released for this objective. Bothof them were answered correctly by a good many young
adults.

446. A good many indicated understanding that measurementis not exact (57%).

A good many responded correctly that a theory can bedescribed as, "a possible explanation for observations"
(45%).

447.

14
t
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EXERCISE 446

(Adult: 6-17) (Overlaps exercisee 243 and 350)

Whenever scientists carefully measure any quanti y many times,
they expect thmt

25% 0 all of the measurements will be exactly the
same.

0 Only two Of the measure-ants Will be exactly
the emme,

all but one cf thx,sexxurementswi ll be
exactly the same.

57 0 most of the measurements will be close but
not exactly the same,

13 0 I don't know.

No response

(overlaps exercises 243 and 350)

EXERCISE 447

(Adult: 10-13)

Which or the following is most likely to be called a
theory?

Adult

17% 0 A fact based on experiments

3 0 A law of limited application

45 0 A possible explanation foY: observations

0 A conclusion reached from a single
experiment

13 0 A semiem of experiments designed to
test an Observation

9

3

98%

I don't know.

No response
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Young Adults

Objective rv. Have Attitudes about and Appreciations of
Scientists, Science, and the Consequences
of Science that Stem from Adequate
Understandings

General SummarV

Only two exercises are released for this objective. The
first of the Lwo was answered in the direction consistent
with the objective by most young adults.

448. Most Adults do not believe that United States
scientists are ahead of scientists in other
countries in every field of research (75%).

449. Only a few Adults state that if they learn about
special television programs dealing with a
scientific topic they would watch them often (29%).
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4.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANALYSES IN PROGRESS (GROUP COMPARISONS)

The sort of descriptive information about educational
attainments which National Assessment has gathered is new.
This chapter is concerned with methods for describing
results for groups within the population. The planning
and supervision of the analysis has been the responsibility
of the Analysis Advisory Committee (AMAC), a group of people
experienced with statistics and measurement. They have
been associated with National Assessment since it was begun
in 1964:land have been working with the staff of National
Assessment on apprr--riate analyses and informative methods
for presenting restits.

This section of the report is aimed to illustrate some of
the procedures that can be used for analyzing the data,
and which will be used in a more complete report which will
be forthcoming from the Science assessment. The results
that appear are only for illustration.

Grou -and Sub-rou s

The analyses of the first National Assessment of 17-year-olds
will examine certain major groups defined in terms of region,
size and type of community, sex, color, and parents'
education. (Appendix B defines these groups in more detail.)

1. four geographical regions--Northeast (NB), Southeast
(SE), Central (Cent), and West (4).

2. four sizes of community (SOC)--Big Cities (over 200,000);
Fringes around such cities; Medium-soized Cities (areas
between 25,000 and 200,000 population) and the counties
containing them: and Smaller Places (population less
than 25,000).

4 Members of ANAC are listed on the back of the title
page.
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four types of community (TOC)--Inner City, Suburb,
Rural, and the Remainder of 17-year-olds. These TOCs
were intended_to permit consideration of three
distinctive locales: the impoverished inner city, the
affluent suburb, farms and smallest towns.

sex - -Male and Female.

5. color--Black and non-Black.

6. parents' education, for the parent who went furthest
in school--(1) eighth grade or less; (2) some high--
school but did not graduate; (3) graduated from high
school; and (4) education beyond high school.

Results for geographical regions, sizes of community, and
sex have been promised since the earliest days of National
Assessment. Originally reporting by socio-economic status
was expected to provide an assessment of the educational
progress of the poorer segment of the population. As
public sensitivity to the asking of certain questions and
di-:-Ficulty of defining "poverty" were recognized, it became
clear that direct measures of poverty were out of the
question.

As a result, it was decided to represent socio-educational
status defined by the occupation and education of each 17-
year-old's parents. So far, differences associated with
parental education seem larger and more important than
those associated with parental occupation. Accordingly,
the main socio-educational emphasis in reporting will be on
the groups defined by parents' education. Some analyses
by parents' occupation may appear in later reports.

While 17-year-olds almost always answered questions about
parental education and occupation, this could hardly be
expected at age 13 and 9. i-"!ternative questions were used,
and their use in analysis and presentation is still being
explored.

This chapter reports percentages for correct responses only.
Later reports may perhaps analyze frequencies of selected
incorrect responses in a similar way.
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While comparisons across basic categories such as type of

community are of first importance, the analysis needs to

go further. Subgroups can be defined by combinations

of characteristics used to define groups. Being both in

an Inner City and in the Central region defines such a

subgroup, whose performance may or may not be distinctive.

There is a need to ask such questions and report about

the answers. There is also a need for care and selectivity,

since a large number of such subgroups may be defined.

Very few people are prepared to look perceptively at all'

the many percentages that could be reported. The

development of objective and effective techniques of

selective presentation will be importantand far from

trivial.

Subgrcups defined by pairs of characteristics can be so

small as to make it unwise to report percentages of success

for them. Table 4-1 reports, for one exercise, the numbers

of 17-year-olds in the groups and subgroups defined by

parents' education and -ize of community. This table shows

groups and subgroups of all sizes from large to very small.

Reporting percentages for such subgroups as respondents in

big cities whose parents completed no more than eighth

grade is not likely to serve a useful purpose because.the

number is very small. The same is to be said of the "unknown"

group. All that such percentages can do for most readc.r: is

cause confusion.

There is a gradation from what clearly ought to be repor:Led

in detail to what deserves no attention. A technique of

reporting is needed that expresses the dependability of the

result in relatively simple terms, but which manages to offer

a reasonable number of gradations from quite firm conclusions,

through various shades of limited reporting, to silence.
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TABLE 4-1

SUBGROUP AND CROUP SIZES
a IN A 2-WAY TABLE

FOR EXERCISE 307 (Age 17)

Parents' Education vs.

Size of

Size of Community

Community
Medium Smaller

Par. Educ. Big City Fringe City Places Total

8th or below 30 14 27 55 126

Some HS 68 58 63 108 297

HS Graduate 171 154 209 189 723

Beyond HS 181 273 244 183 881

Unknownb 11 17 9 10 47

Total 461 516 552 545 2074

a These figures show the actual numbers of in-school
17-year-olds who took this exercise and all other
exercises in package 2 at age 17. The numbers are
not exactly proportional to the actual sizes of the
groups and subgroups in the population (See Appendix
C for details of the sampling plan).

Education of parents not reported by respondent; nuMbers
shown because they contribute to the total.
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If we find that a group of 17s performs more or less
successfully than the average 17-year-old, how then are
we to describe this difference in success? The numerical
difference in percentage gives part of the answer, but
there is an uncertainty about this value which must be
kept in mind.

_Expressing Uncertainty

We must turn to statistical techniques to learn how much
trust one can reasonably place in each difference in
percentages. Selection of individuals to te assessed
necessarily brings in chance; if the whole assessment
procedure were to be repeated, the percentage of correct
response for any exercise and group would change somewhat.
HOW mu ch change is likely depends upon the number of
respondents and upon the detallS of the sampling procedure.

Statisticians can indicate the likely numerical limits
on such sampling variation by giving a number known as the
"standard error." Conventional statistical practice is
to pay serious attention to values that depart from zero--
or from some other reference valueby at least twice
their standard error and to be quite confident of the
direction of differences that reach three times their
standard error.

Our aim is to report observed percentages In such a way as
to leave the reader duly cautionedneither over-attentive
to dubious effects nor over-cautious. To this end we have
developed the convention set out in Table 4-2 and now to
be discussed.

If the size of the observed difference between two percent-
ages is less than 1.5 times its standard error, we do not
place enough confidence in the difference to discuss even
its direction. Such observed differences may well have
arisen from sampling variation. There is a considerable
chance that the observed direction is the reverse of what
is actually true for the whole of the group.
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TABLE 4-2

CONVENTION ADOPTED IN THIS REPORT FOR
SPEAKING OF A SAMPLE DIFFERENCE

Si e of
Observed Difference

Divided by
Its Standard Erro

less than 1.5

at

at

at

at

least

least

least

least

1.5, less than 2

2, less than 3

3, less than 5

5

Preceding "higher," "lower," and the

Observed Difference
Divided by

Its Standard Error

EXAMPLES

Form of Statement
When Observed
Difference is

Percent

(no statement)

"may be"

"perhaps XX"

"roughly XX"

"about 3CX"

Range in Which
the True Difference
Probabl- Lies

like.

Statement
2ZLAhlahtEL

5%

5% (higher)
3%

5% (higher
2%

5% (higher_i
1.25%

- 1

1.67

2.5

-5% to 15%

-1% to 11%

1% to 9%

4 2.5% to 7.5%

6

1052_02iah2s1. 2.5
4%

30% thigher ) 6
5%

3.3% to 6.7%

2% to 1

20% to 40%
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may be higher

perhaps 5% higher

roughly 5% higher

about 5% higher

perhaps 10% higher

about 30% higher



consider the first example in the bottom half of Table 4-2,
for instance. The observed difference is 5% and the
standard error is 5%. As the ratio is 1, we make no
statement about such a difference. An observed difference
of 5% with a standard error of 5% is reasonably consistent
with a true difference anywhere between -5% and 15%.
(Twice the standard error = 10%; 5% ± 10% = 15% and -5%.)
The proper conclusion is that no difference is established.

Such a result would be important to any reader who
anticipated a clear difference between the groups. Some2
times the absence of a difference is as vitally important
as Sherlock Holmes' noticing of the dog that did not bark
in the night.

If the ratio of observed difference to standard error is
at least 1.5 but less than 2, we place some confidenrle in
it. This is reflected in such language as "may be lower"
or "may be succeeding more often" or "may be higher." This
statement does not imply any confidence in the size of the
difference, but it does accept the direction of the
difference as rather likely to be confirmed in further
samples.

Somewhat more confidence_in both the direction and the size
of the difference is warranted if its ratio to its standard
error is at least 2. We refer to a difference that is
between two and three times its standard error as "perhaps
W. higher" (or lower).

In the third example (bottom half of Table 4-2) the observed
difference is again a% but the standard error is 2%. The
ratio of the size of the difference to the standard error is
2.5 and we say that the observed value is "perhaps 5% higher"
than the overall group. The true value, very likely, lies
between 32% and 9%. It is quite unlikely that the true
difference is in the reverse direction.

If the ratio of the size of the observed difference to
standard error is at least 3 but less than 5, we say "roughly

higher" (or lower). Finally, if the ratio is 5 or more,
we say "about higher" (or lower). Two other examples
illustrate the convention further.
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Table 4-3 gives differences and standard errors for thefour Regions, for'Exercise 307. We go on to illustratethe use of the standard error in interpreting the observeddifferences.

TABLE 4-3

REGIONAL DEPARTURES PROM THE PERFORMANCE OF ALL 17sSCIENCE EXERCISE 307

all

% Correct

Difference
Between Group
and All 17s_

Standard
Error of

pifference
17s 69.2

NE 75.0 2.39
SE 63.9 -5. 2.54
Cent 68.3 -0.9 2.24
West 67.8 -1.4 2.23

Respondents in the Northeast apparently perform the beston this exercise, those in the Southeast worst. Thesedeviations may be expressed arithmetically as differencesbetween the particular regional group percentage and thenational average performance of all 17s. The standarderrors of the differences are used to decide whether thedifferences are sizeable enough to be trustworthy
indications of the directions in which the groups differfrom all 17s.

The Northeast percentage shown in Table 4-3 exceeds that forall 17s by 5.8%. The standard error of this difference is2.39%. The ratio is 2.4; that is, between 2 and 3 times thestandard error. Therefore, we regard the difference asreliable in direction, and say, "On this exercise, theNortheast group does perhaps 6% better than all 17s."



The technically experienced reader will recognize that the
conventions adopted here are not those usually recommended
by statisticians. We have adopted our admittedly simplified
way of expressing results with the aim of making interpre-
tations clearer to the general public.

Group C mparisons

To illustrate the ways in which the results can be examined
and the problems that arise, several Science exercises at
age 17 have been analyzed by major groups. Comprehensive
group results will be presented in the next report on the
1969-1970 Science assessment. The exercises reported here
are not intended to be representative of the whole set of
exercises. Gene alizations about relative erformance of
the various r u s should not be attem ted from these
isolated exercises.

Table 4-4 indicates the percentages responding correctly to
Exercise 307, both overall and for each of the major groups;
these results will be discussed in some detail. The total
number of respondents to the exercise and the number in
each group are also given.

It is natural to ask regarding each group how much its
success differs from all 17s. Such differences are shown
in the third column of Table 4-4. The fourth column shows
an estimated standard error for each difference. The fifth
column shows the difference divided by its standard error.
The sixth column offers summary statements using the
convention of Table 4-2.

For a division of the population into just two groups--for
example, Males vs. Females--it will often be of interest to
focus on the difference between the two groups rather than
on the departure of one group from all 17s. Either
comparison conveys essentially the same information; each
difference will be nearly the same multiple of its standard
error. This similarity of ratio holds for any pair of groups
that, together, make up the population.
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When the two groups are nearly equal in size their
differences from all 17s will be nearly equal in size
(and opposite in sign). Thus in Exercise 307 (Table 4-4)
Females appear to do 2.1% less well than all 17s and Males
appear to do 2.0% better than all 17s.

When the two groups are unequal in size, the two differences
from all 17s can be radically different. For example, in
the case of the results in Table 4-4 for Blacks and non-
Blacks, the departure of Blacks from all 17s is between 2
and 3 times its standard error, and the departure of non-
Blacks from all 17s is between 2 and 3 times its standard
error. But the differences are far from equal in size.

There is great national concern about the achievement of
Blacks in U.S. society and its educational system. The
differences between achievements of Blacks and non-Blacks
vary considerably even among these few exercises. As seen
in Table 4-8 there are exercises where 17-year-old Blacks
perform below the national level, and there are also
exercises where the observed difference is negligible.

If it is true that Blacks are at laast equal to non-Blacks
on some educational outcomes and lag behind in others, the
full results of National Assessment will be of use in
directing the improvement of educational programs. It would
be premature to try to draw inferences about the nature of
the exercises where certain groups excel.

There is considerable risk of faulty conclusions when a
comparison of Black and non-Black is made, since the two
groups differ with respect to many other variables, including
distribution over type of community and parents' education.
A fairer comparison would consider differences between Blacks
and non-Blacks who were similar in other respects. The
possibility of making such more subtle comparisons from
National Assessment data is mentioned in a later section of
this report.

By our convention the results in Table 4-4 will be summarized
in this language:
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TAPLE 4-4

Results For Exerc s 307*

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Approximate
Difference: Standard
Group vs. Error of

Correct All 17s Differenc
Number
in Group

(5)
Difference
Divided by
its Standard Statement About
Error the Difference

All 17sa 2166 69.2%

Region
Northeast 570 75.0% 5.8% 2.39% 2.43 perhaps' 6% higher
Southeast 479 63.9 -5.3 2.54 -2.09 perhaps 5"'4, lower

Central 521 68.3 -0_9 2.24 -.40
West 596 67.8 -1.4 2.23 -.63

SOC
Big City 487 73.6% 4-4% 2.42% 1.82 may be higher
Fringe 527 72.6 3.4 2.11 1.61 may be higher
Medium City 573 66.9 -2.3 1.93 -1.19 --
Smaller Places
b

579 64.4 -4.8 2.82 -1.70 may be lower

TOC
Inner City 213 69.6% -0.6% 4.44% -.14
Suburb 230 68.0 -2.2 2.76 -.BO
Rural 172 65.3 -4.9 6.55 -.75
Remainder 1459 71.3 1.1 0.88 1.25

Sex
Male 1041 71.2% 2.0% 1.27% 1.57 may be higher
Female 1124 67.1 -2.1 1.07 -1.96 may be lower

Color
Black 263 59.3% -9.9% 3.58% -2.77 perhaps 10% lower
Non-Black 1901 70.2 1.0 0.46 2.17 perhaps 1% higher

Parents' Educ tion
8th or below 159 65.6% -3.6% 4.57% -.79 --

Some High School 332 60.9 -8.3 3.40 -2.44 perhaps B% lower
HS Graduate 743 71.4 2.2 1.88 1.17
Post High School 881 71.5 2.3 1.59 1.45

a
Small numbers of cases could not be classified into a subgroup, so subgroups may not

add up to all 17s.
b _The TOC subgroups inClude in-school 175 only. The assignment of out-of-school 17s
to TOC categories is not yet completed. Differences for TOC groups shoWn in Column
3 are difference of the group percent from 70.2% the percent correct for all
in-school 175.

17:2-3 Any galaXy contains many stars).
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Among all 17-year-olds, approximateLy 69% responded
correctly to Exercise 307. Examining various groups of
respondents we see. that:

1. The NE does perhans 6% better than all 17s and the SE
does perhaps 5% less well. The Cent and W differences
are close to zero.

2. ,Big City and Fringe respondents may be succeeding more
often than all 17s, while respondents from Smaller
Places may be succeeding less often.

Although the Rural percentage of success is, on its
face, less than that for all 17s, its standa-d error
is also large, and no statement is made.

4. Females may be doing less well than all 175;
equivalently, Males may be doing better.

5. Non-Blacks do perhaps 11% better than Blacks. (Blacks
do perhaps 10% less well than all 17s, non-Blacks do
perhaps 1% better. The difference between non-Blacks
and all 17s is small, but the standard error is also
small.)

6. Respondents who have a parent who attended but did not
complete high school are perhaps 8% less successful than
all 17s. No statement is made about the group,whose
parents had no more than eighth grade schooling. It is
possible that their performance does equal that of all
17s, but it is als0 possible that they do worse than
those whose parents had some' high school. The present
evidence is too scanty for either conclusion about this
group.

Summary statements about Exercise 307 and nine other Science
exercises administered at age 17 are given in Tables 4-5to
4-9. The exercise numbers given are those used in the
section on 17s in chapter 3. Since the 10 exercises come
from 8 packages, more than 15,000 17-year-olds have contri-
buted to one or another of the differences on each page. The
data on which the summary statements are based are presented
in Appendix D.
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TABLE 4-5

REGIONAL GROUPS
COMPARED WITH ALL 17s ON

_10 SCIENCE EXERCISES a

Exercise
Number_ Northeast. Southeast Central West

307 perhaps perhaps
6% higher 5% lower

319

324 perhaps roughly
8% higher 10% lower

329

336

340

may be
higher

may be
lower

perhaps
2% lower

341 perhaps perhaps may be may be

349

9% higher 11% lower

perhaps

lower higher

4% lower

351 perhaps perhaps

352

8% higher

perhaps

5% lower

6% lower

a
Appendix D gives the data on which the next five tables

are based.
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Exercise
NuMber_

TABLE 4-6

SIZE-OF-COMMUNITY GROUPS
COMPARED WITH ALL 17s ON
10 SCIENCE EXERCISES

Medium-sizedCit ringe City
Smaller
Places

307 may be may be may behigher higher lower
319

324 may be
higher

329 may be
lower

may be
higher

336

340 may be
higher

may be
lower

341 perhaps
7% higher

349 roughly perhaps
4% higher 3% lower

351
£m. mI

352
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TABLE 4-7

TYPE-OF-COMMUNITY GROUPS
COMPARED WITH ALL 175a ON

10 SCIENCE EXERCISES

Exercise
Number_ Inner City Suburb Rural Remainder

307

319

324

329

336

340

341

349

351

352

= MEM

perhaps
10% lower

roughly
5% lower

AIM MEI

may be
lower

may be
lower

=

may be
lower

perhaps
10% higher

perhaps
12% higher

about
10% higher

perhaps
4% higher

may be
higher

=

roughly
14% lower

.M.1=

=

=

perhaps
6% lower

roughly
10% lower

=

may be
lower

=

perhaps
1% higher

=A=

Results are for in-school 17s only. The classification
of out-of-school 17s by type of community is not completed.
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TABLE 4-8

SEX AND COLOR GROUPS
COMPARED WITH ALL 17s ON

Exercise

10 SCIENCE EXERCISES

Number Male Female Black N_n -Black

307 may be may be perhaps perhaps
higher lower 10% lower 1% higher

319 perhaps perhaps
4% lower 4% higher

324 about about
20% lower 2% higher

329 roughly roughly about roughly
6% higher 5% lower 18% 1_ er 2% higher

336 roughly roughly
3% higher 2% lower

340 about roughly
24% lower 2% higher

341 perhaps perhaps roughly roughly
6% higher 6% lower 25% lower 3% higher

349 roughly roughly
15% lower 2% higher

351 perhaps perhaps
6% lower 1% higher

352 may be
lower

may be
higher
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TABLE 4-9

Exercise
Number

GROUPS DEFINED BY PARENTS' EDUCATION
COMPARED WITH ALL 17s ON 4--

10 SCIENCE EXERCISES

8th Grade Some High High School Beyond
or Below School Graduate High School

307

319

324

329

336

340

341

349

351

352

may be
lower

roughly
3% lower

may be
lower

perhaps
11% lower

perhaps
14% lower

perhaps
8% lower

= =

roughly
12% lower

about
13% lower

perhaps
7% lower

perhaps
11% lower

about
14% lower

roughly
10% lower

MOM =

=

may be
lower

MA,

MN, =

roughly
7?-4 higher

about
9% higher

may be
higher

roughly
6% higher

may be
higher

about
4% higher

about
8% higher

about
6% higher
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When many more exercises are reported, this method of
summarizing the .7:esults of several exercises will allow
one to look for interpretable patterns. Although some
consistencies appear in the table, no generalizations
should be attempted until more exercises are analyzed and
reported.

Com arison with a Value Other than Zero

In the column in Table 4-9 referring to children whose
parents had no more than eighth grade education, quite
different things are said about their performance on
different exercises. On five exercises no difference is
stated; on another, the difference reaches "perhaps 14%
lower." Should we feel sure that these exercises are
behaving difEerently?

Suppose =that, for the entire group of 17s whose parents
did not go beyond the eighth grade, the percentage
difference is the same for each exercise. Because of
sampling error we expect some observed differences to be
larger and some to be smaller than the average value. In
Table 4-10 we collect from Appendix D the observed percentage
differences and their standard errors for all 10 Science
exercises. When we make a thorough examination, we conclude
that this variation is not worthy of attention.

In order to ask how similar the pe centage differences in
the population group may really be, we are led to compare
each observed difference with -7.2% (the average of all 10
differences). These comparisons are given in column (3) of
Table 4-10 and are combined with the standard errors from
column .(2) in order to obtain the statements in column (5).
We find that only one difference deserves any statement.

When we come to look at this one difference carefully, we
notice (from Appendix D) that Exercise 336 was answered
correctly by only 6.2% of all 17s. Even if no one in the
group of 17s whose parents had no more than an eighth grade
education had answered correctly, they would have been only
6.2% worS-e than the average. Clearly it is impossible for
this group to do 7.2% worse than all 17s. Although a
statement can be made about this comparison as being



TABLE 4-10

DIFFERENCES COMPARED WITH THEIR AVERAGE= AN EXAMPLE
(Data for 17-year-olds Whose Parents

Did. Not Go beyond 8th Grade)

(1)

Exercise % Difference
Number from all _17s

(2)

Standa d
Error of
Difference

(3)

Difference
Compared
with -7.2%

(4)

Column (3
Divided
By Standard
Error

(5)
Statement
about
Difference
from -7.2%

307 .6% 4.57% up 3.6% .79
319 -3.5 5.35 up 3.7 .69
324 9.89 up 2.4 .24
329 -8.8 4.96 down 1.6 -.32
336 -3.4 1.03 up 3.8 3.69 roughly 4% Up
340 -13.1 6.84 down 5.9 -.86
341 -7.3 8.24 down .1 -.01
349 -10.6 4.54 down 3.4 -.75
351 -3.0 4.94 up 4.2 .85
352 -13.7 5.17 down 6.5 -1.26

Average of
Differences -7.2%
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different from -7.2% it is not a statement that is relevantto our original question.

If we set aside the one anomalous exercise, there isinsufficient evidence that, for any exercise, thedisadvantage of this group varies from -7.2%. Thisgroup is quite small; when we deal with larger groups wecan make more stringent comparisons of their behavior ondifferent exercises. We have already commented that the
Black--non-Black comparisons vary considerably from exerciseto exercse. A calculation like that in Table 4-10 showsthat the variability within the Black group is not due to chance.

Ans erin More Subtle iuestions

This chapter illustrates how we can discuss the relativelysimple comparison of the performance of one group with thatof all persons of the same age. We want to ask also aboutsubgroupse.g., about those who live in affluent suburbsand who live in the Southeast. With two kinds of
classification, more questions to answer, and more ways toapproach the data, the problem becomes complex. We will notgive numerical examples now, but we will indicate some
possible lines of approach.

Someone might ask, "Are Southeastern affluent suburbsunusual?" He might mean to ask:

(1) How does-the performance of 17-year-olds in
Southeastern affluent suburbs compare with that
of all 17-year-olds?

Or he might instead want to know:

(2) How do 17-year-olds in Southeastern affluent
suburbs perform, considering the performance of
all Southeasterners, all residents of affluentsuburbs, and all 17-year-olds?

To answer the first kind of question we just proceed with
groups, forming a simple difference of percentages. Thepercentage for the'subgroup is thus set against the valuefor the whole age level. The second question is harderto answer, but procedures for such a complex comparison
are available.



A wholly different sort of question asks whether differences
associated with types Of community, which are distributed
disproportionately in .the various regions, could together
account for the differences found among regional groups.
This requires us to match distributions wlth respect to
type of community for the regional groups before finding
and comparing the relevant percentages. This, too, can be
done.

Methods are available even for investigating questions that
go beyond simple matching. We might raise such a question,
for example, because we believe that the only variable which
can be used for matching measures but one aspect of the sort
of difference that we wish to eliminate.

Examples of such analyses will appear in the next report on
the first administration of Science.
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APPENDIX A

DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT EXERCISES

Before assesE ent exercises could be written, it was
necessary -e.6 define the educational goals for each subject
area included in the project. Ralph W. Tyler, Chairman
of the Exploratory Committeu and still actively associated
with the project, explains:

A first major purpose for obtaining a list of
educational objectives is to guide the development of
the assessment instruments. The assessment should
indicate the extfant to which our people have
attained important educational goals. i.e., have
they learned what schools are expected to teach?
Learning is a process of acquiring ways of
thinking, feeling and acting, that is, acquiring
patterns of behavior. A course outline commonly
lists the content the course deals with, but it
does not indicate what the student is to learn to
do with this content. Is he to memorize it,
recognize the principles involved and seek to use
these principles in solving problems, to develop
a skill in reading and analyzing the material or
to develop a life-long interest in the subject,
or some combination of these and other kinds of
behavior? We need to know what the student is
expected to learr in order to assess his achievement.
For this reason, educators are writing objectives
in terms of the behavior they expect to help students
learn. Objectives written in theseoterms are
necessary to guide the production of assessment
exercises. Hence, objectives for the National
Assessment were written in behavioral terms.

For more information, see Finley, Carmen J. and Berdie,
Frances S. The_nation_al_assessment appspach_ to exerc_ise
development. Ann Arbor, Michigan: National Assessment of
Educational Progress, 1970.
**

Tyler, Ralph W. Personal letter to Carmen J. Finley,
February 1, 1970.



The educational Objectives for all 10 subject areas were
developed with the intention that they must be:

1. considered authentic by scholars in the area.
2. accepted as an educational task by schools.
3. *'r?garded as desirable by thoughtful lay citizens.

Several hundred people of each type joined to develop or
review objectives. The Science objectives, and
subsequently, the Science exercises, were put into final
form by the Educational Testing Service under contract with
National Assessment.

Subject matter experts, other educators, and lay people,
thus defined four major objectives for Science:

I. Know fundamental facts and principles of Science.

II. Possess the abilities and skills needed to engage
in the processes of Science.

III. Understand the investigative nature of Science.

rv. Have attitudes about and appreciations of scientists,
science, and.the consequences of science that stem
from adequate understandings.

These were amplified by statements which explained in detail
what each major objective included. Illustrations of types
of behavior which could indicate whether the objectye and
subobjective were being attained were also appended.

For example, a subobjective under Objective II states that
individuals should have the ability to identify and define
a scientific problem. At age 9, children should be able to
recognize problems in simple, familiar situations. At age
13, children should also be able to recognize problems in
unfamiliar situations. The 17-year-olds should be able to
define the problem reasonably well in terms which would

The complete statements of objectives and subobjectives
are given in:
Norris, Eleanor L. (Ed.) Science objectives. Ann Arbor,Michigan: Committee on Assessing the Progress of Education,1969.
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allow investigation. Adults should be able to recognize
problems in situations which are related to their own recent
experiences, rather than in situations that are "bookish."

Once objectives were stated, writing of exercises began.
Exercise writers were told to develop exercises:

1. that sample some important knowledge, skill, or
attitude,

in whatever foLm or mode.seemed most appropriate to
the assessmert of a particular Objective, and

that call for knowledge and skills of varying
difficulty, some which almost everyone has acquired,
some which only about half have acquired, and some
which only the most able are expected to do.

The first requirem nt--to sample knowledge, skill, or
attitude, needs little explanation. The second, that
exercise writers should choose any suitable format, perhaps
is an unusual requirement. The intent was to encourage
writers to use the best format for the type of knowledge
or skill being assessed. To see whether a certain task can
be performed, for example, an exercise could ask the
respondent to perform the task rather than ask him whether
he can do it, or to describe how he would do it. On the
other hand, to learn whether the respondent knows a
particular fact, a simple multiple-choice exercise may be
most appropriate. Most Science exercises are multiple-
choice', but there are Jeveral performance exercises which
require the respondent to manipulate an apparatus to answer
certain questions and a few short answer exercises.

To describe the National Assessment policy on spread in
difficulty we can again quote from Dr. Tyler:

The traditional achievement test is constructed to
measure individual differences and to furnish reliable
average scores for grades or schools. The test items,
thcirefore, are concentrated on those which are typical
of average performance.- Exercises which all children
or nearly all children can do, as well as those which



only a very few can do, are eliminated from such
tests. In reviewing current tests to see whether
they could be used in the National Assessment, we
found that more than SO percent of the items in
the most widely used achievement tests would be
answered correctly by 40 percent to 60 percent of
those who took them. Only about five percent of
the items were exercises which could be anSwered
by students in the lawer third of the class, and
another five percent represented ta-ks appropriate
for the upper third. For assessing the progress
of education, and for informing teachers, principals,
and parents in local schools about the achievements
of their children, we need to know what all
children are learning--the disadvantaged or "slaw"
learners, the most advanced, and the middle or
"average." The construction of exercises
appropriate VN_r these purposes has been a
challenge... .

A number of othe- policies were established, including:

1. Exercises must have content validity. Simply
stated, this means that an exercise must clearly
belong to the area of knowledge, skill, or attitude
with which it is identified.

2. Exercises must be written so that it is possible to
distinguish acceptable from unacceptable responses.

Exercises must be stated so that the respondent
understands what is being asked of him. In Dr.
Tyler's words: "It is extremely important to
distinguish between fztilure on an exercise because
the child _doesn't undarstand what he is asked to do
and failure becau e he is unable to do the task.*

Tyler, Ralph W. National Assessment-some valuable by-
products for schools. In The National Elementar Princi
May, 1969,'48: 6, 45.
**

ibid.



Exe cise writers generated a large pool of exercises, not
all of which could be used. Many were inconsistent with
some one of the National Assessment policies. The adequacy
of those retained for use was checked by having exercises
reviewed for soundness by subject matter experts and by lay
people for pertinence and absence of offensiveness.

The number of accepted exercises was too large for all to be
administered. Frank B. Womer, NAEP Staff Director,
discusses this point:

Time available for administration became the crucial
variable in setting the upper limits for the number
of exercises to be used during the first year of
assessment. On the average about 160 minutes of
assessment time were available for each subject
area for each age. This was dictated by monies
available for the actual field administration
work. This meant that for each age group selected,
all of Science had to be sampled in about 160
mdnutes, all of Writing in about 160 minutes, and
all of Citizenship in about 160 minutes. When
multiple-choice exercises were used primarily,
in Science, quite a few could be asked in 160
minutes.*

a

This reference to the 160 minutes in which to assess Science
might lead one to think that each respondent had to spend
160 minutes on each of three subject areas--480 minutes in
all--to complete his contribution to the project. In order
to avoid such a demand for time, exercises were divided so
that any one respondent gave only 40 to 50 minutes. In that
time he could receive directions and complete the booklet,
or package, of exercises assigned to him. For example, one
package of exercises used in 1969 contained 11 exercises.
Of these, seven were Science exercises, three were
Citizenship exercises, and one was a Writing exercise. The
purpose of National Assessment is to report the proportion
of people- able to answer certain exercises successfully, not
to score each individual who participates. Administering
exercises in packages provides the necessary information
without overburdening the individual respondents.
* Wolter, Frank B.. What is National Assessment? Ann Arbor,

Michigan: a iona ssessmen a E ucational Progress;
P. 20-21.
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APPENDIX B

Definition of Terms

The major reporting categories used in this report are:
Age, Region, Size of Community (SOC), Type of Community
(TOC), Sex, Color, and Parents' Education.

1. Age: Four age levels were assessed. Three of these
were in-school--9, 13, and 17-year-olds; and two--17s
and young adultswere out-of-school, sometimes referred
to as the household sample. The criteria used or the
operational definitions of the four ages are as follows:

9sBorn between 1/1/60 and 12/31/60
13s--Born between 1/1/56 and 12/31/56
17sIn-school: Born between 10/1/51 and 9/30/52

Out-of-school: Born between 10/1/50 and 9/30/51
and not enrolled in school in March'68 OR born
between 10/1/51 and 9/30/52 and not enrolled in
school in March 1969.

young adults--Born between 7/1/33 and 6/30/43

2. Region: Four geographical regions are being used for all
age levelsNortheast, Southeast, Central., and West. The
states falling in
ing purposes, are

each of these
as follows.

four regions, for report-

Northeast Southeast Central West

Del. Ala. N.D. Hawaii
Maine Ark. S.D. Alaska
N.H. Fla. Iowa Idaho
Vt. Ga. Kansas Mont.
D.C. Ky. Minn. Wyo.
Md. La. Mo. Utah
N.J. Miss. Neb. N.M.
N.Y. N.C. III. Nev.
Conn. S.C. Ind. Cal.
Pa. Tenn. Mich. Ore.
Mass. Va. Ohio Wash.
R.I. W. Va. Wis. Ariz.

Colo.
Tex.
Okla.
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This classification is that used by the Office of Business

Economics, Department of Commerce; the names for regions

used by OBE differ from National Assessment names for three

regions:

National Assessme t

Northeast
(Southeast)
Central
West

OBE

Northern Atlantic
(Southeast)
Great Lakes and Plains
West and Northwest

Size of Community (SOC): The four reporting categories

for SOC were (1) Big Cities, (2) Fringes around Big

Cities, (3) Medium-Sized Cities, and (4) Smaller Places.

They were defined as follows:.

Big Cities

Fringes around
Big Cities

Medium -Siz d
Cities

Smaller Places

Descri tion

All central cities of the U.S. with a

population of 200,000 or greater.

For each county containing a city in

the Big City SOC category, the region of

the county not within the city limits

plus all counties within the same Stan-

dard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA)

as the "Big City".

All SMSA counties not included in Big

Cities or Fringes SOC categories plus all

counties which contain at least one city

of 25,000 people or more. If such a city

was a part of more than one county, the

county with a majority of the city

population was classified here.

All counties and combinations of counties

with a population under 25,000 not included

in the above categories.

1' 9
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Type of Community (TOC): Exploratory analysis of a
substantial number of exercises for a classification
into about 7 kinds of community indicated rough
gradations of performance, differing from exercise to
exercise, with the extreme behavior shown by two or m re
of (1) small places, (2) large cities, (3) suburbs.
The size of community classification which was used in
designing and implementing the sample, revealed this
behavior, but only to a limited degree. The Type of
Community (Tac) classification was developed to s'low
more clearly how large the extreme differences in
performance are.

By classifying schools rather than counties, it was
possible to identify much more uniform groups. One
extreme group was selected in each of the three
directions indicated by the exploratory analysis:
(1) schools where high proportions of parents were
farm workers and only low proportions were factory or
professional workers, (2) city schools where a high
proportion of parents were either not regularly
employed or on welfare, and only a low proportion
were professional or managerial, (3) near-city and
city schools where a high proportion of parents were
professional or managerial and only low proportions
were factory or farm workers, not regularly employed
or on relief.

Smaller extreme groups would have been more extreme;
larger extreme groups would have had better determined
percentages of success. The sizes of the three extreme
groups, close to 10% of all those assessed, were chosen
as a compromise between more extremeness and better
determination.

(Since only schools at which assessments were-made were
classified, no one can draw a map showing which areas
of the U.S. belong to each Type of Community group.
Where such a possibility is important, the TOC grouping
is inferior to the SOC grouping. To give a good idea
of broad extremes, on the other hand, the TOC grouping
is much more revealing than the SOC grbuping.)

The four classifications are referred to as:



1. Impoverished Inner-City
2. Affluent Suburb
3. Farm and small town
4. Remainder

The "extremes" were identified by NAEP staff using responses
from questions 2 (size) and 3 (occupational level) of a
questionnaire filled out by each high school principal.
Questions 2 and 3 of the questionnaire are reproduced below.

Q. 2. Approximately what percentage of the students
attending
areas?

%

your school live in each of the following

A In a rural area (Less than 2,500)
% B In a town of 2,500 to 10,000
% C In a town of 10,000 to 25,000
% D In a city of 25,000 to 200,000
% E In the suburbs of a city of 25,000 to 200,000
% F In the inner part of a city over 200,000
% G In

of
the residential area within the city limits
a city over 200,000

% H Outside the city limits of a city over
200,000 but within the residential area
served by the city

100% (This column should add to 100%)

Q. 3. Approximately what percentage of the students
attending your building are children of

% A Professional or managerial personnel
_% B Sales, clerical, technical or skilled workers
% C Factory or other blue collar workers

g-p% D Farm workers
% E Not regularly employed
% F On welfare

100% (This column should add to 100%)



Computation of "Extremes"

Impoverished Inner-City: All schools located in tl , inner
part of a city over 200,000 OR
in the residential area within
the city limits of a city over
200,000 OR outside the city
limits of a city over 200,000
but within the residential area
served by the city were identifi d.
(F,G,H, in Q.2) The following
index was computed on the basis of
responses to Q.3.

Affluent Suburb:.

I
Ic

= (E+F) - A

These values were then used to
classify the "extreme" Im o er-
ished Inner-City schools.

All schools classified as being
in the inner part of a city over
200,000 OR in the residential
area within the city limits of a
city over 200,000 OR outside the
city limits of a city over
200,000 but within the residential
area served by the city were
identified. (F,G,H, in Q.2.) Then
on the basis of the principal's
responses to Q.3., the following
index was computed:

= A - (CD+EE)

These values were then used to
classify the "extreme" Affluent
Suburb schools.

The "cut-off values" for each TOC gr up are given in the table
on B-6.



Farm and Small.Towns:

Remainder:

All schools classified as being
in a rural area (less than 2,500)
OR in a town (2,500-10,000) were
identified. (114-B in Q.2.) Then
on the basis of responses to Q.3.
the following index was computed

I = D - (C-F2A)

The values of these indices were
used to determine those schools
classified as coming from Farm
and Small Towns.

All schools not classified as
Farm and Small Towns, Impoverished
Inner-City, or Affluent Suburb.

Note 1: There were a few instances where there was either
a misclassification made by the principal, OR there was
misnq data, OR there was a paucity of schools selected
using the index computed by the formulas described above.
When this was the case, NAEP staff used their field
personnel, atlases, maps, etc., to classify schools.

Note 2: In some earlier material issued by National
Assessment the words "Type of commtinity" were used for what
is here called "Size of community."

Cut-Off Values of Indices for Defining TOC

In-School Samples
1

TOC Sub- 9-year-olds 13-year-olds 17-year-olds
Po lation Cut-off 2 value of Index

Inpoverished
Inner-City .16 .17 -.07

Affluent Suburb 0 -.30 .08

Farm and Small
Places -.20 -.20 -.10

1
The constraint with respect to Question 2 was not applied

as rigorously at age 17 as at the other 2 ages.
2

Schools that had an index value greater than or equal to
jts cut-off value were included in the stated TOC category.

18 B-6



5. Sex: Data are reported for Males and Females

6. Color: Data are reported for Blacks and non-Blacks.
Color classification was based on observation of the
respondent at the time of the administration by the
field staff member who administered the package.

7. Parents' Education: All data are reported in terms of
the highest level of education of either parent or
guardian of a 17-year-old respondent. Parents'
Education is reported as follows:

Level 1. Less than or equal to Bth grade
Level 2. More than 8th grade but not a high school

graduate
Level 3. Graduated from high school
Level 4. Some formal education beyond high sch ol



Appendix C

STRUCTURE OF SANTLING AND WEIGHTING

I. Introduction

The sample for the National Assessment of Educational Progress was
designed with several general objectives in mind.

(1). To represent adequately certain subpopulations specified by
NAEP, including the oversampling of some of these subpopula-
tions to obtain a more nearly balauced sample.

To allow the administration of several packages of exercises
with each package comprising a single survey in the usual
sample design sense.

3 To obtain precise estimates at the lowest possible cost.

(4) To allow for subsequent manipulation of the data by NAEP
its advisory committees to obtain subpopulation specific
estimates on a post-definitional basis.

(5) To facilitate smooth field operating procedures and control
the workload at any single sample point.

(6) To the extent possible within the above objectives, to provide
for relatively simple estimation procedures.

As a result of considering these several objectives, the sample
design has evolved into a stratified multi-stage design. However, most
of the stages are due to the methods of administration of the packages
and the oversampling of low socio-economic status (SES) 17-year-old
students within schools.

Since there are several packages, several exercises per package,
and several possible responses per exercise, the number of estimates
which may be called for from each subpopulation is large. As an example,
for seventeen-year-olds, 14 different packages were used. If each package
contains an average of 15 exa.ccises with 5 multiple choices per exercise
(or equivalently, has a 5-point reporting scale), then 1050 (14 x 15 x 5)
separate estimates could be computed for each subpopulation. The
estimate, P , will pertain to a specific exercise and a specific scale-
point or category for that exercise; e.g., consider the subpopulation of
all 17-year-old tAales in the United States and an exercise that requires
a "yes" or "no" answer.

Prepared by J. R. Chromy and D. G. HorVitz, Research Triangle Institute.
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A population parameter, P/ is defined as follows

(1)

where X , the denominator, is the total number of 17-year-old males ip
the United States, and Y , the numerator, is the number of such males
that would answer "yes" to the exercise. Similar parameters could also
be efined for those answering "no,

P2 '

and for those answering "I
don't know,"

3
. Note that

P3 = 1

provided each 17-year-o1d male would give one of the three answers.

Each of these parameters, say P. is estimated by first estimat-

ing the numerator, Y , and denominator, X , and then expressing the
estimate, P as

where X and Y are the estimates of X and Y espectively. Such
an estimate is called a "combined ratio estimate" when it is applied to
a stratified sample. The sample design and the_estimation procedures
described here provide for unbiased estimates X and Y of X and Y.

The following sections describe the sample design and associated
estimation procedures at each stage.
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a stratified sample. The sample design and the_estimation procedures
described here provide for unbiased estimates X and Y of X and Y.

The following sections describe the sample design and associated
estimation procedures at each stage.



II. Firs -Stage Sample Design and Estimation Proced xes

A. Frame

Listing units are small geographic areas with readily identifiable
boundaries. For NatLonal Assessment listing units usually consist of a
county; in some cases, listing units are made up of several counties in
order to meet the minimum size requirement (16,000 persons). Other
listing units are parts of counties. Large central cities could thus be
sampled independently of surrounding areas falling within the same county.

For National Assessment the first stage or primary sampling units
PSUS are portions of listing units, containing approximately 16,000
persons as of the 1960 census of population. A listing unit always
contains at least one primary sampling unit; some listing units contain
several; e.g. the city of San Francisco is a listing unit and contains
45 primary sampling units as defined above.

Every square foot of land area in the 50 states and the District of
Columbia was assigned to some listing unit. The number of primary sampling
units in each listing unit was determined or assigned on the basis of the
population of the listing unit. The detailed array of these listing units
is called the sampling_frame. This type of sampling frame is sometimes
referred to as an area sampling frame.

B. Sample Size and Allocation

One of the sample design decisions was to fix the second-stage sample
size per primary sampling unit. This course was taken to satisfy objec-
tive (5) in Section I above. It was decided that a sample size of 2,000
responses per exercise would provide sufficiently precise estimates at
the national and regional levels. A somewhat larger sample size (about
2500 responses per exercise) was considered necessary for exercises
administered in group sessions because of the higher intraclass correla-
tion effect. Optimum cluster size was determined on the basis of minimum
variance for a fixed cost assuming careflly chosen approximate cost and
variance functions. These factors entered into the decision to use a
sample size of 208 PSUs with 10 to 12 observations per package in each
PSD.

The 208 PSUs were allocated equally to the four major regions of
the U. S. with 52 being assigned to each. The ne 2,t. major partition of
the listing units within regions was hy size of community categories or
strata. PSUs were allocated to the size of community strata on a
proportional-to-population basis within each region. The sample PSU
allocation is shown in Table 1.



Table 1

Sample PSU Allocation by Region and Size of Community

Size of Community Ca_tegory *
_Region 1 3 4 Totals

Northeast 15 15 15 7

,Regional

52

Southeast 8 6 15 23 52

Central 12 12 12 16 52

West 15 14 12 11 52

U. S. 50 47 54 57 208

The four columns of the Size of Community Category (S.O.C.)
represent: (1) central cities with a 1960 population of
180,000 or greater; (2) metropolitan areas around these
(S.O.C. 1) cities; (3) other metropolitan areas and other
counties containing a city with 15,000 or more persons in
1960; and (4) all remaining areas.



C. Stratification

Each listing unit corresponds to some idenf'fiable
land area whichhas associated

characteristics. These characteristics were used asstratification variables.1 As mentioned earlier, each listing unitfits uniquely into one region and one size of community category.Further
stratification (labelled "serial") of the listing units was based

on a combination of a listing unit income variable (percent of familiesearning less than $3,000) and geographic location within region. Noattempt 7As made to guarantee that each state have at least one sampling
unit.

Table 2 shows the SNPs (sample number prefixes) that result fromthe allocation of the sample to region, size of community, and location(listing unit-income groups). Allocation of the samples to the SNPshad to be
disproportionate and involved some deliberate oversampling of

the sNPs with low listing unit incomes, but proportionate allocationwas used within SNPs.

In general, two PSUs were selected from each stratum in order tomaximize the gains from stratification and yet retain the ability tocompute estimates of sampling errors from the survey data without furtherassumptions. Whenever an odd number of PSUs was selected from somelarger subset of the sampling frame, one of these PSUs was selectedfrom a "half-stratum." Table 2 also provides data on the number of PSUs
and strata for each PIP.

D. Specification of Primary Sampling Units Within Listing Units
It has been stated that each listing unit contains at least oneprimary sampling unit (PSU) and that the sampling frame consists oflisting units which completely exhaust all the,land area in the UnitedStates. The method of sample selection used was to draw one or two PSUsper stratum with equal probability and without re lacement.
At first examination, it appears that the sampling frame for such aselection method should have been a list of primary

sampling units.However, construction of such a list would have required extensive parti-
tioning work within each listing unit containing more than one PSU regard-
less of whether that listing unit fell into the sample or not. Muchunnecessary work was avoided by simply developing a rule which specified
the labels or serial numbers of the PSUs within each listing unit; the
rule used was simply to keep a running accumulation of the number ofPSUs
in the list of listing units. Table 3 illustrates

this procedure. Random

The data source for characteristics of listing units was the CountyandCie,196_7. Certain parts of the data for each countyand large city were obtained from the Bureau of the Census on punchedcards.

189
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Primary

Sam le Number Prefix (SNP)

Table 2

Sampling Units by SNP

Total Number Number of PSUs Number
of PSUs in Sample

n

of
Strata

2t

**
Region* S.O.C. Serial

1 1 1 275 5

1 1 2 38 2

1 1 3 124 4 2

1 1 4 77 2

1 1 5 33

1 1 6 41

1 2 1 870 15 7t

1 3 1 155 5 2t

1 3 2 645 10 5

1 4 1 57 2 1

4 2 275 5 2

(2590) (52)

2 1 1 361 8 4

2 2 1 288 6 3

2 3 1 120 5 2t

2 3 2 545 10 5

2 4 1 161 7 3t

2 4 2 760 16 8

(2235) (52)

3 1 1 564 8 4

3 1 2 43 2 1

3 1 3 66 2 1

3 2 1 738 12 6

3 3 1 140 4 2

3 3 2 616 8 4

3 4 1 150 5 2t

3 4 1 682 11 5t

(2999) (52)

4 1 1 451 11 5t

4 1 2 42 3 lt

4 1 3 32 1 t

4 2 1 360 9 4t

4 2 2 205 5 2t

4 3 1 66 3 lt

4 3 2 450 9 4t

4 4 1 60 3 lt

4 4 2 288 8 4

(1954) (52)

(9778) (208)

The first digit of the sample number designates the region as: (1) North-

* *
east; (2) Southeast; oy Central; or (4) West.
The second digit of the sample number designates the size of community
(S.O.C.) stratum as: (1) central cities with a 1960 population of 180,000

or greater; (2) metropolitan areas around these (S.O.C. 1) c!.ties; (3)

other metropolitan areas and other counties containing a city with 15,000

or more persons in 1960; and (4) all remaining areas.
The symbol "t" indicates' a "half-stratum."
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selections of one or two labels were made from random number tables.
2./

It was then possible to identify the listing units involved n the sample,
since these were the ones containing the selected labels. Pt was not
necessary to partition or construct PSU s within aLy other listing units.
In the example given in Table 3, the listing units of Bergen County, New
Jersey and Broome County, New York were selected by the random numbers 24
and 79, sincethe corresponding labels are included in those assigned to
the PSU s for these listing units.

Within selected listing units, PSU s were constructed in one-to-
one correspondence with the labels assigned to the listing unit. Since
the label selected was known, the assignment of the labels to the PSU s
was accomplished in an unbiased fashion by using a table of random
permutations-3/

This method of selecting and forming PSU s is particularly adaptable
to National.Assessment, since four different age-defined target popula-
tions must be sampled: 9-year olds, 13-year-olds, 17-year-olds, and young
adults between the ages of 26 and 35. For the young adult sample, the
primary sampling unit can be defined as an area unit just as the listing
unit has been defined as an area unit, since this target population will
be sampled by means of a household survey. The same principle holds for
17-year-olds who have completed or dropped out of high school. Nine-,
year-olds, 13-year-olds, and in-school 17-year-olds are sampled through
their schools. Therefore, a list frame of schools within each selected
listing unit must be used to construct the primary sampling units for
these student Populations; the PSU s for the different age groups will
not normally coincide since the enrollment of students of a particular
age depends upon the grade range taught at each school.

A general rule followed in the formation of PSU s within listing
units was to form heterogeneous cl7tsters with particular emphasis placed
on representing some of both the high and the low socio-economic status
populations within the listing unit.

E. The Out-of-School Sample

As indicated above, the same basic primary sample design applies to
both the in-school and out-of-school (househole) samples. The difference
between the two primary samples is that the PSU in the school sample is
defined in terms of persons enrolled in scnool and belonging to certain
age groups while the PSU in the household sample is defined .11. terms of

the household population belonging to certain age groups.

The RAND Corporation, A Million Random Digits.

3/
Moses and Oakford, Tables of Random Permutations.



The target populations for the household sample are:

(1) Adults 26-35.

(2) Out-of-school seventeen-year-olds.

In both the in-school_and out-of-school samples, the primary sample
consisted of a stratifieel'andom sample of 208 PSU s. The same random
draw was used to select PSU s in.both samples; however, the ultimate
definition of each PSU was achieved by different methods because of
different definitions of the target populations.

F. Estimation Procedures at the First Stage

Consider again the estimation of some population parameter, p
which refers to a particular target population and a particular category
of response on a single exercise. The following parameters are defined
for the i-th psu within the h-th stratum:

X = the number of persons in the target population
1

in the i-th PSU of the h-th stratum, and

Y
hi the number of such persons that choose a

particular response category to the exercise.

These parameters are related to X and Y in Section I (Introduction
by the relations

L hX= E E X
h

and (4)
h=1 i=1

i_

L Nh
Y = I I Y

hih=1 i=1

where N
h

is the number of PSU s within the h-th -

the total number of strata.

(5)

ratum and L is

If Xhi and Yhi were determined for each PSU selected in the

sample, the population parameters X and Y would be estimated by
X and Y ,.respectively as:

L N
nh

= I _11 E X,4 , and
h=1 nh 1=1

C-9
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L nhNh
Y = E ---,E Y

hi '

h=1 h i=1
(7)

where n
h

is the PSU sample size for the h-th stratum.

Since not all eligible persons in a PSU are included in the sample,
and since, for the most part, each person in the sample responds to only
one package, the parameters Xhi and Y

hi
will not be determined

exactly. Instead, these parameters have to be estimated on the basis of
data collected from a small subsample of the total PSU. The subsampling
procedures.and related within-PSU estimation procedures are discus-ed in
Section III. If the estimates of Xhi and Yhi are denoted by _

hi
and , respectively, formulas (6) and (7) can be restated in terms

of the PSU estimates as

L N nh
_ h _

X = X E X1,5 and
h=1 nh i=1

L N
ah

h
n. hi

h=1 h i=1

The combined ratio estimate of P can then be written as

L N nhhEY
h=1 nh i=1 hi

X
L Nh n
E --I X1,4

h=1 nh i=1

Sub-Population or Domain Estimates

(8)

(10)

It should be noted that formula (9) above is equally applicable to
an aggregate population estimate or to any subpopulation estimate as long
asthe*

hiY-andX,.are defined with respect to the subpopulation DIni
domain of interest. The subpopulations may be defined in advance of
sampling or in an after-the-fact manner. Usually the sample size for a

IJ4



specific subpopulation will itself be a random variable. Har ley
presents the theory of mean and variance estimation and gives appropriate
formulas under several sample designs.4/

The parameters, Xhi and Yhi , may both be equal to zero for

several PSU s if these PSU s do not contain any members of_the sub-
population of interest. The sample estimates, X

hi
and Y

hi
be equal to zero for this same reason, and they may also be equal to zero
in some PSU s due to sampling even when th e. associated parameters Xhi

and Yhi are not equAl to zero. Some restraint must be exercised in

defining subpopulations of interest to insure that at leas some of the
X are non-zero. An examination of the sample size and variance withhi
respect to each subpopulation estimate will provide guidance for defining
subpopulations after the fact for which appreciably precise estimates
are possible.

Hartley, H. O. (1959), "Analytic studies of survey data," institu
di Statistica, Rome, volun, in honorof Corrado Gini.



III. Second-Stage Sample Design and Estimation Procedures

A. The Sampling Problem Within the PSU

The requirements placed on the sample design within each PSU for
the National Assessment of Education differ in several ways from those
usually considered in designing a multi-stage survey. The most distinc-
tive features involve the use of several packages combined with the
requirement that a probability subsample be used for each package. This

amounts to simultaneously designing samples for several separate surveys
and constructing estimates for each of these surveys. Moreover, in the
school sample, administration modes of the packages differ. The within-
PSU sample design for packages administered to group sessions differs
from the sample design for packages administered individually.

B. The In-School Sample

1. The sample design

An additional constraint or construction of PSU s was that at
least two schools should be involved in the sample within each PSU.
Generally, PSU $ within listing units have been formed so as to constitute
a heterogeneous sample of the listing unit. The number of schools
associated with each PSU was minimized subject to the above constraint
and the requirements that all elementary and secondary schools (public
and private) be included in the sampling frame as part of some PSU for

nach age-specific target population.5/

Although the acf-ual size of PSU in tetras of number of students
of a specific age group will vary from PSU to PSU and can only be deter-
mined after the fact, a target PSU size of 250 to 350 students in each
age group was expected in each PSU based on the general population da4-a
used in constructing the sampling frames. .Random subsamples of the 250 to
350 students in each of the three age groups actually participated in

National Assessment. Since the PSU size is limited and each PSU must
involve at least two schools for each age group, some large schools
contribute to several PSU s. As an example, a school with 900 17-year-
old students might contribute 150 students to the construction of each

of 6 different PSU s. The definition of a particular PSU involves a
list of schools. For each school listed, a special factor, S , is
computed which indioates the proportion of that school belonging to
the psu. An example of such a listing is shown in Figure 1. The school

factor, S , for each school is shown in column 10 of Figure 1.

Scliools listed as teaching a grade span.with an upper limit no higher
than the eighth grade were assumed to contain no 17-year-old students.

ij6 C-12
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Whenever school personnel in the 17-year-old sample were willing
to do so, they were asked to preclassify the eligible students on a judg-
ment basis into two SES classes: (1) the lowest one-third and (2) the
upper two-thirds. This information was used to more nearly balance the
sample by SES class within schools through oversampling of the first
category. Alternate sets of sampling instructions were used by field
personnel in selecting respondents depending upon whether this additional
information was provided by the school. This further classicication and
oversampling of the low SES students was not used in the 9- and 13-year-
old samples.

2. Package assignment

An important part of the sample design was the method of
assigning specific packages of exercises to schools in the sample. The
sample design allowed every school with some enrollment of 9-year-olds,
13-year-olds, or 17-year-olds to come into the sample with a positive
probability. Two different methods of package administration were used
in the school sample:

(a) Group package ,dministration to groups of 12 stud_ ts

(b) Individual package administration

In addition, a special group interaction package was administered in a
subsample of 32 PSU s by specially trained administration teams. The
number of packages by type and by in-school age groups and the planned
sample size per package are shown in Table 4.

Current-year estimates of enrollment for the sample age group
were oltained in each sample school by field personnel on their first
visit J each Psu. The package assignment procedure was then performed
by central office sampling staff using a special random permutation
procedure. By ranking schools in each PSU on the basis of an SES index
and using a random permutation of group package numbers to assign
packages to schools in the first PSU of a stratum and then using the
same random permutation in reverse order to assign packages to schools
in the second PSU in a stratum, some balance in the distributi.on of each
package sample by SES was obtained. Specific instructions for the selec-
tion of students for each package were sent to field personnel prior to
assessment week in each PSU.

3. Estimation

In the i-th PSU of the h-th stratum, estimates, R
hi

and

hi '

are needed for formula (10) in Section II. These values are

estimated on the basis of 12 responses for group package exercises and
9 responses for individual package exercises. For the j-th respondent
to a package in the PSU and a specific target population estimate of P

C 14



Table 4

Package Types and Sample Sizes

TypttagLiat

Individually

Number of Packages Planned Sample SizeiPaclat
Students9s 13 s 17 s PSU s

administered 2 3 2 208 1872

Group administered 8 9 11 208 2496

Special group 1 1 1 32 1536



for a particular response category to a given exercise, the following
variables are de ined:

xhi
= 1 if the j-th respondent belongs to the

j target population

Yhij

0 otherwise

1 if x , and the respondent chose the

particular response category to the exercise

0 otherwise.

The PSU values Xhi and axe then estimated as
hi

11A- and
Phij

hi L P
j hij

(12)

where Is the conditional probability of including the j-th

respondent in a particular package sample given that the 1-th PSU has
been selected.

For group packages, the values P depend upon three

factors: (1) the number, G
hij

, of group packages assigned to the

Rhij eligible

students in the respondent's school; and (3) the school factor, ,Shij

as defined above, denoting the proportion of the school belonging to the
i-th PSU.

For group packages all 12 respondents generally came from
one school. An individual's probability of selection for a group package
for 17-year-old s, for example, where 11 group packages were used, is
expressed as

Ghij ( 12 )
Phij = 11 R .Shij hii

(13)



if SES preclassification had not been done, or

P
h

6

hij hij
(14)

if SES preclassification had been done. In formula (1 , repre-

sents the number of eligible respondents in the school since it assumes
nopreclassification.Informula(14), Rhij represents an SES pre-

classification category within the school. Similar formulas to (13)
and (14) are used for the appropriate P

hij
for individual package

respondents.

Respondents to individually administered packages generally
came from several schools. The computation of the probabilities is some-
what more complex depending upon the method of assignment. In both
cases, the appropriate expansion factor or eight,

whij
for each

response consists of two parts as follows:

w =
hij ahij

where a.
h P

is the parr of
hij

) computed in advance by the
ij

central office staff based on the methods of constructing PSU s and
of assigning packages, and

Rhij
is the number of eligible students in

the j-th student's school (and SES preclassification category if done).

The complete estimation formula assuming the planned sample
sizes are realized is

P

n
hN

h
E E

h=l nh
L Nh nh
E -E E

h=1 nh 1=1 j ahij Rhij Xhij

(16)

In some cases fewer respondents actually participated in a
particular package within a school than the planned sample size, n

hij
for that school. In order to utilize the nhij as computed in advance,



a correction factor, f.. , was computed to correct for the within

school non-response. This was computed as

f
h1j

hij

where n
hij

is the planned package sample size and

realized package sample size within a school. Note

proceeded as planned, the factor f is equal to

alter the calculation.

C. The Out- f-School Sample

1. The sample design

(17)

n' is the

that if things
one and does not

As discussed previously, each primary sampling unit in the
household sample was defined within a larger geographic unit called a

listing unit. The listing unit consisted of a contiguous land area

bounded by county boundaries, city limits, or town boundaries (New

England States). Generally, it was a county, a part of a county, a
large city, or a combination of two or more such units.

The average size of a PSU was planned at about 16,000 persons.

Large listing units contained several PSU s. Each individual PSU in
the household _ample was further defined as a systematic sample of
a2ETJAAL-ynEl_prAL.,11 (ssu s) within the listing unit. For example,

if a listing unit had a 1960 population of 46,000 persons, it was assigned

three PSU s in the process of developing the sampling frame for primary

sample selection. All SSU s in the listing unit were listed in a single

or combined list; the ordering of the list was predetermined by the
second stage stratification variable discussed in the next paragraph.
The first of the three PSU s assigned to the listing unit was defined to
consist of the 1st SSU, 4th SSU, 7th SSU, etc.) in the combined SSU
listing; the second PSU consisted of the 2nd SSU, 5th SSU, 8th SSU,

etc.; the third PSU consisted of the 3rd SSU, the 6th SSU, 9th SSU, etc.

The secondary sampling units were defined to be clusters of

35 to 40 housing units on the average. Each SSU was expected to yield
about 12 1/2 eligible adult zespondents. Initial plans called for the
selection of 10 SSU's per PSU. Stratified random cluster sampling was
used to select these 10 SSU's. Local area SES data (percent of families
earning less than $3,000) at the census tract or minor civil division
level was used to order the list of smaller geographic areas within the

listing unit by increasing income level. The stratification was then
applied to the ordered list. The low SES end of the list (the one-fou th



%lith lowest ncome was sampled at twice the rate of the remaining part
of the list.

-

The basic dithin-PSU secondary sample stratification involved
5 secondary strat,n. Two sample elements were selected at random without
replacement from each stratum. The first two strata were smaller than
the remaining strata to effect the over-sampling of the low income or
low SES population. The stratification is illustrated in Table 5 for
a PStI with 152 SSU s.

2. Package assignment

Ten packages of exercises were compiled for the out-of-school
adult sample, eacli containing a different subset of the exercises. To
eliminate any excessive burden on individuals asked to participate, only
one of the ten packages was administered to each adult respondent.

As eligible adult respondents were identified in the household
screening process, each one was asked to complete a different package
in package number sequence. A different starting package in the sequence
was used in each of the 10 segments, so that all packages would be
administered about the same number of times. As an example if the
starting packge in an SSU was 7, packages were assigned to res ondents
in the following order 7, 8, 9, 10, 1, 2, 3, ....

Thirteen different packages were used for seventeen-year-olds.
Each out-of-school seventeen-year-old was asked to respond to a set
of 4 or 5 packages (two sets were made up of 4 packages; one set was
made up of 5 packages); out-of-school seventeen-year-olds were given an
incentive payment of ten dollars for completing the set of packages.

3. Estimation

Since all eligible respondents in each SSU cluster of housing
units) are in the sample, the probability of selecting a particular
individual is the probability of selecting the SSU of which he is a
member, or simply, (n

hij
/N

hij
) , where

Nhij number of SSU s in the j-th secondary stratum
of the i-th PSU of the h-th primary stratum.

number of SSU s sample in the j-th secondary
stratum of the i-th PSU of the h-th primary
stratum.

The observations of a respondent on a particul r exercise in
a particular package are coded as:

C719



Table 5

Example of Secondary Stratification

and Sample Allocation of the

Basic Household Sample

Secondary Stratum
Number

Number
SSU
Nhi

of Number of

s Sample SSU s
u
hi

Sampling
Rate

n .. h3/N ..1113_ Tj

1 19 2 .1053

2
19 2 .1053

38 2 .05-6

4
38 2 .0526

5
38 2 .0526

Totals 152 10

204
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x = 1 if the k-th respondent in the k-th SSU
hijkk of the j-th secondary stratum belongs to

the population of interest and completes
the package

0 otherwise.

hiikt lifxhijkk 1 and the respondent chose
Y

the particular response category to the
exercise

0 otherwise.

The PSU values of X
hi

and Y are then estimated as
hi

n N
hij hijk xNhi

hijkkX = E
hi P

j
n
hij k=1 k=1

hi

n
i

Nhj hijk yhijkst
E -Lli E

nhii k=1 k=1 a

where P
a

is the probability of selecting package a (1/10 for adults

and 1/3 for seventeen-year-olds) and Nhijk is the total number of
eligible respondents in the SSU.

Since not all of the sample households were screened, nor did
all of the eligible respondents complete a package of exercises, it is
necessary to modify the basic design weights to be applied to the
observations in each SSU. Further modification is necessary to account
for subsampling of large SSU s. The final estimation formula can be
written with weights, Whijk as

E E E yhijk hijk k hijkk
EEEE

xhijk Whijk k hijkk

C-21
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where

N N.
hWhijk n n

Fhijk hijk Ph hij a

The subscripts used in (18) are reviewed as follows:

h denotes a primary stratum
i denotes a PSU within stratum h
j denotes a secondary stratum within a PSU
k denotes an SSU within a secondary stratum
Z denotes a respondent within an SSU.

Other terms in formula (18) are:

N /n
h h

Nhij

Fhijk

Ahiik

= PSU expansion factor

= SSU expansion factor

Adjustment for non-response

Special expansion factor for
subsampled PSU s.

(19)

The estimation procedures discussed here appl), generally to
both target populations (adults, and out-of-school 17-year-olds). Final
estimates for all 17-year-olds involve further weighting of the results
from the in-school and out-of-school samples.
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APPENDIX D

Data For Nine Selected Science Exercises

(The full text of each exercise is given in Chapter 3.)



APPENDIX D

Results for Exercise 319*

Number
in Group Correct

Approximate Difference
Difference: Standard Divided by
croup vs. Error of its Standard Statement About
All 17s Difference Error the Difference

All 17s 2114 33.8%

Region
Northeast 563 50.5% -3.3% 2.76% 1.20
Southeast 446 56.2 2.4 3.73 .64
Central 517 54.3 0.5 3.04 .16
West 588 55.7 1.9 2.55 _75

SOC
Big City 504 52.5% -1.3% 2.54% -.51
Fringe 489 56.5 2.7 3.40 _79
Medium City 560 52.8 -1.0 3.06 -.33
Smaller Pisces 561 52.7 -1.1 2.67 -.41

TOC
a

Inner city 238 53.9% 0.7% 5.22% .13 --
Suburb 165 45.7 -7.5 4.26 -1.76 may be lower
Rural 167 53.8 0.6 3.85 .16 --
Remainder 1458 54.0 0.8 1.02 .78

Sex
Male 1019 49.6/ -4.2% 1.67% -2.51 perhaps 4% lower
Female 1095 57.6 3.8 1.45 2_62 perhaps 4% higher

Color
Black 282 55.0% 1.2% 4.23% .28
Non-Black

h
1832 53.6 -0.2 0.63 -.32

Parents Education
8th or below 151 50.3% -3.5% 5.35% -.65
Some High School 343 55.0 1.2 3.47 .35
HS Graduate 654 55.9 2.1 2.40 .BB
Post High School

a

926 51_7 -2.1 1.87 -1.12

The TOC subgroups include in-school 178 only. The assignment of out-of-school 17s to
TOC categories is not yet completed. The overall % correct for in-schoo1.17s = 53.2%.
The differences between TOC subgroups and all .17S, Shown in Column 3, uses this in-school
value as the overall value.

A fifth Educational Level category consists of respondents who could not be classified
i to one of thene categories. The numbers are small, and are not shown.

(17: 9-12 ) A 5-pound rock is dropped from a cliff 500 feet high. The longer the
rock falls, the greater is its (speed).
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APPENDIX D

Results for Exercise 324*

NuMber
in Group

Approximate
Difference: Standard
Group vs. Error of

Correct AlI 17s Difference

Difference
Divided by
its Standard
Error

Statement About
the Difference

All 17s 2214 45.9%

Region
Northeast 609 53.7% 7.8% 3.13% 2.49 perhaps 8% higher
Southeast 463 36.1 -9.6 2.73 -3.59 roughly 10% lower
Central 526 43.0 1.9 2.46 -1.18 --
West 616 48.4 2.5 2.26 1.10

SOC
Big City 521 42.4% -3_5% 3.13% -7.12
Fringe 538 49.8 3.9 2.19 1.76 may be higher
Medium City 573 47.4 1.5 3.09 .49 --
Smaller Places 582 42.1 -3.6 2.70 -1.41

TOC
a

Inner city 166 39.4% -7.1% 4.95% -1.43
Suburb 184 56.7 10.2 4.62 2.21 perhaps 10% higher
Rural 231 32.5 -14.0 3.77 -3.71 roughly 14% lower
Remainder 1514 48.0 1.5 1.09 1.36 --

Sex
Male 1064 46.7% 0.8% 1.63% .49

Female 1130 45.2 -0.7 1.49 -.47

Color
Black 261 26.4% -19.5% 3.18% -6.13 about 20% lower
Non-Black 1952 48.1 2.2 0.39 5.o4 about 2% higher

Parents' Education
8th or below 165 41.1% -4.6% 9.89% -.49 --
Some High ScLool 350 33.6 -12.3 3.04 -4.05 roughly 12% lower
ES Graduate 719 45.5 -0.4 2.22 -.18 --

Post High School

a All in-school 17s

947

46.5%.

53.0 7.1 1.93 3.66 roughly 7% higher

* (17: 3-3) The musical note middle C is sounded on a violin string, and then C
one octave higher is sounded on the same string. Which of the following is
correct in comparing the two notes? (Upper C has a higher frequency and shorter
wavelength.)
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APPENDIX D

Results for Exercise 329*

Difference:
Number Group vs.
in Group Correct All 17s

Approximate
Standard
Error of
Difference

Difference
Divided by
its Standard
Error

Statement AboUt
the Difference

All 17s 2168 31.6%

Region
Northeast 594 34.0% 2.4% 2.87% .84
Southeast 461 28.1 -3.5 2.69 -1.30
Central 533 30.2 -1.4 2.09 -.67
West 580 33.8 2.2 2.62 .84

SOC
Big City 510 27.4% -4.2% 2.36% -1.78 may be lower
Fringe. 513 35.6 4.0 2.62 1.53 may be higher
Medium City 577 30.8 -0.8 2.68 -.30
Smaller Places

a
568 30.4 -1.2 2.04 -.59

TOC
Inner city 201 23.7% -10.1% 4.38% -2.31 perhaps 10% lower
Suburb 243 45.4 11.6 4.46 2.60 perhaps 12% higher
Rural 179 29.6 -4.2 3.26 -1.29
Remainder 1452 33.1 -0.7 0.94 -.74

Sex
Male 1038 37.7% 6.1% 1.46% 4.18 roughly 6% higher
Female

color

1129 26.4 -5.2 1.18 -4.41 roughly 5% lower

Black 261 13.4% -16.2% 2.64% -6.89 about 18% lower
Non-Black 1905 33.7 2.1 0.48 4.38 roughly 2% higher

Parents Education
8th or below 142 22.8% -8.8% 4.96% -1.77 may be lower
Some High School 338 18.6 -13.0 2.38 -5.4E about 13% lower
HS Graduate 667 28.3 -3.3 1.98 -1.67 may be .lower
Post High School 978 41.0 9.4 1.51 6.23 about 9% higher

a All in-school 178 = 33.8%

*
(17:7-10) Two light waves are traveling in a vacuum.

frequency will have the (shorter wavelength).
The wave with the higher



APPENDIX D

Results for Exercise

Difference:
Number Group vs.
in Group Correct All 175

Approximate Difference
Standard Divided by
Error of its Stands.rd
Difference Error

Statement About
the Difference

All 17s 2133 6.2%

Region
Northeast 582 7.4% 1.2% 1.25% .96

Southeast 463 8.2 2.0 1.23 1.63 may be higher
Central 512 4.0 -2.2 0.87 -2.53 Drhaps 2% lower
West 576 6.6 0.4 1.24 _32

SOC
Big City 482 6.0% -0.2% 1.30% -.15
Fringe 501 6.1 -0.1 1.02 -.10
Medium City 577 6.2 0.0 1.31 .00
Smaller Places

a
573 6.3 0.1 1.14 .09

TOC
Inner City 132 1.4% -5.3% 1.11% -4.77 roughly 5% lower

Suburb 207 7.8 1.1 1.95 .56

Rural 152 5.1 -1.6 2.53 -.63
Remainder 1549 6.9 0.2 0.36 .56

Sex
Male 985 8.8% 2.6% 0.63% 4.13 roughly 3% higher
Female 1146 4.1 -2.1 0.53 -3.96 roughly 2% lower

Color
Black 243 5.2% -1.0% 1.65% -.61

Non-Black 1887 6.3 0.1 0.18 .56

Parents' Education
8th or below 167 2.8% -3.4% 1.03% -3.30 roughly 3% lower
Some High School 301 9.3 -0.9 1.32 -.68

HS Graduate 677 6.2 0.0 0.95 .00

Post High School 949 7.6 1.4 0.71 1.97 may be higher

a All in-school 17s = 6.7%.

(17:8-13) In the equation below, which of the following elements are oxidized?

SnS + 41INO -,S Sno_ + 4N0 + _
_

2
2H20

(Tin and sulfur)

D- 211



APPENDIX D

NuMber
in Group

Results for

Difference
Group vs.

Correct All 175

Exercise 340*

Approximate Difference
Standard Divided by
Error of its Standard
Difference Error

Statement About
the Difference

All 17s 2226 80.8%
Region
Northeast 603 80.6% -O. % 3.26% -.09
Southeast 470 77.1 -3.8 2.49 -1.53 may be lowerCentral 533 81.9 1.0 1.89 .53
West 620 83.0 2.1 2.60 .81

SOC
Big City 510 80.1% -0.8% 2.48% -.32
Fringe 531 82.3 1.4 2.67 .52 --Medium City 588 83.7 2.8 1.63 1.72 may be higherSmaller Places 597 6.8 -4.1 2.18 -1.88 may be lower

TOC
a

Inner City 187 81.1% -1.2% 2.91% -.41 --Suburb 270 92.4 10.1 1.68 6.01 about 10% higherRural 249 79.5 -2.8 3.85 -.73 --Remainder 1420 30.6 -1.5 0.96 -1.56 may be lower
Sex
Male 1125 80.7% -0.2% 1.39% -.14
Female 1100 81.0 0.1 1.42 .07

Color
Slack 249 57.1% -23.8% 4.12% -5.78 about 24% lowerNon-Black 1975 83.3 2.4 0.61 3.93 roughly Z% higher

Parents Education
8th or below 163 67.6% -13.1% 6.84% -1.92 May be lowerSome High School 341 73.9 -7.0 2.88 -2.43 perhaps 7% lowerHS Graduate 753 81.4 0.5 1.81 .28 --Post High School

a

950 86.6 5.7 1.46 3.90 roughly 6% higher

All in-school 17s = 82.

(17:1-1) In each of five experiments, two objects were weighed four times each.
Which experimcnt gives the strongest evidence that object I weighs more than object
II? (For correct and alternative responses see page 111.)



APPENDIX D

Results for Exercise 341*

Number
in Group

Difference:
Group vs.

Correct All 17s

Approximate
Standard
Error of
Difference

Difference
Divided by
its Standard
gtror

Statement AboUt
the Difference

All 17s 593 75.2%

Region
Northeast 159 64.0% 8.8% 3.02% 2.91 perhaps 9% higher
Southeast 124 64.7 -10.5 5.1(_. -2.06 perhaps 11% lower
Central 144 70.1 -5.1 3.20 -1.59 may be lower
West 166 81.0 5.8 3-01 1.93 may be higher

SOC
Big City 148 70.5% -4.7% 3.30% 1.42 --
Fringe 139 62.3 7.1 3.05 2.33 perhaps 7 higher
Medium City 153 72_5 -2.7 3.59 -.75 --
Smaller Places 153 72.7 -2.5 4.15 -.60 --

TOC
a

Inner City 60 73.9% -1-3% 5.78% -.22
Suburb 53 76.9 1.7 5.64 .30
Rural 52 73.5 -1.7 8.55 -.20
Remainder 405 75.3 0.1 1.01 .10

Sex
Male 299 81.1% 5.9% 2.12% 2.76 perhaps E*L higher
Female 294 68.8 -6.4 2.36 -2.71 perhaps 6% lower

Color
Black 84 50.0% -25.2% 5.80%

-:1::
roughly 25% lower

Non-Black 509 77.9 2.7 0.65 1 roughly 3% higher

Parents Educe ion
8th or below
Some High School

56
102

67.9%
64.5

-7.3%
-10.7

8.24%
5.30

-.89
-2.02

--
perhaps 11% lower

HS Graduate 173 77.3 2.1 3.12 .67 --
Post High School

a

250 79.3 4.1 2.18 1.88 may be higher

All in-school 17s = 75.2%

(17:14-12a1) This apparatus exercise is given on page 111. The package in which
this exercise appeared was individually administered. Individually administered
packages were given to a smaller sample of respondents than were group administered
packages7 hence the smaller sample sizes shown on this page.



APPENDIX D

R sults for Exercise 349*

Approximate Difference
Difference: Standard Divided by

Error of its Standard Statement About
Difference Error

NuMber Group vs.
in Group Correct All 17s

All 17s 2214 92.4%

Region
Northeast 609 93.5% 1.1%
Southeast 463 66.6 -3.8
Central 526 92 4 0.0
West 616 94.0 1.6

SOC
Big City 521 90.7% -1.7%
Fringe 538 96.1 3.7
Medium City 573 92.1 -0.3
Smaller Places 582 99.3 -3.1

TOCa
Inner city 186 90.0% -3.7%
Suburb 184 97.4 3.7
Rural 231 87.2 -6.5
Remainder 1514 94.6 0.9

Sex
Male 1084 91.8% -0.6%
Female 1130 92.9 0.5

Color
Black 261 77.8% -14.6%
Non-Black 1952 94.0 1.6

Parents Education
8th or below 165 81.8% -10.6%
Some High School 350 90.3 -2.1
HS Graduate 719 91.4 -1.0
Post High School 947 96.9 4.5

a All in-school 17s = 93.7%

the Difference

1.44% .76 --
1.56 -2.44 perhaps 4% lower
1.07 .00 --
1.08 1.48

1.84% -.92 --
0.82 4.51 roughly 4% higher
1.16 -.26
1.43 -2.17 perhaps 3%. lower

2.38% -1,55 may 17e lower
1.40 2.64 perhaps 4% higher
2.71 -2.40 perhaps 6% lower
0.41 2.20 perhaps 1% higher

0.78% -.77
0.70 .71

3.20% -4.56 roughly 15% lower
0.43 3.72 roughly 2% higher

4.54% -2.33 perhaps 11% lower
1.72 -1.22
1.16 -.86 --
0.72 6.25 about 4% higher

(17: 3-5) Skill in which of the followii'tg is most useful in scientific research?
(Mathematics)
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APPENDIX D

Results fOr Exercise 351*

Number
in Group

Approximate Difference
Difference: Standard Divided by
Group vs. Error of its Standard Statement About

Correct All 17s Difference Error the Difference

All 17s 2166 29.2%

Region
Northeast 570 37.0% 7.8% 2.69% 2.90 perhaps 5% higher
Southeast 479 26.5 -2.7 2.51 -1.08
Central 521 25.9 -0.3 2.15 -.14 --

West 596 24.6 -4.6 1.92 -2.40 perhaps 5'.% lower

SOC
Big city 487 29.2% 0.0 2.73% .00

Fringe 527 28.0 -1.2 2.00 -.60
Medium City 573 30.2 1.0 2.31 .43
Smaller Places 579 29.3 0.1 2.54 .04

TOC
a

Inner City 213 24.1% -7.1% 3.97% -1.79 may be lower
Suburb 230 39.7 8.5 4.47 1.90 may be higher
Rural 172 21.4 -9.8 2.66 -3.65 roughly 10% lower
Remainder 1459 32.2 1.0 0.89 1.12 --

Sex
Male 1041 30.7% 1.5% 1.48% 1.01
Female 1124 25.1 -1.1 1.25 -.88

Color
Black 263 23.7% -5.5% 2.67% -2.06 perhaps 6% lower
Non-Black 1901 30.0 0.5 0.34 2.35 perhaps 1% higher

Parents Education
8th or below 159 26.2% -3.0% 4.94% -.61 --
Some High School 332 15.2 -14.0 2.00 -7.00 about 14% lower
HS Graduate 743 28.5 -0.7 1.62 -.43 --
lost High School

a All in-school 17e

881

31.2%

37.2 8.0 1.30 6.15 about 6% higher

(17:2-5) Boyle's law, Charles' law, and Grahate's law dealing with the behavior
of gases can all be generalized in terms of which of the following? (Kinetic-molecular
theory).
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APPENDIX D

Results for Exercise 352*

Number
in Group Correct

Difference:
Gromp Vs.
All 17s

Approximate
Standard
Error of
Difference

Difference
Divided by
its Standard
Error

Statement About
the Difference

All 17s 2202 81.3%

Region
Northeast 588 83.8% 2.5% 1.44% 1.74
Southeast 469 74.9 -6.4 2.18 -2.94 perhaps 6% lower
Central 533 81.7 0.4 1.38 .29
West 612 83.0 1.7 1.47 1.16

SOC
Sig City 503 79.2% -2.1% 2.38% -.88
Fringe 527 83.7 2.4 1.61 1.49
Medium City 577 82.1 0.8 1.45 .55
Smaller Places 595 79.3 -2.0 1.59 -1.26

TOC
a

Inner City 256 78.6% -4.8% 4.04% -1.19
Suburb 247 85.0 1.6 2.11 .76
Rural 217 83.9 0.5 2.91 .17

Remainder 1390 83.7 0.3 0.75 .40

Sex
M.le 1073 80.5% -0.8''; 1.16% -.69
Female 1128 81.8 0.5 1.03 .49

Color
Black 277 73.7% -7.6% 4.03% -1.89 may be lower
Non-Black 1923 82.1 0.8 0.50 1.60 may be higher

Parents' Educati
Bth or below 161 67.6% -13.7% 5.17% -2.65 perhaps 14% lower
Some High School 373 71.8 -9.5 3.00 -3.17 roughly 10% lower
HS Graduate 702 82.5 1.2 1.21 .99 --
Post High School 925 87.1 5.8 1.05 5_52 about 6% higher

a All in-school 17s = 83.4%

(17: 11-4) Most scientists (want to know more about the world).
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APPENDIX E

ECS and NAEP Committees and Staff



EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES

Governor Tom B. McCall(Oregon), Chairman 1969-70

Andrew Holt, Vice Chairman

John E. Gray, Treasurer

Wendell H. Pierce, Executive Director

ECS Executive Committee

Governor Tom B. McCall, Oregon

Andrew D. Holt, Tennessee

John E. Gray, Texas

Governor Harold LeVander, Minnesota

Governor Robert E. McNair, South Carolina

Rep 1). Robert Graham, Florida

Sen. Mary L. Nock, Maryland

State Sen. Bryce Baggett, Oklahoma

Rev. Albert A. Schneider, New Mexico



NATIONAL ASSESSMENT POLICY COMMITTEE

James A. Hazlett, ChaIrman and National Assessment Admin-
istrative Director

George B. Brain, Chairman, National Assessment Advisory
Committee

Mrs. Julia Rivera de Vincen i, Secret- y of Labor,
Puerto Rico

Leroy F. Greene, Assemblyman, California, Education
Commission of the States

William Kahl, State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Madison, Wisconsin

John W. Letson, Chairman, Operations Advisory Committee

Theodore D. McNeal, State Senator, Missouri

John W. Tukey, Chairman, Analysis Advisory Committee

Ralph W. Tyler, ECAPE Chairman, 1964-68

Stephen J. Wright, Consultant to the President, College
Entrance Examination Board
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NAEP ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Melvin Barnes, Scholastic Magazines,Inc.

George B. Brain, Dean, College of Education, Washington State
University

John H. Conolly, Illinois State Representative

John J. Corson, Arlington, Virginia

Martin Essex, Superintendent of Public instruction, ColuMbus,
Ohio

Robert L. Foose, Rider College, New Jersey

William H. Forsberg, Elementary Principal, New Hope, Minnesota

James G. Harlow, President, West Virginia University

Mrs. Clarice U. Heckert, State Representative and Chairman
of House Education Committee, Delaware

Mrs. Elizabeth Hendryson, Past President, National Congress
of Parents and Teachers

Paul F. Johnston, State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Des Moines, Iowa

The Reverend C. Albert Koob, Executive Secretary, The
National Catholic Educational Association, Washington, D.C.

Roy E. Larsen, Time, Inc.

John W. Letson, Superintendent of Schools, Atlanta, Georgia

Mrs. Ruth H. Mancuso, Past President, State Board of Education,
Glassboro, New Jersey

Miss Katharine E. McBride, President, Bryn Mawr College, B yn
Mawr, Pennsylvania

Governor Robert E. McNair, ColuMbia, South Carolina

Lloyd N. Morrisett, President, -The John and Mary R. Markle
Foundation, New York

David Selden, President, American Federation of Teachers

Mr. Wayne E. Shaffer, Past President, National School Bo- ds
Association

Mrs. Mabel M. Smythe, Consultant, EnCyclopedia Erittanica
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NAEP ADVISORY COMMITTEE
(continued)

James E. Stratten, Cal.1fornia Youth Authority, San Francisco,
California

Ralph W. Tyler, Director Emeritus, Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, California

John E. Visser, President, Kansas State Teachers College

Donald Wilson, President-Elect, Association of Classroom
Teachers



EXERCISE DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY GROUP

Thomas Fitzgibbon, Harcourt, Brace, and world

Jean Grambs, University of Maryland

Jack Merwin, University of Minnesota

Stuart Nagel, University of Illinois

Kenneth Rehage, University of Chicago

Joseph Rosen, Chicago Public Schools

Willard Warrington, Michigan State University

MEDIA ADVISORY GROUP

Robert Hochstein, U.S. Office of Education

Roy Larsen,* Time, Inc.

Robert A. Mott, National Educational Radio

Dorothy Neubauer, Department of Elementary School Principals

Arthur Tourtellot, CBS Inc.

Roy Wilson, National School Public Relations Association

* Also holds membership on another advisory committee.



OPERATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

George B. Brain*

Norman Drachler, Superintendent, Detroit Public Schools,
Michigan

Nolan Estes, Superintendent,Dallas Independent School District

John Flanagan, President,American Institutes for Research

Morris Hansen, Senior Staff Advisor Westat Research, Inc.

John Johnstone, University of Illinois

John W. Letson*

Catharine Murphy, Classroom Teacher, Scottsdale, Arizona
Ralph Tyler*

Stephen Withey, University of Michigan

* Also holds membership on one or more other NAEP committees.

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT STAFF

Frank B. Womer, Staff Director

Caroen J. Finley, Associate Staff Director, Director of
Exercise Development

Dale C. Burklund, Director of Field Operations

George Johnson, Associate Director of Field Operations

Irvin J. Lehmann, Director of Research and Analysis

John Milholland, Associate Director of Research and Analysis

Eleanor L. Norris, Director of Information Services

Peggy A. Bagby, Assistant to the Director, Science
Exercise Development

Marjorie R. Barnes, Sci,..nce Consultant

Burton E. Voss, Science Consultant



RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE STAFF

A. L. Finkner, Director, Stati tics Research Division

Daniel G. Horvitz, Deputy Director, Statistics Research
Division

James R. Chromy, Head, Sampling Section

Gertrude Cox, Senior Statistician

George Dunteman, NAEP Project Director

William Eckerman, former NAEP Project Director

William Grogan, Field Director for NAEP

Donald Jackson, Field Coordinator

MEASUREMENT RESEARCH CENTER STAFF

Burdette Hansen, Director, Measurement Researrch Center

John O'Neill, Project Consultant

Calvin Stevenson, Field Coordinator for NAEP

Ronald D. Platt, Director of Statistical Services

Barbara Dixon, Test Services Representative

A. Louise Diana, Survey Specialist for NAEP Operations
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE STAFF

Scarvia B. Anderson, Executive Director for Special
Development, and Director, Division of Educational
Studies

Arleen S. Barron, Assistant to the Director, Division
of Educational Studies

Frank J. Fornoff, Senior Examiner and Chairman, Science
Department, Test Development Division

Raymond E. Thompson, Examiner, Science Department,
Test Development Division

William Kastrinos, Senior Examiner, Science Department,
Test Development Division



APPENDIX F

NUMBER CF RESPONSES FOR YEAR 010 BY PACKAGE AND AGEa

Package
Number

2

3

4

5

6

7

a
9

10

11

12

13

14

Total

Age
17 Adult

2455 2436 2226- 895

2389 2421 2166 875

2466 2416 2214 860

2456 2415 2171 877

2463 2407 2200 892

2419 2410 2194b 885

2424 2396 2168b 920

2406 2441 2133 893

1438 2383 2114 903

1863 1412 2173 634

1852 1883 2202

1855 1315

1844 1797

1771

24631 28719 28844 8634

At the request of state and local authorities, some
exercises were not given in certain parts of the country,
and the number of respondents was reduced as indicated
below. Number of

A acka Exercise Res ondents

9
11
13
13
13
17
17
17

-;

a Since the Science and Citizenship reports were written,
exact figures for respondents became available and are shown
above. For each age,; the total number 'of exercises was
divided into.packages so that each partidipant would spend
only about 50 minutes completing his set of exercises. As the
above table shows, there were different numbers of packages
for the different ages since the total number of exercises
and the time needed to complete them varied from age to agev

Some participants--the out-of-school 17s--were asked to take
four packages, and they were paid $10 for their time. Because
some people responded to more than one package, the number of
responses to some packages is greater than the number of
respondents.

The age/package/exercise number code is found in the upper
left corner of each exercise page in this report. For
example, a code of 9:11-21 indicates age 9, package 11,
and exerise 21.

11
11
12
13
13
14
11
13

21
18
19
4

13
10
9

9

1837
1667
1637
1595
1821
1930
1966
1595

There were no Citizenship exercises in this package.
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